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Inventories are produced, used (e.g. for raw materials, supplies, spare parts, and So forth) or
distributed by every organisation. Moreover, inventories represent a major investment from the
perspectives of both individual firms and entire national economies. In addition, enormous costs
are incurred in the planning, scheduling, control and actual carrying out of
replenlshment-Iprocuretnentl related activities.
Interest in the subject of inventory management is constantly increasing, yet Silver and
Petarsonlll (P(eface) found that "although invi ,~ory management ha.l been studied in
considerable depth from a theoretical perspective, yet, those of us who, throuah consulting
work, come into. clos>!)contact with mananerlal decision procedures in this arer are repeatedly
surprised to find how limited, and ad hoc, many of the existing decision systems actually are.
The rate at which theory has been developed has far outstripped the rate at which decision
practices of firms have been successft,Jlly upgraded. A major g~o has existed between the
theoretical solutions, on the one hand, and the real world problems, on the other".
Inventory control is the science-based art of ensuring that lust enough inventory (or stockl is
held by an organisation to meet both its internal and external demand commitments
economically. There can be disadvantages in holding either too much 01 too little inventory.
Therefore, inventory control is primarily concerned with obtaining the correct inventory with
compromise between these two extremes.
The control and maintenance of inventories is a problem common to all enterprises in any sector
of a given economy. The primary aim of this study is to identify What the inventory policy of a
company shoull;I be to Secure a reduction in inventory-related costs while maintaining a high
level of customer service.
Lewis(2) defines two bMlt:~ tvpes of inventory policy. Those in which decisions concerning
replenishment are based on the lellel of inventory held, are known as "fixed-order quantity
models" or "re-order level policies" and those in which such declslons arc made on a time basis
are known as "fixed-time period models" or "re-order cycle policies". According to Nadder(3)
(7 I 11) the basic distinction between fixed-order quantity models and fixed-tlme period models
is that the former are "event-triggered" while the latter are "time-triggered". That is, a
fixed-order quantity model initiates an order when the "event" of reaching a specified re-order
level occurs. This event may take place at any time, depending on the demand for the items
considered. In contrast, the fixed-time period model is limited to placing orders at the end of a
predetermined time period; hence, the passage of time alone "triggers" the model.
In this thesis, we shall discuss both classical inventory models and heuristic models. We shall
also conduct an investigation into the factors affecting high levels of inventory ~ mainly lead
times (supplier and internal lea' times) in relation to spare 9arts in the heavv-dutv truck and bus
industry. The thesis also suggests guidelines for controlling stock or these types of commodities
in a practical environment. This will be done by either researching the existing inventory models
or developing new inventory models or a combination of both, the intention '>~ingnot to look for
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The South Mrican based company used as the model in this thesis is a s' 'bsidiary of
one of the leading German companies in the heavv-detv truck and bus industry, The
company's South African facilities eomprlese an assembly plant located In Durban
and warehouses th:-Qughout the countrv, plus a head office in Johannesburg,
The company distributes locally assembled trucks and buses as well as spare parts to
bus and truck owners.
The plant sources components for production from overseas (Germany) in the form of
CI(D kits, as well as from local suppliers. The CI<D klts are ordered through the
companv=s head office, whereas local components are ordered dlrectlv by the
assembly plant.
Inventory items held by the, assembly plant are characterised as "items with
dependent demand", l.o. if the demand for an end product (say bus or truck) is
known, then the demand for component items is also known. In contrast, inventory
items held by tile Central Parts Department (CPD) and the branches (spare parts) are
characterised as "items with independent demand", l.e. the demand for one item Is
not dependent on the demand for another item.
This study concerns itself with the inventory policy that is appropriate for
independent demand situations. Control of the inventory of items with dependent
demand is beyond the scope of this investigation,
1.1.1 THE INVENTORYSYSTEM
There are great differences between existing inventory systems. They differ in size
and complexity, in the types of items they carry, in the costs associated with
operating the system, in the nature of the stochastic processes associated w'th the
system, and in the nature of tile information available to decision makers at any given
moment. All these differences can be considered to reflect variations in the stn, cture
of the inventory system. These variations can have an important bearing on. the I )
Of operating doctrine that should be used in controlling the system, 8y an operating
doctrine, we simply mean the rule which tells us when to order and how much to
order.
The inventory system in this vrganisatiOl1has a "muitl-echelon structure". This means
that an item may be stocked in the inventory system at many physical locations.
When there is more than a single stocking point, there exists the possibility for many
forms of interaction between the stocking points.
In our study the form of interaction involved is one stocking point (CPO) which
serves as a warehouse tor other stocking points. This leads to what is called a
"multi-echelon inventory system". The type of multi-echelon system is illustrated in
Figure 1. The arrows indicate tile normal pattern for the flow of goods through the
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system. This might hI:) referred to as a two-echelon system since there are two levels.
In the system shown, eustorner demands occur only at the stoct<ing points on level
1. These stocking po}ots have their stocks replenished by shipments from
Warehouses at level 2, WI'ich in turn receive replenishments for their stock from tho
supplrers. Figure 1 represents only one tvpe of mUlti-ochelon svstern, In other cases,
customer demands might occur at all levels, or stockina points at any level might no'!;
only receive shipments from. the next highest Jevel (CPD) but might also get
replenishments from any higher-level. (from the source supplier) '. It is also permissible,
on occasion, to redistribute 0'1'\ stocks among various stocking points between
'bJ'anche~,However, branches rarely distribute among themselves.
FiGUR~ 1
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The CPD currently carries approximately 25 560 stock-keeping units (SKUs) to
supply twelve branches and six dealers with spare parts as required for
maintenance purposes, emergency repairs, overhaul purposes and current services
throughout South Africa. Each branch carries between 2 500 and 4 000 SI<Us,
mainly fast moving items, and each branch sources its parts from the CPD only,




The inventory under investigation comprises 25 660 SKUs with an annual average
stock value of R49,9 million, of which approximatelv R36,2 million are carried by
the CPD and R13,6 million by the branches.
At the single..Item level, the inventory msnaqernertt objective can be formuloted as
minimising the total inventory-related cost pel' unit of time with respect to such
restrictions as demand and desired service level. To measure the performance of an
inventory management and control system, attention is usually shifted from
individual items to aggregates. Al!en(4findicates that costs, e$pecially ordering and
shortage costs, are no longer as widely used to measure performance as is the
value of the inventory. The most common lnventorv measure, the inventory
turnover (IT) rate, is normally used to measure inventory system performance. The
rate can be defined as follows:
IT = annual usage (R) or IT "'"
average inventory investment (R)
annual usage (units)
average inventory (units)
The inventory turnover rate in this ca, s 1,36 times pel' year, where
o annual usage (R) == annual sales at cost R67,7 million
o average annual inventory lnvestmeat is R49,9 million.
Obsolete stock consists of 2 300 Sl<Us, with 9% of the total number of SI<Us in
the inventory valued at R3,7 million, of which 1 500 SJ(Us with a value of R2,5
million were scrapped from the inventory, and 800 SI<Us with a value of R1,2
million were sent back to Germany. The inventory turnover rate after excluding the
obsolete stock sL',ggeststhat
IT == 67,7 = 1 46 times per year.
46,2 I
The turnover rate tells how many times, on average, the inventory is filled up and
emptied during a year in order to satisfy the demand during the same period. If a
company can reduce its inventory and still maintain the same sales level, the
turnover rate will increase, An increased number of turns is thereby a good trend,
whereas a decreasing rate can cause alarm and tl'igger extra managerial attention.
There is, however, an inherent danger in relying too much on the turnover ratio as a
goal variable. There are several reasons for this. One is that single items, Dr groups
of items, might have actual turnover rates that differ, and should differ,
substantially from the set goal. It may therefore be bad policy to stipulate the same
rate for all materials. Another reason is that the inventory turnover rate is only a
surrogate measure, indirectly related to the holding cost through the inventory
investment in the denominator. The measure completely disregards other
inventory-related costs, such as the ordering cost (increased cost of ordering,
because of increased turnover rate) and the cost of being out of stock.
In this case, however, the inventory turnover ratio of 1,46 which is still considered
to be low since it suggests an average of 7,8 months until a spare part is sold,
where the suppliers' lead times vary between 1 month and 5 months, with a few
exceptions of 9 months.
IPP ISA;!.);!)
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Other problem areas were iclf3fltifie9 when the inventory records were analysed:
C SKUs out 0.1~tock {unfulfilled crdsrsl f6r November 1992 were found to amount
to.2 200 SKUs. This'is t.2,o% of the total SKUs orrfered.
~ Thg~;'spare parts industry for~ ha.,~vy..duty truck. have common parts (mainlv
fast movers) that Gall P(; sold by competitors; and therefore running out of
stoel< of those parts reptasents a potentlalloss, of sales.
.. For tM '11gll-common spare parts and unique parts, running out of stock could
lead to' the .Ioss of sales of the final product, mainly 'trucks and buses because
of the low service level to ..owners.
,0 A high rate of obsolete stock which amounted to 10,2% of the total SKUs and
1,9% of t~~ stopf< value.
;/
e An O\f~:i~~~OCk situation where 81,7% of thi;l total SKUs comprisihg 64% of the
stock {i\rahJf;, are slow movers and dead stock ite,.i(i, of which 38,1 % of the
SKUs with a value. of R18,7 million are slow movers, and 43,7% of the SKUs
with a value of Ii16,5 million are dead stock items. (The deflnltlons for slow
movers and dead stock items are defined in Section 3.2.)
The main objective of the thesis (cmd therefore the main objective to solve the
problems indicated above) is to minimise inventory investments and to rnaxirruse
customer service levels by introducing and implementing an effective inventory
control policy.
The proposed inventory policy should seek answers to the following two
fundamental questions:
o When should the inventory be replenished?
o How much should be added to the inventory, or how much should be ordered of
each itern. Were the time and quantity elements are the variables that are
subjected to control in the inventory system?
The proposed inventory system should also provide the management and stock
control personnel with the information required to maintain and measure
performance.
1.4 METHODOLOGY
The investigation took the following form:
o Evaluatlon of the current inventory system
~ Characteristics of truck and bus rpare parts
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• Analysis of the stock (ABC analysis)
- Defining fast, medium and slow-moving spare parts
- Study and evaluation of current inventory policy, simulating with chosen
sample.
o Investigation into important factors for inventory decisions
- Cost factors
• Replenishment lead time reduction.
o Literature survey of inventory control systems
- Type of inventory control systems
- Establishment of safety stock
- Studying available inventory models,
o Development and evaluation of alternative's
- Programming inventory control models
Simulating inventory control models on the computer, using data from a
chosen sample
- Analysis of the results for the trial run
- Advantages and disadvantages of various models.
o Selection and recommendations
- Choosing the best methods from the models under lnvestlnatlon to control
fast, medium and slow-moving items.
2. EVAUJA1'~ON OF CURRENT iNVE~ijTORV SYSTEM
2.1 CHARACTERISTICS OF TRUCK AND BUS SPARE PARTS(41
When we talk about truck and bus spare parts (or replacement parts), we are really
talking about any commodity with particular supply and demand characteristics.
In a paper presented at the Operational Research Society of South Africa (miSSA)




The following are characteristics of supply:
o The item can be bOUglt from a limited number of suppliers
o The lead time is P:.,llly variable and can range from off-the-shelf service to nine
months. A typical lead time would be between three and five months
o Lead times are more dependent on the queue of items waiting for processing
than on actual manufacturing times
o The set-up cost is often a substantial proportion of the final selling price
o The unit price varies over a wide range
o Items are normally manufactured in batches in a jobbing environment.
2.1.2 DEMAND
The foillowing are characteristics (.If demand:
o The item is not a raw material or iii the main Stream of the production process,
In other words the demand, in the short term, is not related to sales
o The demand (exciliding fast moving :tems; tends to be unpredictable and erratic
due to the following factors:
- Demand dependent on infrequent random (truck or bus) breakdown
- Demand affected by the fads of a particular maintenance supervlsor
• Demand reduced by the use of reconditloned spares
- Demand affected by optional substitution or technical obsolescence
- Demand affected by changes in the policy for planned maintenance
- Demand affected by shifting to new truck and bus models.
o In the event of a oreakdowrt. urgent orders can be expedited or alternative
sources Of supply can be exploited
o There tends to be a long pipe line via ('lgencies between the source of supply and
the ultimate user.
The above characteristics are not relevant to truck and bus fast moving items.
2.2 ABC CLASSiFICATION
Silver and Peterson'!' (p67) made the following statement:
"Many existing inventory management systems can be significantly improved on by
simply adopting decision rules that do not treat all SI<Us Of' all categories of




The taskof the CPO man~gement team is b plan and control the stoCl<hOldff{~ leVEl.1
'of approximatelv 20 123 SKUs (after e)(cluding 2 300. SK!Js, part of whichiwere
scrap!)$d. and a certaln number were sent back to Germany, and after
approxima~ely 3 000 ord SKU. records ware deleted). However. the relative
importance, of the items is not fixed, and therefore it is necessary to differentIate
between them. and to apply more manaqement resources to those items which have
a high re(ativ~ importance. The metncd. used is the ABC inventory management
approach. Th~ theory behind the ABC approach is that a small group of SKUs
normally gener~~e,mostof the turnover of a company.
Fran1 a ,control viewpoint, the importance of an item can be d~Ki ,d 111tarms of its
annual usage value ••This is calculated. by multiplying the quantity used in a year by
,.the unit cost of the Item, ThE1rand value of annual usage is the common factor used
" for categori'sing.Jnvent:0ry items.
Th~ comp,9_ny Management Information System (MIS) generates a monthly ABC
ipventory analysis report. Table 1 shows the different inventory categories as a




I AVERAGE USAGE PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL I
CATEGORY
LOWER I UPPER NUMBER STOCK USAGE TURN- MONTHS UNE STOCK USAGE
LIMIT LIMIT OfUNE VALUE VALUE OVER STOC!< ITEMS VALUE VALUE
1
(R) (A) ITEMS (R1.000) IR1 000) RATE I.-
A 14435 NONE 977 17365 53000 3,05 4 5% 35% 78%
B 2009 14430
I
1 831 9351 11 300 1,21 10 ! 9% 19% 17% !
C 0 2000 8601 7620 3400 0,45 27 43% 15% 5%
DEAD - - 8714 15564 0 0 Infinite 43% 31% 0%
TOTAL 20123 49900 67 }(.) 100% 100% 100% j
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2.3 ABC CLASSIfICATION .BYTHE SKU.MOVEMENT CATEGORY
Another way to· analyse the inventory ib by classifying the inventory items
according to importance and according to the level (if usage, namely the item
movement within the stock .
.-.The diffe~,e)~l categories of movement' are as follows:
CATEGORY CODE DEfiNITiON
Fast F More than 250 units sold nationally per
year. with movement (sales or demand)
every month
Medium M More than 50 but less thalli 250 units sold
nationally per year, with movement (sales
or demand) every month
Continuous c Less than 50 units sold natiot"laHy per year,
with movement (sales or demand) every
month
Lumpy L More than 50 units sold nationally par year.
but withtlU't movement (sales or demand) In
every month
Slow s Less than 50 units sold nationally per year,
but without movement (sales or demand) in
every month
Dead o r~o me •.~ment (sales or demand) in the last
6 months '
New New From creation until 12 month~ after first
receipt or first sale
Table 2 snows the diff.arent movement catecortes, the nurnher of SKUs in each
catsqorv, the percentage of total Sl<Us and their stock value within the different
classes and mOVE'r snt categories. Diagram 2 and 3 illustrate the ABC inventory
analysis by movement categories.
If'P • (SA:D2!
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Table 2. and Diagrams 2 and 3 reveal the following findings:
o Approximately 44% of the total SKUs (25% of the stock value) are classified as
dead stock, where the majority of those SKUs belonging to class C accounts for
93% of total dead stock (24% of the total stock value), The above figures also
indicate that 24% of the stock value do not contribute to sales.
(0 Thirty eight percent of the total SI<Us, at 39% of stock value, are slow movers.
Among these SKUs (1 003 SKUs) 29% are from Class A and Class 13,which
reflects their.high value.
o A substantial reduction of total inventory value can be expected from nearly




A suggested order report is generated by the Management Information System
(MrS) once E. month, normally at the end of the month. The report contains a list of
items per supplier with the suggested order quantity. It is split into two categories,
local and overseas suppliers, and is passed to the inventory manager for evaluation.
This activity takes approxlmatelv three to four weeks and entails the following steps.;
o Manual checking of the trends in demand, l.e, abnormal or peak demand, during
the last six months
o Checking whether the suggested order quantity is in line with the minimum
supptler order quantity
o Evaluating the suggested order quantity from an economic order quantity point
of view, i.a, order qua" 'ities which will entitle the company to a discount.
. The revised suggested order quantity report is then passed back for entry into the
computer, A new suggested order report is generated which is sent for evaluation
regarding cost and reasonableness. After it has been authorised, orders are placed
with the suppliers - most by post, but some by telefax or courier.
2.4.2 SUGGESTED ORDER stza Of Si<Us
All stock records are kept on the computer inventory system, and for each SKU the






o Supplier lead time. (one figure for all suppliers' items)
o Vendor/supplier
o Classification
o Quantitv in hand
o QuantiiV on order
e Qo.uantiwallocated (back orders quantity)
o Rolling movement (the last 12 months usase history).
The. computer system currently calculates the suggested order size (50S), for each
Ei.KUaccQrding to the following equation:




50S = suggested order size of SKU(m) (units)
NAD _- new average Demand of SKU'ml (units)
LTc ::::: internal (company) lead time (weeks)
LTn = supplier lead tirne Iwseks)
BO :::: back order quantities (units)
SH "" stock in hand (units)
so == stock on order (units)
8T == stock in transit (units).
Internal (company) lead time is determined by the company manaqement to be ten
weeks, made up as follows:
o Order compllatlon > 3 weeks
o Order receiving/binning and data capturing· 3 weeks
o Safety factor for supplier lead time ~4 weeks.
Supplier lead time is determined by the supplier. The fi'.1ure of four weeks is based on
the assumption that there are four weeks in the month.
IPP • ISA:D21
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o Cofupute 'the New Average Demand .(i\lADl







Y 'k. average IJsage of SI<Us Im) for the last six months
Y i = ~sage of SKUs (m) in month i
t~ Chectt irregulsritiet'; in demand during the last· si)( .months ac~ording to the
criteria. If V; > 2 VI extract the monthly average from the new average to be
calculated






if Y j < 2 Y than )(j = YI
n = Number of months that monthly usage did not exceed twice the
monthly average
o Compute the Mean Average Deviatiorra(MADt
n
r. IX-Xii
_. MAD ::: L_""_1:--_
n
Where
I X ~ X I I = the absolute value obtained by subtracting thifl monthly usage
from the monthly average
- Compute the deviation (sigma) which should be added to the new average ()<):
Sigma ::: 1,25 x MAD
Where
A correcting factor of 1,25 is allowed to adjust the MAD to the value of the'
Standard Deviation of Sample (STDS), assuming the demand is normally
distributed.
o Compute the New Average Demand (NAD)
NAD = X + Sigma
'f' • (SA:02)
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Figures 1 and 2 present flow charts for the current method of computing the
suggested order size.
2.5 PROBLEM AREAS ~N CURRENT H\!VIENTORY MODElL
The following problems were id$ntified in the current inventory model!
The use of six readings (the last six months' average demands) to caiculate the
suggested order size is not suitable in the spare parts environment, for the following
reasons:
6 Long lead times of a large portion of the items (ranging between 2 to 6 months)
o Forty four per cent of SKUs are dead stock items, and it is statistically impossible to
assess the NAD on the last six months' readings only
Q The same apfled
- In dealing with SI<Us that have slow and lumpy demand patterns. Six readings
are not statistically sufficient to draw conclusions about the NAD.
o The computer program rounds off
- Six months' average demand
- Mean 'Average Deviation (mad)
" Sigma
causing a cumulative error in computing the NAD*.
2.6 CURRlENT iNVENTORY MODEL SIMULATION WnTH VAFUOUS
DATA-INPUTS
The approximation of Sigma used by the current inventory model to measure the
standard deviation of the sample does not always correlate with the standard
deviation.
A simulation containing the last six months' readings of 120 Sl<Us was run on the
computer With the current inventory model. The values and variables I together with
their definitions, which were calculated are as follows:
Variables defined and values calculated in the simulation
= demand in month i
o y = last six months' average demand






PROCEDURE fOR COMPUTING SUGGESTED OWiBlERsize
fOR'SIOJ (m)
Compute monthly average
demand for last six months Y
of SKU (01)
Check irregularity of
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o MAD* = round (mad)
o Xi == monthly average demand that is less than twice the average
Xi == Yi jf Yi < 2'1
o X = average of the months in which the mOl1'thly average demand did not




n "'" the number of months where monthly usage did not exceed twice the last
six months' monthly average.
o XI' "" round {Xl
DeYi8tiOh from the averaget
o STDS == the standard deviation of sample
1 -= - r (VI- YF0-1STDS
in this case fC'r six months
STDS 1 -== - ~ (Yi ..y)26
o (J = MAD x 1,25
o or = MAO x 1,25
Sigma = round (or)
New average demand
o nad = X + 0'
o NADr = X{ + sigma
o NAOs - Y + STDS
.)10 All variables used with capital letters represent the rounded figures of the original variables.
11'1' • (SA:D2)
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Suggested order size (SOS)
o SOS (nad) (nad X LT)/4
o SOS (nadr) = (nad, x LT)/4
o SOS (NAPr) = (NADr x LT)/4
o SOS (NADs) (NAbs x LTl/4
Where
~ LT = company and supplier lead trmes
All SOS figures are rounded to calculate the relevant SOS, which is used with the
relevant nad.
The lead time used in this example is 22 weeks:
LT = 22 weeks
It was necessary to analyse the st.ltabflltv of the current inventory model to predict
what the order size per SKU (rn) should be and to quantify thfi! erroT generated by
rounding the variables computed during calculation of the NAb, as well as the
closeness of the approximation (Sigma) to the standard deviation of the sample
(STDS). The current inventory model was developed on the computer and data were
entered as follows:
o Data with random item demand patterns, where the last six months' average is
fixed and the coefficient of variance ranges between 0 and 2,4. (The coefficient of
variance is determined as the ratio between the standard deviation of the sample
and the average of the sarnple.)
o Data with random item demand patterns are categorised by ranging the coefficient
of variances, as follows:
- Range 1 - Low coefficient of variances, range between 0 and 0,5
- Range 2 - Medium coefficient of variance, range between 0,5 and 1,0
- Range 3 - High coefficient of variance, range between 1,0 and 2,1.
The input data, the calculation of variables and the correlation analysis can be found
in Appendices 1 to 4.
2.7 CORRlElATiON ANAL VSiSI~)
LevinlS) (518) defines correlation analysis as the statistical tool that can be used to
describe the negree to which one variable is linearly related to another,
The measures describing the correlation between two variables are




o the coefficient of correlation.
The coefficient of determination is the primary way in 'which we can measure the
extent, or strength, of the association that exists between two varlabres, X and Y.
It is reaso-iable to express the variation of the Y values around the regression line
with this equation:
Variation of the Y values around the rel';Jressionline:= :E(Y, _.yj2 where:Y ;'"ax.
The second variation, that of the Y values around their own mean, is dstermlned by
this equation:
Variation of the Y values around their own mean ;::: !(Y - y)2.
One minus the ratio between these two variations is the sample coefficient of
determination, which is symbolised by r2;
Sample coefficient of determination 1'2 = 1 _ ~,y -.:Y}_2· .
I{Y - ,?)2
o The coefficient of determination
The coefficient of determination r2.as defined by the above equatlcn is a measure
of the degree of linear association between X and Y. The intuitive interpretation of
1'2 is as follows:
VVhen r2 =- 1, there is perfect correlation or the regression line is a perfect
estimator.
o Whel' r" 0, there is no correlation.
( a <, ,z < 1. When r2 is close to 1, this indicates a strong correlation between
X '.nd Y, while when ~.2is near 0 there is little correlation between these two
variables.
o The coefficient of correlatlon
The coefficient of correlation is used to describe how well one variable is
explained by another and is expressed as the square root of the coefficient of
determination:
The sign ;I: of r indicates the direction of the relationship between the two variables
X and Y.
For our investigation of the extent of fit of the current inventory .'!'Jodelto different
item pattern demands. we checked the correlation between the variables contained in
the current inventory model.
IPP • ISA:D2)
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The correlation analysis carried out was based on the assumption that there is a
linear relationship between the variables. (This assumption is appropriate for items
that have pattern demand characterised 10'1a low coefficient of vartance.)
The regression line function is in the form of
Y == AX+B
where
A - X coefficient
B - constant
X = independent variable
Y = dependent variable.
For example, if We test the correlation between two variables, STOS and MAD
calculated from a given stream of numbers, +"e dependent variable is the sratlstlcal
measure of the sample standard devlatlon expressed as
and the independent variable is the Mean Average Deviation (MAD) expressed as
li: lXI-xiMAD
The regression line is in the form of
STDS =: A X MAD + B
where the regression analysis will indicate the extent or strength of the association
between the variables STOS and MAD by calculating the value of r2.
Secondly, if there is a strong correlation between the two variables, the parameter A
will indicate the cor-recting factor between STOS and MAD.
The standard error of Y is the estimated standard error of the Y (STDS) values and
represents the deviation of the Observed (MAD) values from the values of the linear
combination.
Table 3 presents the correlation analysis summary of the current lnventcrv variables
computed with the approximation Sigma and using the irregularity chf)cking criteria
\Vi < tv ignore Vi) compared with the variables using the Standard Deviation of
Sample (STDS), while Diagrams 4 to 6 are pictorial representations of the correlation
analysis for the various input data.
The detailed breakdown of the pictorial representatlcn for a low, medium and high
coefflclerv of variance are to be found in Appendices 15to 13.
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From the correlation analysis summarised in Table 3 and from the charts shown in
Diagrams 4 to 6 (and Appendices 5 to 13), the following findings are re' led;
o The correlation between the current inventory variables calcu'ated·with Sign'ICl,and
those calculated with STDS, is as follows:
- High when the coefficient of variance is low (range 0 to 0,5)
- High when the coefficient of variance is medium (range 0,5 to 1,0). However,
there is an error with a correcting factor (A in the regression line) of 6% and
medium fluctuation (around 9%) of the values calculated with Sigma, compared
with those calculated with STOS
- High to medium when the coefficient of variance ranges between 1 and 2.
However, the correcting factor A is 21% higher than the one in use and the
fluctuation of the current variables in use (computed with Sigma) is around 15%
compared with those calculated with STOS.
o Using the datil! input at the last six months, the average demand is fixed and the
coefficient of variance ranges between 0 and 2,4. Low correlation and high
fluctuation are indicated among the variables calculated with sigma and those
calculated with STOS.
The conclusion to be drawn from the above findings is that the current inventory
model is inadequate when dealing with items that are subject to an erratic type of
demand and for slow-movlna items.
Through empirical studies and deductive mathematical modelling, Silver and Peterson!"
(61) have identified a number of important factors wit.h respect to inventory decisions.
These are discussed below.
3.1 COST fACTORS
Prior to my investigation, there was no measurement of tho cost involved in the
holding of stock and ordering of commodities. It was therefore considered important to
determine the real costs involved in ordering and holding stock for future use in the
proposed inventory models. A number of factors would be relevant.
3.1.1 UNi1 VALUE OR UNIT VARIABLE COST
The unit value of an item (denoted by the symbol V) is expressed in rands per unit
(including freight) paid to the supplier. The unit value is important for two reasons:
Firstly, the total acquisition costs per year clearly depend on its value, and secondly,

















































STDS=A x mad til
$roS= 1.33 x mad + 0
STDS=A ~ SIGMA +0
STDS;;0.9fl K SIGt.',A+ 0
NADs;:A ~ nod ta
NADs:;f.Ol "nod + 0
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NAO~=1 # NAO< + 0
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3.1.2 COST Of CARRYING ITEMS IN iNVENTORY
The cost of carrying items in inventory includes the opportunity cost of the money
invested, the expenses tnccrred in running a warehouse, the costs Of special storage
requirements, deterioration of stock, obsolescence, insurance, and taxes .. The most
common formula for costing is
Carrying costs per year ::= AOHO x V x r
whete AOHQ is the average inventory on hand in units (hence AOHQ x V id the
average inventory expressed in rands) and where r is the carrying charge, i.e. the
cost in rands of carry;ng one rand's. worth of inventory for one year.
Carrying costs can be regarded as a top management policy variable that can be
changed from time to time, in line with changes in the environment. A detailed cost
structure put to management to enable them to make better decisions concerning the
real costs. It was agreed that {heed costs are to some extent not relevant to the
number of orders or the level of stock, because if there were no inventories and no
orders, obviously there would be no need for a procurement department and
therefore all costs (fixed and variable) would be eliminated.
As far as variable costs are concerned, it was agreed that the percentage of variable
costs linked to stock levels and to the number of orders placed, is 80%.
The current costs of holding inventories (carrying charges r; are as foflows:
- Fixed costs R1 426 000 per annum
~ Variable costs Rl 475 000 pel' annum
• Variable costs subject to stock levels (80%) Rl 180 000
o Holding cost as a percentage of average stock value
- Variable costs ,L18 x 100 ==
49,9
2,4%
• Obsolete stock (budget percentage) 2,5%
• Insurance 1,0%
- Deterioration (budget percentage) 2,5%
• TOTAL 22,9% SfJY 23,0%
3.1.3 ORDERING COST
The symbol A denotes \he fixed cost (independent of the extent of the
replenishment) associated with a replenishment. This ordering cost includes the
cost of order forms, postage, telephone calls, authorisation, typing of orders,
receiving, inspection, following up on unexpected situations, and dealing with
vendor invoices. The cost of administrative time includes the buyer' s time for
order preparation and the system control costs (computer, software,
maintenance, etcl.
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The costs involved in ordering and holding. inventory are detailed In Appendix 14.
Once the costs involved in ordering and holding inventories are 'mown, the
problem transfer to what proportion of those costs related to stock levels and
what proportlon to the number of orders placed. Two ways of looking at the
ordering cost in relation to the number of orders placed are shown in Diagram 7.
In realiw there is no linear relationship between the number of orders placed and
the ordering cost - only a certain reduction in the number of orders will bring
about a reduction in the ordering cost. The connection between these two
factors should in fact be represented by a series of steps rather than a straight
line.
(I Ordering cost
- Total fixed costs R337 000 per annum
~ Total variable costs R559 000 per annum
- Variable costs subject to the volume
of orders (80%) R442 600 per annum
- Number or orders placed
October 1992 to September 1993 4666
R9G- Average cost per order
The average cost of R9S pel" order is misleading since the order size varies in
a big range between 1 SKU per order to more than 1 000 SKUs per order.
Diagram 8 shows the order size distribution for bulle orders (placed once a
month) and daily VOR (Vehicle of the Road) orders. Diagram 9 indicates the
order cost per SKU as a function of the order size for a current buyer
utilisation of 45% and the expected order COst per SKU as 100% of buyer
utilisation.
Appendices ('5 and 16 contain a detailed breakdown of 'he information
concerning buyer utilisation as well as the information shown in Diagrams 7
and 8.
3,1.4 DISCUSSION w DETERMINING REALISTIC COSTS
Most inventory models offer optimal solutions so long as the conditions of the
system meet the constraints of the model, While this is easy to state, it is
difficult to achieve. Obtaining actual figures for Darring, shortage and especially
order cost, is difficult, Part of the problem firstly occurs because the accounting
data are averages, whereas the cost required is the marginal cost. Secondly
there i~ the difficulty of assigning thO exar.t ".~s~ to the 01dar (vsrtous order
sizes), and thirdly there is no longer a direct rela.lonship between tne number of
orders and the cost of the orders. In other words, reducing the number of orders
will not necessarily produce as reduction in the cost of orders (sea Diagram 7).
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To illustrate the cost effects of changing ordering cost A, Table 4 presents the
computed order quantity for an SKU with an annual demand of 1 000 units, a unit
cost of R50, a earring cost of 23% per annum, and various order costs per SKU as
indicated in Diagram 9. The model used for the computation Was the simple EOa
model without safety stock. If we assume that the average order cost is R26, then
the optimal order quantity is 67,2 units. If order costs of R7 (a quarter as much)
and R60 (more than twice the average) are used, the variable cost would be
computed between ·48% and 52%.
The total errol' range in using a quarter of and more than double the cost, makes a
total annual difference of R773 in the average order cost. The total cost, however,
varies less than 1%, ranging from 0,73% low to 0,79% high.
The above results with the general assumption that inventory models normally
involve quadratic equations, suggest that even significant errors often have less
effect than one might expect. These comments are not meant to cause the reader
to reduce emphasis on computing order quantities, but rather to recognise where
inventory costs come from and where the emphasis must be placed in order to
reduce costs significantly.
Clearly then, if a company seeks to make significant reductions in the total cost of
inventory, it must cut order set-up times or reduce the exlstlna level of inventory
tiirt')ugh major lead time reductions. No less important is the reduction of forecast
errors via better modelling.
The approach recommended therefore i$ to conduct the inventory analysis in terms
of inventory investment and workload, rather than in terms of order cost (see
details in section 4.4).
Load time reduction and inventory models are discussed in Sections 3.2.2 and 5.
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3.1.5 SHORTAGECOST
The costs involved in establishing' the shClrta,gecost are all the costs incurred
when stockouts take place.
The main shortage cost lncludes the follovlling:
o The attendant costs of e~pediting and rescheduling. Higher rates are paid for
overtime or jJ(emi<Jrn is :paid tc subcontractors (agents) in order 'to expedite
emergency orders.
o The costs lncurred when parts have to be air-freighted from overseas
suppliers instead of normal sea-freight shipment.
o The ccst lncurred when parts manufactured in South Africa have to be
imported from ths parent company at ell higher unit cost.
o The costs lncurrsd due to loss of sales, especially of parts supplied by
competitors are higher than the profit loss on the parts that are out of stock,
since the customer might cancel the whol~ order.
,n addition to- the measurable costs there are some nebulous costs that cannot
be measured in rands and cents. For example, the loss of goodwill and
reputation and the loss of market share both play a major (ole when deciding on
the company' s strategic planning, and on the inventory control system in
particular.
From the customer's point at view, shortage costs depend rnainly on time lost
for production in the event of a breakdown.
The cost involved In lass .of truck/bus running time is approximately RS 500 per
day.
The criteria far establishing shortage costs are as follows:
o Additional costs incurred for freight
For overseas suppliers these costs are on av~m~ge15% of the SKU cost, but
for la~al supphers these cases are minor.
o For expediting the manufacturing process, there is an additional cost of
between 10% and 20% of the SKUs value, l.e. an average of 15%. For
overseas suppliers there are no charces,
o For loss of sale it is recommended that. 10% of the unit cost for those SI<Us
supplied by the competitors be added, l.e. a total of 2.5% of the unit cast
(which is the average gross profit margin on those SKUs). For other S!(Us the
total shortage cost will remain the same (15%).
IPP.' • (SA:D2)
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A. stockout can only occur during perlods when the inventory on hand is low.
The decision as to when an order should be placed will always depend on how
low the inventory level Silould be allowed to fall, so that the expected number of
SKUs demanded during a replenishment lead time will not give rise to a 5tOC!<OUt
more often than a specified number of times. Replenishment lead time is defined
as the time that elapses from the moment it is decided to place an order until the
ordered items are phvsically on the shelf to meet customer demands. 'The
symbol L T will be used to (Janote·replenishment lead time. As suggested by
Silver and Petersonnl (65), it. is convenient to think of 1:1119 lead time as being
made up of four distinct comperrents:
o Admir(i~'l'&rati'\letime at the stocking point (order prepaltatiol1 time)
This is the time that elapses from the moment when it is decided to place the
order until tho order is actuallv transmitted from the stocking po,1nts.
TlJi$: stage inr-Iudes the su~)ge$ted order size evaluation 81!'Jd the order
compilation. For bulk orders it takes from 3 to 4 weeks. Dally orders are
corn piled during an average of two days, and Vehicle of the Road (VOR)
orders take one day.
o Transit time to the supplier
This may be negligible if the order is placed electronically or by telephone, but
transit time can be several davs if a mailing system is used.
For bulk ardors the company uses the post. In the RSA this takes up to one
week and overseas (mainly Germany), one to two weeks,
o Supplier lead time
This time constitutes the primary variable component. Its duration is
Materially lnfluenced by the supplier's stock situation when the order arrives.
It also includes the transit time back to the stocking point. \
As already mentioned, the company currently uses the lead time determined
bv the supplier for computing the suggested order size.
o Time fr ... , order receipt until the stock is available on the shelf • Receiving
time.
,his time is often I1sglected when it should not be. Contributing factors
inC:Jde inspection and catalogueing.
Company policy allocates three weeks for receiving coods, wlth the following
activities:





The records analysis for the period January 1993 to November 1993 concerning
the above activities for bulk orders ~ssummarised in table 5,
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I Receiving and binning
~ta capturing ~ compllt~r ...._----''-- __ 4_,_9__ -1...._,_2_,_6 __ '''-- __ 7_,5__ .......
3,2 2,95
The above findings indicate that the current lead time allocated to the above activities
by management exceeds the actual average lead time plus the standard deviation by
33%.
The data-capturlnq actual lead time is too long and is not acceptable in this type of
environment. The above table suggests that entering the data in the computer is
mars time-consuming than the physical receiving and binning of the parts.
The cumulative frequency and frequency distribution of lead times for the
receiving/binning and data-capturing activities are represented in Oj~gtams 10 and 11.
3.2.2 REPU~NISHMENTlEAP TIME flEDUCTION
As stated under 3.1.4, the inventory cost could be significantly reduced through lead
time reduction. The replenishment lead time is combined from the company (internal)
lead time L, and the supplier lead time La'
3.2.2.1 INTERNAL (COMPANY) lEAD TIME
The company lead time L, comprises
o order compilation - 3 weeks
o order receivmg/binning and data capture .. 3 weeks
o review period - 4 weeks.






Order" compilation - 1 week
A saving of two Wfleks on the time allowed for this activity can be :~~~ieved
through implerneniiltion of the following recommendations: \.
\~ Split.1:he -report between the Inventory clerks/buyers accorditlg to supplier
importance (number of line items and value of stock supplied).
I The sugg~sted order report is not gCJneratedat once (beginnillg of the month)
....but dliring the weel< per supplier according to buyers' workload, the supply
'1\ .~ched~lin9(flight, trucks) and arrangements with suppliers.
1!
o RI~cejving/binning and data-capturing lead time" 1 week
A~\alysis of the company records far ~he last 1;'.'\10 years Indicated III one-week read
tiri.~e. '; "
Thl~aim should be to r~duce the data-~ia\\.>tul·inglead time to less that one week for
bul\K orders by .lmprovil1"r administratidr'yfloWs and procedures. Currently 90% of
the' orders recanted are bInned and the ~iata captured on the same day.
The, introduction of a bar code system coulcl further reduce the time devoted to
data,.capturing and binning.
3.2.2.2 SUPPLIERS'lEAD TIMES
To measure supplier lead times, tM following should be carried out:
o Define ordering (transmit) date pl~rS,KU
o Define receiving date per SKU.
The supplier's lead time is therefore the receiving date minus the ordering date per
SKU. Since the company held records of orders tor a large number of SKUs per
order, it was unfortunately impo$sibfl9 to quantify the actual lead time per SKU per
supplier. Thsrsfore the following steps were carried out to calculate the supplier lead
time per order:
A study was carried out 0', the lead times of the main suppliers of the company
Which, according to the orcers placed during the last two years, supplied Sfl% of the
line lterns and 85% of the total stock value.
<0 The supplier lead time data were entered in the comnu.er in the Inventory section.
For each order, the transmitted date to the sU9pllel' and the receiving date were
recorded. The $'Jpplier lead time was then calculated as follows:
SuppJi~g iewi t.rne ::: receiving date - order transmitted date to the sU\5plier for the
first two delveries made to the company under the same order number.
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The suggested supplier lead time was calculated as follows:
Suggested supplier lead time "" (average first delivery lead time + 0') x 0,75 +
(average ..'" delivery lead time + (7) x 0,25.
Where
0' ::;::STb if STD :::1 0,3 of average delivery lead time
a "" 0,3 of average delivery lead time if STO >' average delivery lead time.
The following paints should be noted:
o The above formula assumed availability of the 100 % items within two shipments.
o Abnormal lead times were excluded frorn the stream of data on which the average
snd the STD were calculated.
Table 5 summarises the average suppller lead times, the standard deviation and the
suggested supplier lead times for the main local and overseas suppliers.
TABtE S
SUGGESTED LEAD TIMES fOR USE uNPROPOSED INVENTORY MODELS
_..............._
ACTlJAllEAD TIME PROPOSED lEAD TIME SAVINGS
SUPPLIER (WEEKS) (WEEKS) (WEEKS'
MAN 24 20 4
ADE 14 7 7
ASTAS 23 29 -6
DIESEL ELECTRIC 16 9 7
SACHES 36 33 3
KARL SCHMIDT 22 '19 3
BAL TMAN INTERN.'" TIONAl 22 19 3
KNORR BREMSE 20 14 6
WABCO 16 13 3
PROPOWER 24 12 12
FAG 26 17 9
ZF OF SA 14 7 7
RFS 18 12 6
GLYCO 22 16 6
ELERING GASKETS 22 19 3
KI!.BER 18 11 7
C&J 16 9 7
REINZ 22 11 11
DONALDSON 18 13 6
BOSAL 22 13 9
GOETZE 22 11 11
OTHER 20 11 3
~
The above table indicates the following:
o Substantial savings on supplier lead times can be achieved.
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o The eompanv" s slowest supplier is ASTAS, whose lead time is far longer than
originally promised (43% longer). Mpl'eover, the deviation on this lead .~ime is
extensive, which indicates low reliability.
o Substantial savings are possible on the lead times f<lr the suppliers Goetze (a
re-duction of 50%) because they shipped by air freight and long lead times were
allocated to them.
The quantified savings of the lead time reduction are discussed in Section 6. With
reference to the lead time stu(fy results summarised in Table 5, it was j'ecommondad
to management that the company take the following steps in the short to medium
term:
o Use the suggested suppliers' lead times indicated by the. study in the proposed
inventory model
o Monitor each order for each supplier as installed on th~'computer in, the inventory
department
o Check the avallabllltv level of line items in each shipment
o Update the suggested lead times once a year according to actual supplier
performance
o Investigate any irregularities in the lead times of the main suppliers, eh, I~se
occur.
In the long term the supplier lead time should be monitor" . .pelf SKU. The following
data should be collected and processed as fo!!aws:
o Supplier lead time
~ Average (days)
- Average demand during lead time
Standard deviation of demand during lead time.
This way of processing the data is very important for future Use in the proposed
inventory models.
3.3 DEMAND PATTERNS
Naddor'" (21) regards demand compcnent as the most important oi' the properties of
an inventory system.
Inventories are kept so that demands may be met, orders filled, and requirements
satisfied. Generally, demands cannot be.controlled directly, and in many casas they
cannot even be controlled indirectly. Demands usually depend 00 decisions by people
outside the company with inventory problems.
Although demands themselves are generallv not controllable, their properties may be
studied. The following questions regarding demand may be asked:
Q When do customers place their orders?
o What is the order site?
o Do.we have ·information for future requirements?
The following are important factors/properties r~'ating to the demand pattern tOi' an
item:
o Variability
o Ability to forecast
o The stage in the life cycle of the product/item.
The above properties are significant in the calculation of the inventory parameters
and therefore they affect stock levels.
The demand for SKUs and the selection of an appropriate inventory model are
discussed in Section 4.3 •.5.
4 1 DIFFERENT.DlEfINrnONSOFSTOCl{ lIEVi:l!..
It is useful to categorise inventories conceptually as follows:
o On-hand stock
This is stock that is physically on the, shelf. It can never be negative, This quantity
is relevant in determining whetll"'f a partlcular customer demand can be satisfied
directly from the shelf.
o Net stock :::: (on hand) ~ (back orders)
This quantity can become negative (if there are back orders), It is used in some
mathematical derivations and is also a component of the following important
definition.
o Inventory posltlon (sometimes also callsd the available stocl<)
The inventory position is definflrl by the equation
Inventory position ::;1 (on hand) + (on order) - (bacl<orders) ~ (committed).
IPP·l • (SA:02)
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On-order stock is that stock which has been requisitioned but not yet received by
the stocl<ing point under consideration. The inclusion of the "committed" quantit\!
in the above equation is based on not being able to borrow from such stock for
other purposes in the short run. If a commitment is made farther tban a
replenishment lead time in advance of use, borrowing may be possible. The
inventory position is a key quantity in deciding on when to replenish.
o Safety stock
The safety (or buffer) stock is defined as the average level of the net stock just
before replenishment. If it was planned to just run out, on average, at the moment
when the replenishment arrived, the safety stock would be zero. A positive safety
stock provides a cushion or buffer against greateNhan-average demand during the
effective replenishment lead time. The numerical value of the safety stock depends
on what happens to demands when there is a stockout,
4,2 CONTiNUOUSVERSUSPERIOD~C REVltW
The fundamental purpose of a replenishment control system is to provide answers to
the following three Questions:
o How often should the inventory status be determined?
o When should a replenishment order be placed?
o How large should the replenishment order be?
The answer to the question How often should the inventory status be determined?,
specifies the revlew interval (n). This is the time that elapses between two
consecutive moments at which it is known what the stock level is, An extreme case
is where there is continuous review, l.e. the stock status, is always known.
With periodic review, as the name implies, the stock status is determined only every
R time units. Between reviews there may be considerable uncertainty as to the value
of the stock level.
4.2.1 ADVANtAGES AND DISADVANTAGES Of CONTINUOUS AND PfCRiODIC ReVIEW
SYSTEMS
Items may be produced on the same piece of equipment, purchased from the same
suppller, or shipped in the same transportation mode. In any of these situations
coordination of replenishments may be attractive. In that case perlodlc review is
particularly appeallnq in that all items in a coordinated group can be given the same
review interval (for example, all items purchased from a particular supplier might be
scheduled for review every week). Periodic: review also allows a reasonable prediction
of the level of the workload on the staff involved in issuing replenishment orders. In
contrast, under continuous review, a replenishment decision can be made at
practically any time; hence the load is less predictable. A rhythmic rather than a
random pattern usuahv appeals to staff.
IPP.' • (SA:D21
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Another disadvantage of continuous review is that it is generally mora expensive in
terms of reviewing costs and reviewing errors, This is particularly true for
fast-moving items where there are many transactions per unit of time. Moreover/ for
extremely slow-moving Items, very little costs are incurred by continuous reviews
because updates are only made when a transaction occurs. On ths other hand there
is the anomalous condition that periodic review may be more effective than
continuous review in detecting sPoilage (or pilferage) of such slow-moving items, in
that periodic review forces an occasional review of the situation. whereas· in
transactions recording no automatic review will take place without a transaction
occurring.
The major advantage of continuous re' " w Is that, 1;0 provide the same level of
customer service, it requires less safety .tock (hence lower carrying costs) than does
periodic review.· This is because the period over which Safety protection is required 1$
loncer under periodic review (the stock level has the opportunity to drop appreciably
between reviews without any reordering actlon being possible in the interim).
The current inventory system employed by the company is a periodic review system
with a review period of four weeks.
The reasons for the use of the periodic review system (apart from the periodic review
system advantages outlined above) are:
o A long time for evaluating and compiling orders ~ approximately 4 weeks
o Some suppliers accept only monthly 'orders.
4.3 TYPES OF iNVENTORY CONTROL SYSTEMS
There are a number of possible control systems. The four most common ones and a
brief outline of the advantages and disadvantages of each of the systems are
discussed below:
4.3.1 OROER-POIII.lT. ORDER-(..1UANTITY (s, Q) SYSTEM
This system Involves continuous review (l.e, R == 0). A fixed quantity Q is ordered
whenever the lnventorv position drops to the reorder point s or lower. The inventory
position, and nor the net stock is used to trigger an order, because it includes the
on-order stock, not yet received from the supplier. In contrast, if the net stock was
used for ordering purposes another order might unnecessarily be placed today while a
large shipment was due in tomorrow. To use the system, it may be necessary to
adjust Q upward so that it is appreciably greater than the average demand during a
lead tirml.
This is a simple system, particularly in the two-bin form, for the stock clerk to
understand. A fixed order quantity also has advantages in terms of less likelihood ot
error and also predictability of production requirements on the part of the supplier.
One disadvantage of an (s, Q) is that in its unmodified form it may not be able to
cope effectively with the situation where individual transactions are of appreciable
magnitude. In particular, if the trl..nsaction that triggers the replenishment in an (SF Q)
system is big enough, a replenishment of size Q will not even raise the inventory




This is a simple system, particularly in the two-bin form, for the stock clerk to
understand. A f!J(edorder quantity also has advantages in terms of less likelihood of
error and also predictability of production requirements on the part (If the supplier.
One disadvantage of an (Sf Q) is that in its unmodified form it may not be able to
effectively cope with· the situation where individual transactions are of appreciable
magnitude; in particular, if the transaction that triggers the replenishment in an (5, Q)
system is large enough, then a replenishment of size Q won' t even raise the
inventory position above the reorder point.
ORDER-POINT. ORDER·UP-TO·lEVEl (s, S) SYSTEM
This system again involves continuous review and a replenishment is made whenever
the inventory position drops to the order point s or lower. However, in contrast to
the (S, Q) system, here a variable repterrlshment quantity is used, with enough being
ordered to raise the inventory position to the order-up-to-level S. If all demand
transactions are unit-sized, the two svstems are identical because the replenishment
requisition will always be made when the inventory position is exactly at 5 l.e, in this
case S = s + Q. As soon as transactions are bigger than unit size, the replenishment
quantity in the (s, S) system becomes variable. Figure 4 illustrates the difference in
the behaviour of the two systems. The (5, S) system is frequently referred to as a
min-max system because the inventory position, except for a possible momentary
drop below the reorder point, is always between a rnlnlmum value of 5 and a
maximum value of S.
The best (5, $) system can be shown to have total costs of ft;lJlenblhment, carrying
inventory, and shortage no greater than those of the best (5, 0) system. However,
the computational effort to find the best (5, S) pair is prohibitive, except perhaps
where we are dealing with an item where the potential savings in the atorementloned
costs are appreciable (i.e. an A item). A possible disadvantage of the (s, S) system is
the lianger of errors in requisitioning, among others operations, caused by the
variable ''''der quantity,
4.3.3 PERlODlt.·REVIEW. ORDER-UP-TO·lEVEl (A, S) SYSiEM
4.3.4
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This system is also known as a replenishment cycle system. The control procedure is
that at every R units of time (i.e. at each review) enough is ordered to raise the
inventory position to the level S, A typical behaviour of a periodic versus a
continuous system is shown in Figure 5.
Becauseof the periodic review property, this system is much preferred to order point
systems in terms of coordinating the replenishments of related items. In addition, the
(R, S) system offers a regular opportunity (every fi units of time)' to adlust the
order-up-to-level S, a desirable property if the demand pattern is changing with time.
The main disadvc:mtsgeof the (R, S) system is that the carrying costs are higher here
than in continuous review systems.
(R, s, S) SYSilEMS
This is a combination of the (s, Sl and (If, SI systems. The idea is to check the
inventory position ever'l R units of time. If it is at or below the reorder point s,
enough is ordered to raise it to S. If the position is above S, 110thingis done until the
next review. The (5, 5') system is the special case where fi = 0, and the (11, $) is tho
special case where s = S - t , Alternatively one can think of the (R, s, S) system as
a periodic version of the is, $) system. Also, the (R, Sl situation can be viewed as a
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It has been shown that, with quite general assumptions concerning the demand
pattern and the cost factors involved, the best (R, s, S) system produces a lower
total of replenishment, carrying, and shortage costs than does any other form of
svsten , This. system is more difficult for a clerk to understand than some of the
previa.~~slymentioned systems. (H, S, S) systems are found in practice where R is
selected largely for convenience.
4.4 SELECTION OF APPROPRIATE INVENTORY CONTROL
SYSTEM - D~SCUSS~ON
The appropriate inventory control system for the type of operation of the company is
a periodic review system of the order-up-to-level ('.1, S) type. This system is
advocated because it holds the following advantages:
o A perlodlc review system allows coordination of Sl<Us that share the same
supplier and the same transportation mode by setting the same revier\' interval.
Thus employing the (R, SI system I)ffers the following benefits:
- Ease of scheduling - coordinated handling of a vendor group of It=rns facilitates
the scheduling Of buvers' time and the receiving (and inspection) workload
- Savings on dfdering costs - extensive lists of items are placed 011 the same
order
- Savings on unit transportation costs.
o The (R, 51 system is familiar to buyers .~ndintuitively understood. In fact, by and
large managQ'?and purchasers alike tend to think and deal in terms of vendors or
suppliers rather than individual SKUs.
o Not all the 01 rrent company suppliers are geared to handle orders on a continuous
basis.
o Continuous review (applicable to fast-moving items) is more expensive to run, and
periodic review offers savlnqs in review costs.
o Periodic review is more effective than continuous review when" dealing with
slow-moving items, from the point of view of detecting spoilage (Of pilferage).
This is because a periodic review system forces an ocoaslonal review of the
situation, whereas with the transactlon recording employed in continuous review,
no review takes place unless a transaction occurs.
The main disadvantage of a periodic review system is the increase in average
inventory levels. In order to minimise this, it is suggested that the current review
period of four weeks be reduced to two weeks. Figure 6 shows that with a
two-wseklv review system, the effect of holding more stock and the danger of
stockouts are very minor when the replenishment lead time is quite fang (more than
eight weeks), which is the case with the maiorltv of line items.
The notation to be used is: s Re order point: Q ._ Re order quantity; S = Order-up-to-laval
(maximum on hand quantity)
11'1'" • (SA:021
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Cutting the review period to two weeks is expected to result in the following:
o The number of bulk orders will be doubled. Therefore there will be 1 502 orders
per annum instead of the 751 currently compiled.
o The number of daily and VOR orders will be reduced by 25%. Therefore 75% x 3
916 ;::: 2 937orders, or in other words only.2 937 orders, will be compiled.
Moreover, a 'further reduction is expected to occur with better modelling
(proposed inventory models),
o The current bulk order size (number of SJ(Us per order) distribution will remain the
same.
o The handling of non-bulk orders will require an additional receive? when more than
4 000 orders are received per annum.
o Buyer utilisation on 60% of the available buyer time wll! be around 71 %.
The expected buyer utilisation calculation for a two-weekly review system is
presented in Appendix 17,
Since the variable costs attributable to manpower resourcaa will not increase
(mainly due to the under-utilisation of tho manpower resources), no increase in
order cost is expected.
Other variable costs (transport, phones, mail, etc.) are expected to remain the
same or to decrease since the number of daily and VOR orders will drop.
Moreover, the marginal cost of selecting a continuous review system will require an
additional buyer at an annual cost of R70 000 while the marginal carrying charges of
the periodic review system (A = 2 weeks) amount to only R9S 000 per annum. The
above lower cost favour the periodic review system. This is also indicated in a paper
presented by bonaldsonl19f in which he states that when the supplier lead time ls
longer than the review period, the periodic review system generates the lowest total
costs.
Diagram 12 depicts ordering costs as a function of the number' of orders placed with
the proposed two-weekly review system. The proposed overall company lead time is
therefore three weeks. A detailed breakdown of the cost involved is presented in
Appendices 18 and 19.
The recomrnendatlons set out above will result in an Internal lead time reduction of
seven weeks. This does not mean that the total replenishment lead time will be
reduced by seven weeks, since three to four weeks of the ten weeks' company lead
times currently in use are built in to cover for varinbility in demand patterns and
supplier lead times This variability is addressed in the proposed inventory models.
IPp·l • (SA.O;!)
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4.5 SKU MOVEMENTCATEGORYCLASSifICATiON AND '~TS
APPROPRIATE DEMArJD fREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION
Lumpy or sporadic demand patterns with highly skewed diatrlbutlons are common in
parts and supplies types of stocl<holdings, and much of available inventory control
methodology is not appropriate for such items.
The following are two of the basic. problems in invenfoory control:
o The classification of SKUs into movement categories namely, slow-moving,
fast-moving (smooth demand), and sporadic/lumpy demand patterns
o Finding a frequency distribution that adequately represents the frequency
distribution of demand.
4.5,1 SKUCLASSIFICATION
An interesting approach presented by WilIiams(S) based on an idea by Donaldson is
called variance parti,o.ion, used to classify SI(Us into movement categories. The
variance partition attempts to split the Variance of demand during the replenish nerrt
lead time (var (XL)) into its constituent causal parts. The variance partition equatlon is
as follows:
Var (XL) "'" Xli L Var(n} + nL Vart>.') + n2x2 Var (L) which could also, imprecisely,
be expressed as
Var (XL) ;:::; variance due to n + variance due to x + variance due to L
Where
n ;:::;average number of orders arriving in successlvo units of time (week,
month)
VarIn) ;:::;variance of n
x == average order size
Vartx) "'" variance of x
L average lead time
Var(L) == variance of L





ex :::: coefficient of variation in the distribution or order size
en :::: coefficient of variation in the distribution of the number of orders
Cl. ::;: coefficient of variation in the distribution of lead times
IPp.;l . (SA:t)2!
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eXt coefficient of variation in the distribution of demand during the
replenishment lead time.
Assume the number of demands (orders) per unit time (n) is Poisson With mean /1.





If the lead time is assumed to be constant, so that var(l) ;:: 0, this simplifies to
1
PL Pl





;:: represents the average number of lead times between demands
:-: this ratio expresses tM "lumpiness" of the demand.
Williams(9) indicated in his paper that when these parameters were evaluated for
each of the SI<Ust it was observed that the "rion-sporadic" products tended to have
low parameters, the "lew-sporadic" products had a higher I/pL but still a low O//1L,
and the "high~sporadic'l products, while being more scattered; generally appeared to
have higher parameters. This two-dimensional measurement suygested a
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where:
category A == "low-sporadlcltv" SKUs or SKUs with a "smooth" demand, normally
fast-moving items
category B ,::: a high II,lIL (mean number of lead times between demands),
corresponding to slow-moving SKUs
JPP·2 , ISA:CI1J
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categories C. and D1 == SI<Us with frequent demands of widelV varying sizes
category O2 :: highly sporadic SKUs namely SKUs with very few demands but with
high size magnitude. The parameter ranges suggested by Williams for the different
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Some other selected definitions to classify SI<Us into movement categories offered by
the literature, are listed below!
Archibald, Silver and Peterson'!" suggest that SKUs be classltled into tast-movtnc
category when the demand during the replenishment lead time (X~+ R) is greater
than 10 units, while Heyvaert and Hurt!tE!I suggest that XL + R should be greater'
than 15 units.
I) Slow-molliog SKUs
Other definitions offered at the Operational Research Society of South Africa
(ORSSA) Conference of 1919:
- No usage for the last 12 to 24 months
- Th ..~ on-hand quantity is greater than twice the annual demand
- The reorder quantity is 1 and XL + R == 1
- Monthly usage of le~" than two units
- ><L+R <5 units
- 0,4 < XL+R < 10
IPP'2 • (SA:D2)
4.5.2 SELECTiON Of RULE TO CLASSlfV SI{Us INTO MOVEMiENT CATEGORIES ~
OISCUSSIOi\l
The author proposes to use the average demand during the replenishment lead time
(XL'~R) as a criterion to classify items into movement categories for thE;' following
reasons:
o A large number of inventory models use the average demand and standard
devlatiort of forecast error during the replenishment lead time to calculate the
control parameters, l1amely the reorder point, the reorder quantity and safety
stocks,
o XL+R ranges are adequate criteria to classify items into movement categories
(especially when dealing with slow-moving items) based on extensive tasting
carried out by Archibald'!".
The chosen ranges O'f average demand during the replenishment lead time. (in units)
to cl~ssify SI<Us into movement categories, are as follows:
o Fast-moving SKUs XL+R > 10
o Slow-moving SKUs 0,4 < XI.+R S 10
o Very slow-moving SKUs Xl,"'R S 0,4
The sporadic nature of demand and the frequency of demand during the
replenishment lead time are discussed below.
4.6 fREQUENCY DISTfRllBUTHONOf DEMAND DUR!NG
REfPlUENISHMlENT !LEAD TIME
One of the basic problems in inventory control is to find a frequency distribution that
will adequately represent the observed frequency dlstrtbutlon of demand for an item.
As indicated by Burgin(13) in the field of inventory control of finished goods, it was
found that the observed frequency distributions of demand have the following general
characteristics:
o They exist only for non-negative values of demand
o As the mean demand or items increases, the observed dlstrlbutlons cMnge from
- monotonic, decreasing to
• unimodal distributions heavily skewed to the right, and finally t\~
- normal type distributions (truncated at zero).
A statistical frequency distribution with these general characteristics therefore has to
be found. .
IPp-2. (SA!D2)
A survey of the literature on inventory control shows that, of the continuous
frequency distributions, the two that are mostly used are .the normal and negative
exponential, and the Poisson Tor the discrete frequency distribution.
The properties of some of the frequency distribution functions and their adequacy to
represent the demand during the replenishment lead time are discussed below.
4.6.1 NORMALmSrBlSUTION
Normal d\!stribution is undoubtedly the must important single probability distribution in
decision rules of production planning and inventory management, as well as. h
general usage, of probability (particularly in the area or applied statistics). The
properties of normal distribution, particularly those needed for the decision rules
presented in Section 4.6, are discussed below.
o Probability density function
The probability density function (pdf) of a normal variable x, with mean x" and
standard deviation C1x is denoted by
fl«(xQ} = _L expl - (xo - x)212al!j
C1x42"
A typical sketch is shown in Figure 7A. This is the familiar bell-shaped curve. As the
Standard deviation ax decreases, the distribution tightens up around the mean value x,
o Mom~nt:l
The mean E (x) and standard deviation ax are also presented by the average x and
standard deviation STD of the data set:
x :;;:~ x,ln !4.6.2)
(4.6.3)
A very special case of normal distribution is the one where the mean value is 0 and
the standard deviation is 1. We denote this variable by u:
f (u ) =: 1 exp (-u2 as
U () ../2r . Q • co < Uo < eo (4.6.4)
with E(u) or u = 0 and o == 1. This pdf is shown graphically in Figure 7A. A
quantity of frequent interest is the probability that u is at least as large as a certain
value 1<:
14.6.5)







THE UN~T (OR STANDARD) NORMAL OISTRiBlXnON
f"CU,,,,1
There is no indefinite integral for exp(- x2/2}dx.
Therefore, Equation 4.6.5 has to be numerically integrated. (The result represents the
hatched area in Figure 7A), p{u 2 k} has been tabulated for a range of k values. Only
positive values of k are shown in Appendix 2.1. If ptu i2: k) is needed for a negative
argument, it is clear from the symmetry of Figure 7A that
p{u i2: -1<) = 1 -plu i2: k)
By differentiating both sides of 4.6.5 with respect to k, we obtain
(4.6.6)
A second Quantity of interest relative to production inventory decision rules, denoted
by Gu(k) is given by
G)k} ::::)11 (0" - klflJlu,,lduo (4.6.7)
Using a special property of the unit normal distribution, namely that
C u(,,fu(u,)duo = fu(k} (4.6.8)
~
*pu 2 Ik) ee Replace by p(u 2 k)
o!'-pu 2 l-k) ::::Replace by plu i2: -k]
4.6.2
IPP·2 • !SA:D2)
equation 4.6.8 can be expressed as
(4,,6.9)
Appendix,21 also shows Gu{k) as a function of k, It can also be shown that
GJ-kl .):: Gu(k) + k (4.6.10)
Differentiating both sides of l7'lUation. 4.6.1 with respect to k, and again using the
aforementioned theorem, the result is
(4.6.11 )
The disadvantage of the normal distrlbutron with regard to the desired characteristics
mentioned above are:
o It is defined for - 00 .~ x ~ 00. The concept of negative demand is unrealistic in
the case of inventory control - although a possible interpretation would be
customer returns. Truncating the distribution at zero to remove this difficulty
greatly increases the mathematical complexity in subsequent work
o Because it is symmetrical, it is only adequate for representing the demand of verv
fast-moving items.
SilvaI' and Peterson") indicate that it is adequate to use the normal' distribution to
represent demand during the replenishment lead time when the coefficient of variance
of the demand during lead time (coefL+RI is low. Empirically they recommend using
the normal distribution when coefL+R < 0,5.
POISSON DISTRIBUTION
o Probability mass function
A Poisson variable is an example of a discrete random variable. Its probability
mass function given by
Xo ;:::::0, 1, 2... (4.6.12)
where a is the single parameter of the distribution. That is the parameter a is the
mean of the distribution while the standard deviation is given by the relation
(Ex = ...[U
Empirically the Poisson distribution has been found to provide a reasonable fit for
the distribution of demand for stock items having low average demand rate, For
slow-moving items, it is important to be able to deal with discrete units and ti1e
discrete nature of the Poisson distribution provides the tool to deal with such
items as shown above, The Poisson distribution has but a single parameter,
namely the average demand in the context of inventory. Once the average demand
during a replenishment lead time (XL+Ri is specified, a value of the stendard
deviation of forecast error (STDL+R)" follows from the Poisson relation
STDL + R == ..rx;:;;.
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Therefore, the Poisson dh;trlbution is appropriate to use only when the actually
observed STDL+~ for the item. under consideration is quite close to XL+~' An
operational definition of quite close is within 10% of XL+R,
o Probability of stockjout
The probability (P) of not running our of stock with reorder level s is
p :r e -Xo , Xc>i /j !
J=o
j=O,1,2,3 (4.6.13)
o Mean potential loss of sales
For reorder level s the potential loss of sales LS is given'ilV
LS =
00
.E O-s) . Px Q)
j==.s
multiplying Equation 4.6.12 by j and dividing by Xc>we get
jPx(i) == j e·xo. XoiI j! _
== e'xo. Xoi10-1)1 _
= x, [s-xo, x, j-1 / 0-1) I] =
LS = 00S ..EPxw =
]=s
00 00'
_E x, Px a~'1) - s .E Px U) =
J=8 j=s
00 00
Xc> .LPx 0-1) - S LPx 0) _
J=S j=s















The author was assisted by Prof 0 Lubinsl<v from Applied Maths at the University of
the Witwatersrand· to develop Equation 4.6.14 above, and Equation 4.6,29. for the
Gamma distribution.
COMPO LIND POISSON
Feeney and Sherbroof<el1OI, WardCll} (sse '''elow), Mitchell, Rappiid and Faull<ner!21I, as
well. as Silver and Archibald(121tested the assumptlon of compound Poisson distributi'on
of demand during the replenishment lead time. The Compound Poisson distribution is
tbe obvious generalisation af the simple .?oisson (in the poisson. case a. customer
alWaYs demands exactly one unit, but in tl1l;) compoond Poisson case multiple demands
are possible. The distribution of the time is identical between batches for the
compound Poisson and between demands fN the simple Poisson}.
Ward(111presents a simple, easily used reg(t',),ssionmodel in his paper, derived from the
compound Poisson distribution to calculate order points for lumpy items from
knowledge of demand parameters and the desired service level.
The compound PoisSCT)is a two-parameter distribution. With a demand arrival rate of jJ
demands per unit of time, the average number of demands during an interval L is jJL.
Each demand upon arrival consists of one or more 'Units of the item, the amount being
given by the geometric distribution with parameter p. The average batch size of the
demand magnitude is 1/(1 ~ p) units. Th~ I''irop\~<ties of the resulting compound Poisson
distribution of demand over an interval of 16.':ath·L are summarised as follows:
o Mean value: m = jJUfl- p)
o Variance: v = J1L (I + p)/(I - pJ2.
o Coefficient of varia ior: C = (I + P)I J1L)112
o Ratio of variance to mean: Czm =.(/ + p)I(I- pI
where: J1 > 0, and 0 ::s; p < I





the parameters of the compound Poisson model can be estimated from the mean and
variance of the observations and they are shown in Equations 4.6.17 and 4.0.18.
p == (4.6.17)
J.1== 2m/L(Olm + 1) (4.6.18)
These parameters can be used to produce a Compound Poisson di~tribution, giving
the probabilities of demand occurrences during replenishment lead time L.
In addition to the probability distribution Rnt Wardl111 defines several related quantities
as follows:
I j;:f co





1"1 ::: 0, 1, 2, 3... (4.6.19)
K, == the cumulative probability that the deman« during lead 'lime (L) is greater
than n.
FOI' example, given a reorder point of n units, the probability of a stockout in each
lead time is Kn as deterrrnned from the lead time demand distribution, This measure
ignores whether the possibts shortage is one unit only or many.
An alternate service criterion considers the amount by which available stock may be
she- ~,tlf filling requests during the replenishment lead time.
S I;:n (4.6.20)
J" n+1
The above equation can be rewritten as
I'" n-I
Sn == m ~n(1 - Rol + .I(n - HRj
I '" 1
n = 1, 2, :3, ... (4.6.21)
where
S" is the expected value of demand in excess of n, or equivalently, the average
amount short each lead time for an order point of n units.
As indicated above by many researchers, it Is adequate to use the compound Poisson
to describe tho frequency distribution of demand when dealing with lumpy items.
However, the author could not test its applicability for the current inventory system





As stated by Burgin1;'» the "gamma distribution is not encountered as frequently as
one would expect" I bot its general characteristics are as follows:
o It is defined only for non-neaatlve values.
o It ranges - according to the values of III parameter of the distribution c..alied the
modulus ~ from a monotonic decreasing function, through unimodal distributions
skewed to the righ!,. to normal tYpe distributions (in fact, it includes the negative
exponential and Weibull distributions as a particular case and tends to normality as
the modulus tends to infinity).
o It is easily convoh"able.
o The prQbability integral of the distributiOn is well tabulated.
o The distribution is generally mathematically tractable in its inventory control
applications.
According to Burgint131 the reasons why it is not being used more widely include the
following:
o Unawareness of its existence ~ it does not hold such a central plac~ in statistical
theory as Joes the normal distribution.
o The mathematical equation of the distribution includes an unfamiliar function in
the denominator (this rmw suggest a highly abstract distribution having little
application in reality).
o The properties of the distribution are somewhat scattered in statistical literature.
o Difficulty of calculation, especlanv in computer-operated systems of inventory
control.
However, the author believes that today, with easy accessibility to modern
technology, the calculation of the cornrollitu; parameters (ROP, ROO, MOHO) of any
inventory system according to the gamma distribution is far less difficult than it was
a few years ago (some software packages offer probability functions that Includ, the
gamma distribution).
o Definition of the gamma distribution
A continuous vanable x which is distributed with probability density
o $ x S 00, a > 0, k > 0, (4.6.22)
is said to be a g~ rna variate and its frequency distribution. a gamma distribution.
It arises as a k-fc convolution of the negative exponential distribution oe";
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The term (k) In the denominator is the complete gamma function defined.as
nl<} = ) ~(JkXk.'e.axdX
ensuring that \0 flxldx = 1. If k is an integer then (1<) "" (k - 'I)!
The parameter a of the distribution is a scale parameter, \fII1'11e k is known as the
modulus and determines the shape of the distribution.
For 0 < k ~ 1 the distribution is monotonic decreasing (or J-shaped). For k ."" 1
in particular, the distribution is the familiar negative exponential For k > 1 the
distribution is unimodal (with the mode at x "" (Ic - 11a) and skewed to the right.
As k approaches 00 the distribution tends to normality. The shape of the
distribution for different values of 1<. is shown in Figure 713.
(I Moments of the gamma distribution
The mean p of the distribution is
= J xf(x) dx :: f (l.t·1,e'lIy' dX
o 0 f(lC) (4.6.23)
== .JL
a




The variance q2 of the distribution is similarly obtained giving
(4.6.25)
The fitting of a gamma distribution to Observed oernand data is as follows.
a Computation
The mean p and the variance 0'2 from the data are determined.
Then from 4.6.24 and 4.6.25 the modulus and scale parameter can be deterlrned with
ease:
The data will be that of demand per unit of time, e.c. dally, weekly, or monthly. in





For a fixed lead time. L time units, if the demand/unit time is .•gamma distribut6'P
modulus k, then the distribution of demand in the fixed lead time is gamma distributed
mcdolus Lk. In other word~;f given the dEimand/unit time
ff.x) -
then the distribution of demand in fixed L is
f~/L)
The possibH:ty of not running out of stock With reorder levels is
p
s
f f(X) dx ==
o
s
f a" . X-1• e -ax (jj{
o f(lC)
o Mean of potential !ost sales









The author was assisted by Prof D Lubinsky of Applied Maths at the Unlversh- -f·
the Witwatersrand to develop the loss of sale application for the use in the sohwa ...
package (Excel), Equation 4.6.28 is solved as follows:
Lets f(x) == F:i;k Ix)
Multiplying Equation 4.6.27 by x gives
xf(x) = a" . "/'. e'(IX
f(lC)
Multiplying the denominator and the numerator by Ftk x 1) and by C1
gives f(IC+1) .1
f(lC) a
= Fa•N1 (X) . if.
a
Equation 4.6.28 can now be written as follows:
00

















In summary, for demand duri~g replenishment lead time, many (E;)!;.f':archershave found
the gamma. distribution appealing and providing empirical support. In the latter. case
vein Havva(~OI found that the gamma distribution provided the best goodness-oMit
magel. for demand during the replenishment lead time in a sample of 60 spare parts
usea by the United States Air Force.
OTHER FRE~UENCY DISTRIBUTIONS
The above dlstrlbutions are of course not the only ones mentioned in the field of
inventory,' control, The· Log normal is, for example, occasionally referred to, but suffers
particularly on account of intractability and convolution difficulty.
The negative exponential distribution is defined only f\)r non-negative values arid is
monotonic decreasing. It therefore meets the general requirements for presenting the
demand of slo.w~moving items. However, for medium- and tast-movlna items it is not a
tenable dlstributlon,
Tadil<:a.malla(~~)shows that the Weil--"Il distribution can effectively be. used to
approximate the lead time demand .versl cases Of distribution .dernand coupled
with distributed lead time, e.g. when .qc:ldtime and demand distributions are Gamma
and Polsson or Caormal and Gamma distributions respectively. 6agehi and Hayya(231
derived an expression for the density function of demand during lead time, when the
lead time is distributed Erlang and the demand unit Normal.
4.1 GENERAL APPROACH fOR :S:STAIBUsg·m\IGOIR1DIERAJP·;1T'O~lIEVElS
IN A PlEmODIC-RIEVIIEW(R, S) ~VSTISM
Recall that in an (A/S) system, every R units of time a replenishment order is placed of
sufficient magnitude to raise the inventory posltion to the order-up-to-level S:
o Review Internal (Ft)
In computing the value of S, we predetermined the value of R. The nature of (R, S)
control is such that a replenishment order is placed every R units of time.
Determination of R is equivalent to determination of an economic order' quantity
expressed as a time supply. In this case the reView period R is two weeks, and the
reorder quantiw (ROO) is equal to
(R .,. LeI 0150
where D::: annual demand (units)
L" ;:: internal lead time for goods received and data capture (one week).
Therefore ROO :;:::__a x D
50
The key period over which protection is required, is for the duration R -l- L, instead of




The assumptions and r-otation defined by Silver and P~,er$onm (292 to 293) it'ciude
the followirlg:
1) Although demand is probabilistic the average demand rate changes Vf~ry little
with time.
2} There is. a negligible chance of no demand between reviews. Consequently a
replenishment order is placed at every review (for fa$t~moving items),
31 If two or more replenishment orders for the same item are simultaneously
outstanding, they must be received in the same order in which they were placed,
i,e. cro~lsjng of orders is not permitted. A special case is where the
replenlsbment lead time is a constant,
4) Unit shortsae costs (explicit or implicit) are so hiSh that a practical operating
procedure will always keep the averaae level of back orders. negligiblV small
compared to the average level of on-hand stock.
"5) Forecast errors have a normal distribution with no bias (i.e. the average error is
zero) and a known standard devlatlon Us + L for forecasts over a period of
duration R + L In fact, there is only an estimated STOL + R'
6) The value of R is assumed predetermined.
7) The costs of the control system do not dlepend on the specific value of :Ii used.
)
co 1
(uo ~kl _. exp (.. ul!/2J duo, a special function of thu unit
k .J2ir
normal (mean 0, standard deviation 1; variable
k ::: safety factor
L == replenishment lead trf16, in weeks
"Plu ;::: It) := probability that a unit normal (mean 0, standard deviation 1) variable
takes on a value of k or larger
o := demand rate, in units/year
r == inventory carrying charge, in R/R/yr = 0, 23
R == prespeclfied review Interval == 2 weeks
S ;::; order-up ..to-level, in units
ISS = safety stock, in units
v = unit variable cost, in R/un:i
XI..+R == forecast (for expected) demand over a review interval plus a
replenishment lead timet in units
*Relevant whel1 SKU demand. pattern is normally distributed
IPP·2 • {SA:D2)
:;: standard deviation or errol' of forecasts over a review interval plus a
replenishment lead time, ill units
The crder-up-to-tevet S or maximum on-hand quantity (MOHO) is ~){pre$$ad as
follows:
s = ~+fl + (safety stock)
and
(4.7.1)
safety stock = {(){STOL+R \4.7.2)
Where I( is known as the safety factor. Determination of a k value leads directly to a
value of S through use of these two relations.
A general logic used in computing the appropriate value of S (via k) as proposed by
Silver and Petersonl1! (272), is illustrated in Figure 8. Of particular note is tM manual
override. The user has the option to adjust the reorder point to reflect factor'S not
included in the model,
fiGURE 8
GENERAL DECISION !LOGIC USED UN COMPUT~!~G T&·ltEVAlUe Of S
Implicit or explicit speci-
fication of value of relevant
policY variable; also speci-
fication of lowest allowable
value of 1<
[
• _~~--.-~~_~... Measure of forecast errors-, STDL+I'IDecision rule to
select Ie
Any item characteristics
needed (for example, Q, 1', etc.)
Forecast
system
SS :;: k STOL+R
S :;: XL + SS,
adjusted to an
integer value"
a) Use STD~+flas an estimate of uL+ fl
b) If not exactly an integer,
Manual override o raise to the next highest integer, if <II service
constraint is used
o Round to the nearest integer, if a shortage cost is
used, except raise to the next highest integer if
the lowest allowable k is being used.
IPP'2 • ISA:D;!)
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4.1.2 SAFIElV STOe!<, PROBABIU1Y OF S'roCl<OIJT Af\!O [E}{f'IECTIED SHORTAGiE PIER.
REPiLEi\USHMlErur CYCLE
Because of assumption 2 a~ove (section 4.7,1) we have
(number of reviews per "'Jdr) == 1/R
and
(number of replenishment orders placed per year) = 11R (4.1.,3)
A stockout can occur in a. particular cy~le if the total demand in an interval of length
R+L exceeds the order-up-to-level S.
If the demand (x) in R,. L has a probabilitv density funetlon fx(xc) defined $0 that
fx(Xo}dxo == prob {Total demand in R+L lies between "0 and Xo+dXol
then the above reasoning leads to the following three important resultss
e SafeW stock (88) == IE(net stock lust before en order arrives)




" f'rob {~toct(out in a replenishment cycle}




the probability that the total demand during a review interval plus lead time is at
least as extenslve as the crder-up-te-level,
o !Enpected Shorta~e Per lReplenishmen~ Cycle. IESIPRC
ESPRC = (00 (xo - S)f,,{xo)dxo
Js
(4.7.6)
E (on-hand (OH) stock just before a replenishment arrives)
= safety stock S5
Because there is a replenishment every R units of time, the average size of a
replenishment is DR. Therefore
E (OH just after a replenishment has arrived) S;' S - xR+1. + DR
IPN! • (SA:P2)
Now, the mean rate of demand is constant with time. On average, the QH level is
halfway between these two extremes. Therefore
E(OH) := S ~ X~+L + DR/2. (4.7.7)
It is convenient to set
. (4.7.8)
Up to this point the results hold for any probability distribution of lead time demand
(or forecast errors) To proceed further one has to specify the particular distribution,
It can be shown that if forecast errors are normally distributed, then Equation 4.7.4
and 4.7,5 simplify to
Prob {stockout in. a replenishment cycle} = P(u ;::: k)
and E5PRC := GuM 5TOL+R
(4.7.9)
(4.7.10)
The safety factor derivations am diverse based on the particular shortage cost or
service level used (see the various methods to set safety stocks in Section 4.8).
4.8 CRiTERIA fOR fESTABUSHlINGSAFETY STOCKS
The most important parameter used to establish the re-order point s. within any
inventory model, is the determination of the safety stock level. There are five possible
methods to set safety stock levels, suggested by Silver and Peterson'" (263):
4.8.1 SAFETY STOCKS ESTABliSHIED THROUGH tHE USE OF A COMMON fAC'rOR
The following are the two most frequently used factors:
(I Equal time supplies
The safety stock of a broad group of (if not all) il:~ms in an inventory population is
set to be equal to the time supply. For example, re-order any item when its
lnventorv position minus the forecast lead time demand drops to a two-month
supply or lower. This approach is seriously in error because it fails to take account
of the difference in uncertainty of forecasts flr,)j'TI item to item. The policy variable
here is the common number of time periods of supply.
o Equal safety factors
The safetv stock 55 is defined as the product of two factors, as follows:
SS (4.8.1)
(4.8.2)ROP :::; Xl. + S5
where
ROP == re-order point
I< == safety factor
STDL+R .- standard deviation of the replenishment lead time L + R
XL = thFl demand during supplier lead time
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The I~qualsafety tectors approach uses a commo.i value k for a broad range of
items.
4.8.2. SAfET\' STOCK BASED ON THE COSTING Of SHORTAGES
This approach involves specifying (explicitly or implicitly) a way of costing a shortage
once certain characteristics of the shortage are known. The safety stock of an item is
then established to keep the expected overall shortage and carrying costs as low as
possible.
Silver and Peterson'" (277 to 280) present three illustrative cases:
4.8.2..1 SPECifiED fiXED COST 81 PIERSTOCKOUT OCCASION
Here, it is assumed that the only cost associated with a stockout occasion is a fixed
value Bl1 independent of the magnitude or duration of the stockout, One possible
interpretation would be the co 't of expediting an action to avert an impending
stockout.
o The rule





The re-order quantity Q is predetermined and equal to three weeks' supply 30/50
while the other variables are as defined previously.
Step 2: If T < 1 then k = 1,00 where 1/00 is the lowest allowable value of k,
If T > 1 then I< = 2.Jln IT) (4.8.4)
Step 3: Re-order paint (RaP) :::: XL + K STDL+R
o Discussion
It is seen from Equation 4.8.3 that k decreases as STDL+R or v goes up. Intuitively
the behaviour of k with v makes sense under the assumed stockout costing
mechanism. If there is only a fixed cost per stockout occasion which is the same
for all items, it makes sense to allocate a greater proportional safety stock to the
less expensive items where an adequate level of protection is achieved with
relatively little investment. Furthermore it can be shown that k decreases as Dv
increases. This means that higher safety factors are provided to the
slower-moving items.
The appearance of Q in the decision rule for finding the safety factor k indicates
that a change in Q will affect the required value of the safety stock. For B items
this turns out to be a reasonable approximation.
There is no solution to Equation 4.8.4 when T < 1. In such a sltuation, the best
solution is to set the lowest allowable value for k,
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4.8.2.2 SPECIFIED FRACTiONAL CHARGE 132PERUNIT SHOAT
Here it is assumed that a fraction 62 of unit value is charged per unit short, Ls. the





Again Q has been predetermined and is equal to three weeks sllPply 30/50,
(4.8.5)
The equality could be written as
(301''/50 082) > 1
Or
(3r/50B2) > 1
If yes, go to step 2.
(4.8.6)
If no, continue as follows. Select k to satisfy
(4.8.'7)
If the use of Equation 4.8.7 gives a k value of lower than the minimum allowable
safety factor specified, then go to Step 2. Otherwise, move to Step 3.
Step 2: Set k at its lowest allowable value, I< = 1,00
Step 3: Re-order point
o Discussion
As could be expected, safety factor k increases as Blr increases. MOltJover,
with the use of economic order quantities, it is found that larger safety factors
are given to the faster-moving items, all other things being equal.
The p{u ;::: k) value represents a probability. Hence there is no solution to
Equation 4.8.7 when the right-hand side of the equation exceeds one, i.e, when
Equation 4.8.6 Is met. Tterefore, the lowest permissible value of the safety
factor (k == ',00) should be used,
4.8.2.3 SPECIFIED FRACTIONAL CHARGE a, PERUNIT SHORT PER UNI1' TIME
The assumption here is that there is a charge B$ rand per unit shore per unit time. An
example would be when the item under consideration was a spare part and each unit




Step 1: Select the safety factor k that meets
~~ISTDI.+n (Ba + r) (4.8.8)
where 0 has been predetermined, and equal to 30/501
and 83 and· r. :;tl'(' in RIRI unit time.
Set 0 := 30150, e.{.!. 4.8.8 can be written as foll/)ws:
Gu(l<) = 3D _r__
50 STbL+R B3 + t (4.8.9)
Step 3': Re-order point
4.8.3 SAfETY STOeleS BASED ON SERVICE CONSIDERATiONS
Recogni$ing the severe difficulties associated With costing shortages, an alternative
approach is to introduce a control parameter known as the service level. This becomes
a constraint in establishing the safety stock of an item. For example, the carrying costs
of an item could be minimised, subject to satisfying, routinely from stock, 95 per cent
of all demands.
The following are amDng the more common me res of service.
4.8.3.1 SPECifiED PROBABllITV P1Of NO STOCKOUT PER REPLENISHMENt CYCLE
Equivaler\t1v, this is the fraction of cycles in which a stockout does not occur. A
stockout is defined as an occasion when the on-hand stock drops to the zero level.
USing a common P" across a group of items Is equivalent to using a common safety
factor k.
If management ha<; _pecified the probabilitv of no stockout in a cycle not to be lower
than f\ (converselv. the probability of a stockout should be no higher than 1 - f',), then
we have the following simple decision rule:
o The rule
Step 1: Select the safety factor k to meet
P(u <::: k) = 1 - Pi' (4.8.10)
where
Plu 2 k) Prob {unit normal variable (mean 0, standard deviation 1) takes on a
value of k or greater}
Ji:NERAl NOTE: Probability function P, (1<) is the probability that variable u takes on the values k,
This can also be wri'C;;ll as Plu =:= k), However, I would sugQEJstP(u ;;z: k) is clear than Pu;,;{k).
If'P·3 • (SA:D2)
o The Run~
Step 1: Select the safety factor k that meets
Gu(l<);::: QrISTDI."R (83 + r)
where Q has been predetermined; and equal to 30/50,
{4o.8.d)
and 83 and r are in R/Rl unit time.
Set Q "'" 3D/50, e.g. 4.8.8 can be written as follows:
Gulk) ;::: __]j)_. -- --t-
50 STDI.+R 83+r
Step 3: He-order polnt
(4.8.9)
4.8.3 SAFETY STOCI(S !BASEDON SIERVICECONSIDERATIONS
Recognising the severe difficulties associated with costing shortages, an alternative
approach is to introduce a control parameter known as the servlo« level. This becomes
a constraint in e!3tablishing the safety stock of an item. For example, the carrY'in~1costs
of an item could be minimised, subject to satisfying, routinely from stock, 95 pier cent
of all demands.
The following are among the more common measures of service.
4.8.3.1 SPECifiED PROIBAlfm.!TY 1?1 Of NO STOCKOUT PiERREPLENISHMENT CVClE
Equivalently, this is the fraction of cycles in which a stockout does not 1..1:~cur.A
stockout ill defined as an occasion when the on-hand stock drops to the (.e~o level.
Using a common Pl' across a group of items is equivalent to using a corm e- ..!1 safety
factor k,
It management has specified the probability of no stockout in a cycle not to be lower
than P1 (conversely, the probability of a stockout should be '0 higher than 1 " PI)' then
we have the followir.g simple declslon rule:
() The rula
Step 1: Select the safety factor k J \..Jet
(4.8.10)
where
P(u ;;:: k) :;:: Prob {unit normal variable (mean Ot standard deviation 1) takes on a
value of k or greater}
GENERAL NOTE: Probability function P, (1<) is the pl'obability that variable u takes on the values k,
This can also be written as P{u =: k}. However, I would suggest P(u ;;:: rd is clear than Pu;,(k).
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Step 2: Safety stock 5$' "'" k STI)L+R
Slap 3: R~ order point
RQP == )(L + 55
. \'
o DH..' .J..ls.si!Jn
From Eqvation 4.8.10 it is seen that the $at~tyfactor Ie depends on the value of P1'
AU items for which the same service lavel, P,: is required, will have identical values
of the safety factor k. There is therefore an equivalence between using a specified
value of k and a epecified value of Pt'
FrOm Equation 4.8.10 p(u ::;;.k) decreases as the desired ser'Vice level P, goes up,
whereas k increases as plu <::, k) decreases. Therefore, we have the desirable
behavlour of the safety factor namely k increases as the' required service level
increases, which is ideal.
Because of the dlscrete nature of the re-order point, it is inlikely that the exact level
of service desired can be provided since this usually requires a non-integer value of
ROP. Therefore a non-lnteasr value of ROP found in Equation 4.6.10 is rounded up
to the next higher integeri with the predicted service level then being Slightly higher
than required.
The f~ct that the safety factor does not depend on any individual item
characteristics may require a re-examination of the meaning of service. Consider
two items, the first being replenished twen1:y times a year, the other once a year. If
both are given the same safety factor so that both have a probability of 0,10 of
stockout per replenishment cycle, then 20 x (0,10) or two stockouts per y~a r could
be expected for the first item and only 1 stockout every ten years (0,1 per year) for
the second item. Therefore the same service on these two items would in fRot not
be the same.
4.8.3.2 SPiEC![:!IED FRACTION P2 Of DEMAND ,TO !BIESATISfiED ROUlriNElY fROM THE
SHElf u.e. NOT LOST on IBACi(~ORDIERlEo)
This service measure can be used when <II significant portion of the replenishment lead
time is unalterable (for· example, dealing with items for which the major part of the lead
time is the transit time by ram. A generalisation is that the fraction P2 must be mat
within a specified time interval rather than instantaneously. It can also be shown that
use of the as shortage costing measure leads to a decision rule equivalent to that for
the P2 service measure, where the equivalence is given by the relation
with r, as before, being the carrying charge.
o The rule





where Q has been predetermined and is equal to 30/50.
The other relevant variablra~1ate defined in Section 4,$.1. If k is less than the lowest
allowable value, then k == 1:,00.
o Step 2: fie-order point
() PiScLls'Sion
It. would b$ reasonable to expect that the required safety stock would increase if
Q decreased (mora opportunities for stockouts)
STDL+I'Iincreased (higher uncertainty of forecasts)
P:I increased (better service desired). If any ot the above-mentioned changes 1:611(6
place, Gu(k) decreases, but a decrease in Gu(i<) implies an increase if': k, l.e, exactly
the daslred result.
In addition, with this decision rule the faster-moving items get higher safety. factors
than the slower-moving items.
Tha Pa value is usually quite close to unity. Therefore the value of the safety factor
is little influenced by whether the model assumes complete back-ordering or
complete lost sales (or any mix of these two extremes).
In the case of completely lost sales, Equation 4.7. '11 is written as
Gu(k) == 0(1 - P~)/STDL+RP2.
4.8.3.3 SPECifiED READYAATIEPs
(4.8.11)
The ready rate is the fraction o'f time during which the net stock is ::>()sitive,.i,c. there
is some stock on the shelf. The ready rate finds common application in the case of
equipment used for emergency purposes. Under Poisson demand, this measure is
equivalent to the Pa measure.
4.8.3.4 SPECifiEDAVERAGET!ME BETWEENSTOC~{QUTOCCASIONS (lBSI
Tas represents the desired avaraqs numbs .. of stockout occasions per year. If each
stockout occasion le dealt with by way of an expedit.ing action, a sneclflc '"8S value
can be selected to produce a tolerable number of expediting actions.
I') The rule
Step 1: Is
0/0(T86) > 1 (4.8.12)
where Q has been predetarrnlnsd and i~equal to 30/50.
iPP·3 • (SA:D2l
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If yes, go to Step 2.
If no, continua with the following. Select the safety factor k to meet
P (u ;:::1<):::: 0/D(T6S) (4.8.13)
When using 0 ;:::30/50 Equation 4.8,13 can be written as
P (u ;:::k):::: 3/50(TBS) (4.8.14)
If the resulti""1?k is lower than the minimum allowable value specified (1<"'" 1,00) go
to StEliP2. Otherwise, move to Step 3.
Step 2: Set k at its lowest allowable value
Step 3: Re-order point
ROP :::: XL. + k STDI.+R
o Discussion
A comparison carried out by Silver and Peterson'" (287) of Eq'J...tlous. ,4.8.7 and
4.8.13 reveals that there is an equivalence between using the 82 costing method
and using the TBS service measure.
Spacifically I we have, for equivalence, that
TBS ;:::B2/r
4.8.4 SAfETY SrOCC{S !BASEDON AGGRIEGJ~TIECONSIDIERATION
The idea of this general approach is to establish the safety stocks of individual items,
using iii given available budget, to provide the best possible aggregate service across a
population of items. Equivalently, individual safety stocks are selected to keep the
overall investment in stocks as low as possible while meeting a desired aggregate
service level.
Two common aygregate considerations:
o Allocation of a given total safety stock among items to minimt~e the expected total
stockout occasions per year (ETSOPY)
j\l!ocating a fixed total safety stock among several items to minimise the expected
total number of stockout occasions per year leads to a decision rule for selecting
the safety factor for each item, which is identical to that obtained by assuming a
value (the same for all items) of the fixed cost 81 and then sell1cting the safety
factor to keep the total of carrying and stockout costs as low as posslble, (The
latter approach was discussed in Section 4.7.2.) This allocation interpretation in
some cases appeal more to management.
o Allocation of a given total safetY stock among items to minimise the expected total
value of shortages per year
!PP·3 • (SA:D2)
Allocating a fixed total safetY stock among a group of items to rmrunuse the
expected total value (in rands) of shortages per yeai' leads to a decision rule for
selecting the safety factor which is identical to either
~ l~e one obtained by assuming a value (the same for all items) of the facto I' 82
ana then selecting the safety factor for each item to minimise the total of
carrying and shortage costs, or
- the one obtained bv specifying the same average time (t8S) between stockotrt
occasions for evetIY item in the group.
The aggregate view of allocating a limited resource may be considerably more
appealing to management than the micro-detail of attempting to explicitly ascertain III
value from cost considerations or the somewhat arbitrary specification of a T135 value.
4.8.5 TIME iNCRlElIIIENr CONTINGENCY-FACTOR mea
A significant phenomenon becomes apparent when some of the classlc statistical
safety stock approaches described above are reviewed, the calculated safety stock is a
fixed quantltv applied to all future periods. When forecasts of future demand tend
upward or downward, the fixed quantity does not react to this change. On the upside,
therefore, the safety stock does not increase in proportion 'to the demand, thus
providing the potential of inadequate coverage of demand Variability. On the downside,
failure to react can create exposure to excess inventory, espeCially in the case of a
product approaching the end of its product life cvcle,
to counteract these potential problems, Krupp24) expresses statistical variance of
demand in units of time rather than quantity by converting the deviation to a decimal
factor of the incremental forecast per period. Krupp241distinguishes this approach from
classical applications, by designat7:ng the resulting technique the time increment
contingency factor rnCF). The TIC:'; is derived by incorporating the additional step of
dividing each deviation for ell given period by the average usage (or forecast) for that





The TleF is than used to determine the safety stock to be planned for each month,
based on future forecasts:
(4.8.16)
where
U I := average demand or forecast in period i
)(, = actual demand in period i
II := absolute value
n := "'otal number of occurrences considered.
IPP·\j • (SA:D2)
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The calculations are based on a 12-month rolling history, with n fixed at 12. ut+1 is
used to ensure that the safety stock existing at the end of ut is planned to support the
following month's forecast.
Therefore, as future forecast demand levels change, the planned safety stock will
change prcportlonatelv.
I<rupp24) demonstrated in his paper that the TleF Concept provides :l better tool for
planned safety stock in view of the fact that it is self-adjusting in relation to future
trends, yet retains all the ingredients of clas$i~ statistical safety stock techniques.
4.8.5.1 fORECAST ERROR TRAC!(ING SiGNAL
One of tho basic assumptions of statistical techniques which has been criticised
occaslonallv is that the population of demands centres on the mean average of the
demands. In a forecast environment, however, the forecast demand is often not
consistent with the mean averape, particularly where trend is involved. The bias of the
forecast from the actual mean is expressed mathematically by using the forecast error
tracking signal (FETS).
The FETS for the TICF would be tI1"~:l/n
. i=1
(4.8,16)
Interpretation of the FETS:
o FETS = 0 optimum - total population of deviations centred around the forecast
o FETS < 0 indicates a skew where actual demands are greater than forecast
o when FETS = -1 indicates that in all cases where a deviation exists, actual
demand is greater than forecast
o FETS > 0 indicates a skew where actual demands are fewer than forecast
o FETS = 1 indicates that in all deviations forecasts are greater than actual demand.
4.8.5.2 COMF'ENSATING FOR OVEROPTIMIS1'IC FORECASTING
When FETS > 0, it may be desirable to suppress the level of safety stock which the
applied sta dstlcal technique would yield. If the FETS Is less than 1.0, an indication
exists that some portion of the actual demands exceeds the forecast. To abandon
safety stock totally is therefore inappropriate. One alternative is to consider only those
i.,stanl~es where demand exceeds forecast far the calculation, While this is a potentially
viable alternative, this course of action carries the disadvantage of reducing the total
population of variances on which the calculation is based and assigns disproportionate
importance to the reduced population. A second heuristic alternative is a suppression
factor which comes into play only when the FETS is greater than zero, This is used as
a multiplier for the calculated satetv stock. One such suppression factor provides for a
straight-line reduction of safety stock
w = 1 • FETS (FETS > 0)
while a second model provides accelerated suppression
w = 1 - v FETS (FETS > 0)
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Figure 9 is a graphic presentation of the impact of straight-line versus accelerated
suppression. The suppression factor is used as a compensating factor in safety stock
calculations for overoptimistic torecastlna, as in the equation
(4.8.17)
4.8.5.3 DETERMINING THE SERVICE MUl TIPLIIERIe
The service multiplier k was referred to above. In some cases, particularly where
high-value inventory is involved, the use of such an arbitrary heuristic approach mav be
deemed inappropriate. Optimisation of k based on financial return and derived by more
scientific methods often presents a better alternative.
This approach involves the application of marginal return analysis to determine the
optimum k factor.
The mathematical model describing the relationship between the k factor and recouped
lost sales is non-linear, l.e, elasticity changes aiong the curve.
A graphic example of a mathematical model relating lost sales to the applied k factor is
presented in Figure 10A: the curve follows a non-linear trend typical of the relationship:
Lost sales recouped "'" ak - bl<.2
where a, b are constants, a > b
while k is defined as a linear function. The point at which the two curves cross defines
the level at which the safety stock investment equals the Joss of sales recouped.
The objective is .to consider bottom-line return. Krupp relates the recouped lost profit
to the cost of carrying the safety stock level relative to the applled k factor. This
analysis defines the true cost/benefit return which can be expected from carrying
safety stock inventory. A graphic representation of this new relationship is presented
in Figure 10B. The data lines are described by the generalised mathematical
relationships
Lost profit recouped == plak - b1<2)
where p :::::profit margin (expressed as a decimal)
and
cost of carrying inventory == r x safety stock (in rands)
where r == inventory- carrying cost factor .
With the relationship between recouped lost profit and cost of carrying safety stock
defined, an optimum lc factor for each class of items can be determined on the basis
strategic general management considerations. If the purpose of the safety stock is to
maximise service without incurring financial penalties, I< would be defined by the
break-even point, I.e, the point at which recouped profit equals the cost of carrying the
safety stock level required. If the purpose is to maximise profit (without consideration
to service), then k would be defined by the point (prior to break-evan) at which the
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4.8.6 SAfETY STOCl< CONCLUSIONS
Safety stock is necessary evil in many environments. The safety stock of the company
investigated was no exception. However, the creative approaches discussed aqpve can
minimise the exposure to inventory imbalances which will contribute to the bottom line.
In Section 6,2 exchange curves of safety stock are provided for some of the rules
discussed above. These curves will facilitate decisions on the rules to be selected to
determine safety stock levels,
4.9 !D!SCUSSION OF WHETHER TO STOCK AN iTIEMOR 1\101
One of the major problems concerned with slow-moving items, particularly when the
item is a spare part, is the decision on whether or not to stock the spare part.
Shorrockl14l indicates that-this aspect of stock control is the most.rtealected one.
In the inventory under investigation, 8 789 stock-keeping units (44% of total stock).
account for Ra,2 million in value (25% of total stock value) had shown no movement
for at least 12 months,
The risk of adding an item to stock that might be declared obsolete or that might
become a very slow-mover at the current carrying cost of 0,23 R/R/year, should be
investigated very carefully.
There are essentially two points to be considered:
o Whether or not th€, item should be stocked to back up a particular maintenance
actiVity or service to fleet owners
o Wh(:lther or not it would be cheaper to make an economic quantity and to hold it in
stock rather than order direct'" against each requirement.
Some papers on the subject are discussed below.
According to Shorrock(141 the worth of stocking depends essentially on how many
requirements or calls per annum are made for the item. If more than a critical number
of calls are received, it will be cheaper to stock the component.
Sllcwro'ck(141shows that the critical number of calls for an item is given by the formula
Dvi'
Critical number of calls per annum "" 2A
where:
D - annual demand
V - unit cost
r - cl1rring charges percei"ltdge
A • order cost.
A part is worth stocking if the number of calls fer it per year exceeds the critical
number of calls.
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Shorrock(NI provides tables to simplify the calculation when using a mao!.!::!! system.
The tableand example of how to use them are presented in Appendix 20.
Mitqr.enlt~}, in his studies on engineering spares stocks, particularly high-value
slow-moving parts, relates hlsdeolsion to a cost function, aiming to find the value of S
(stock lavel) that minimises the cost function. Mitchell developed a diagramma'a;1c
method to fh~d the optimum S. The curves CO == C1 and Cl = C2 (Figure 11 t are
illustrated in a graph of S/v (shortage cost/unit cost) against T (average time between
demands). For parts whose values of B/v and T correspond to a point below CO == C1
(i (line H of Fi@ure 1'1), no spares should be held. For those lying between H and the
em C1 . == C2, corresponding with the appropriate average lead time, one spare
I' shouu, 1)0 held. Holding. three slow-moving spares has not been recommended in any
sltuatlen,
Bartakke!lS) offers a rule to draw management's attention when they have to decide
whether to stock or not to stock:
)( -< 5 AND v > H500
where
XL =::: average demand during lead time
v = unit price,
Silver and Peterson'" (330 to 335) developed indifference curves for the re-order point
under the B2 cost measures (fractional change 62 per unit short). In the special case of
very slow-moving expensive items, it is decided not to stock when the proposed
re-order point s ;=< O. (See detailed discussion of the model in Section 5.3.2 under
procedure 1.)
A simple rule based on work by POpp(26',is presentee "''''I'I,/ltV. This rule is valid under
the following assumptions:
o The unit variable cost is the same for stocking and nonstocklnq
o The fixed set-up cost is the same for stocking and nonstocking
o In deriving the decision rule to decide on whether to stock the ;cem or not, ~, ..or
quantity is allowed to be a non-integer (of course, if the item was actually stocked
and demands were in integer units, an integer value would be used for the order
quantity)
o The replenishment lead time is negligible and consequently there is no back-ordering
cost.
Some of the above assumptions are very restrictive, especially the las! one. However
the author believes that even when these assumptions are violated, the rule should still
be useful as a guideline.
11'1'·3 • (SA:0:21
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o The decleton rule




Elt) vr == (E(i)/2A) [A/Em - C"l:l (4.9.2)
where
c, = system cost in rands per unit time, of stocking the item
A == fixed set-up cost, in rands, associated with a replenishment
E(i) = expected (or average) interval (or time) between demand transactions
E(t) == expected (or average) size Of a demand transaction in units
v = unit variabib eost of the item, in R/unit
r == carrying charge, in R/R/unit time.
An example and a graphical reorescntatlon of the above decision rule are
presented in Appendix 22.
Croston(l!$1has 4~velopeda del'ision rule, incuding a graphica! aid, for the case of
a perlodlc-revlew, order-up-to-level (R, S) system. His model assumes a negligible
rep;0nishrr.",l1clead time, at most one demand transaction in each review interval,
and a n('7nlal distribution of transaction sizes. His paper reveals that it ls always
uneconor.dc to keep stock of less than the average demand size for any SPare
parts.
o in conclusion
Several models for dealing with stockin(l/non~st()cking decision rules have been
discussed. It is obvious that there are no hard and fast rules about whether to
stock an item or not. Moreover, several other factors that have a bearing on the
decision are not taken into account in the above models. Their applicability is
therefore limited. A more elaborate manual method with relevant factors that
influence the decision on whether to stock (and ~heextent of the inventory) or not
to stock, is discussed in Section 5.3.6.
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I) A mathematical model permits the selection of values in a limited set of variables
so that some reasonable measure of effectiveness can be attained.
{5. DEVElOPMENT j.U~!DSEllECT~ONOF MODElS USED ~IMTHIS
PROIPOSEIO HNVIENTORY CONTROL SYSTEM
5.1 GUDDiNG IPRHNCiPLIES
A problem diagnosis was presented in Section 2. In S( ctlon 3 irr.,./ortant factors
inventory decisions were discussed, with speclat «ttenticn to replenishment lead time
reduction. Section 4 presented a wide range of selected inventory models from the
literature.
The strategy employed in the selection and development of models to be used in the
proposed inventory control system was directed by the following guiding principles:
o The models used can be titled into the environment in whiCh the company
operates. The selected/developed models to aid decision-making incorporate most
of the important factors.
I) Ihe measures of effectiveness used in the models are consistent with t :,mpany
objectives.
o 'The required managerial time f(. r malr-tenance of the models and their use for the
decision-making, suit the current company staff complement (buyers and stock
controllers). The system control cost is therefore not Increased,
o Most Of
therefor
proposed models make use of analytical declslon rules and can
"Ip!emented by using formulas, tables and graphs.
Recall from Section 4.4 that the inventory control system which was selected is the
(R, 51 type. (he guiding principles in this selection is the system's applicability to the
company's type of operation, and other benefits such as lower costs due to better
coordination of transport mode and staff utilisation (thus reducing ordering cost).
There are other non-quantifiable benefits such as improved communication with
suppliers. The main disadvantage of this system is the higher carrying charges
compared to continuous review systems. However, these had been minimised by
introducing a reduced review period of two weeks instead of four weeks as before.
(See the detailed discussion on this issue in Section 4.4.)
5.2 Jl.P?ROPRIAT~ Ii\lVlENTO"~VCONTROL SYSTEM
5.3 PROPOSED INVIENTORY CONTROIL SYSTEM
The proposed inventory control system doscrfbed in this section is a hybrid, r,e. a
mathematical and manual procedure to establish the inventory control parameters.
The properties of the proposed inventory control system are present sd below.
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5.3.1 MAIN PROCEDURE - SKUs DEMANO PATTERN CLASSifiCATiON
Some of the methods presented in Section 4.5 to classify Sl<Us are I ,d in the main
procedure below. Some of ilia classification methods had been reject6d mainly
because of a physical constraint, namely the way the current system captures
transactions, •. This method differs from the data entry required by these models. For
this reason other criteria that have been tested empirically by several researchers
were used. Hefer to Sections 4.5.1 and 4.5.2 for a detailed discussion of SKU
classification methods,
The main procedure algorithm uses the following variables!
x "" mOllthly aVerage demarrd (units) for last 12 months
STD '= monthly standard deviation of demand (units) for last 12 months
XL+1i == forecast {or expected) demand over a replenishment lead time (units)
CoefL+R == coefficient ,Jf variance over a replenishment lead time
The above variables are calculated on the basis of the last 12 months' demand. The
value range of XL Rand coefl-+R wilt determine the procedure to bo used for the
calculation of the control parameters, l.e. require:! safety stock 811<1 the re-order point.
As mentioned in Section 4.7, the re-order quantity is predetermined and equal to
three weeks' supply.
The main procedure represents a summary of the methodology for the SKU demand
pattern classification Which will trigger the selection of the appropriate procedure. As
can be seen from the flow diagram of the main procedure, the different ranges of
XL+R and coefL+Rtrigger different procedures!
o XL+R::;; 0,4 when the SKU demand during th~ replenishment lead time is less than
or equal to 0,4 units, and the SKU is classified as a very slow-moving ltem. The
SKU control parameters will be determined in procedure -, •
o SI<Us that fulfil both conditions XI.+R > 10 and coetl.,R S 0,5 are classified as
SKUs with a normal distribution of demand (Procedure 2)
o X['+R > 0,4 and 0,5 ~ coafL_!!\ ~ 5
SI<Us that fulfil these conditions are classified as items that have an erratic lumpy
demand pattern (procedure 3),
(-J XL+R is in the range of ± 10% of the STDL•R value). These items have a
Poisson demand pattern (Procedure 4).
o XLtR < 0,4 and coefL+R :2: 1,5 and unit cost> R3 000. These are very expensive
fl.low-mov;ng items, with a very erratic/lumpy demand pattern. (procedure 5).
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5.3.2 PROCEDURE 1 - INVI:NTOR.Y MOPEL FOR VERY SLOW-MOVING SKUs
Items with extremetv low sales may be minor variations of raster-movlnn products. In
this case it could be attractive to eliminate the slow-moving special versions. Of
course, decisions of this type as well as those where there is no substitute product,
go beYOndthe field of inventory management. Marketing considerations, including
customer relations (for example, the slow-mover may be carried as a service item for
an important customer), are obviously relevant. Furthermore, the appropriate course
of action may not be to discontinue sellirl9 the item, but rather to make or buy it to
order as opposed to stocking it, an issue addressed in detail in Section 4.8.
In view of the declslon to satisfy customer demands for a given SKU, the question
that now arises ls Should we make a specie: purchase from the supplier to satisfy
each individual customer-demand trsnsection or should we purchase to stock?
Normally a low demand rate favours nonstocklna but there are a number of other
factors that also influence the decision, and these factors are discussed in
procedure 6.
Procedure 1 below describes the methodology used to establish control variables.
This procedure is activated when the unit cost exceeds R3 000 or when the SKU is
a critical item to a fleet owner (Procedure 5~manuafprocedure).
If the unit cost is less than R3 000 and if the item is not critical to a fleet owner,
model (s, 1) is used. In this model S is the maximum on-hand quantity and S == 1.
The re-order quantity is also one unit. The re-order point is zero units, derived from
the relationship ROP ee S - ROO.
5.3.3 PROCEDURE 2 .. INVENTORY MODEL FOR SI<Us WITH NORMAL
DISTRIBUTION OF DEMAND
Section 4,7 presents a wide choice of criteria for establishing safety stocks. The
cholce of a criterion is a strategic decision, directly Involving senior management.
Procedure 2 was dr slaned to facllltat« the selectlon of the criterion and the implied
associated decision rule, Exchange curves that will be helpful in this regard derive
from this procedure and are presented in section 6.
Procedure 2 below deals with all the SI<Us that have a smooth demand pattern.
These SI<Us, are characterised by a low coofflcient of variation (coefl+R is less than
0,5), Items with an average demand during a lead time that is equal or greater than
10 units, are classified as fast-moving items.
The following steps are described in Procedure 2 below:
o Specify the decision rule to select safety factor k,
o Compute the relevant I< value in accordance with the selected decision rule. (Refer
to Section 4.7 for a detailed explanation of the formulas presented in this
procedure.)
o If the computed value k is lower than the lowest allowable value (1<·;;:;: 1,00) or
cannot be computed from the formula, th':l value of I< is selected as k '"" ',00.
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The values of Gu{ki, Pu(k) are obtained from 1<, or can be looked up in a table. A
table of the unit normal distribution is presented in Appendix 21 .
o When the value of the safety factor k has been ascertained, the following
quantities are computed:
~ Maximum on-hand quantity (MOHQ) = XL + R + k STD!. .•R
- Average on-hand quantity (AOHQ) ::::XR/2 + S8
- Safety stock (S8) =:: k 8TOL .. R
• He-order point (RQ?) = XL + SS
Expected shortage per mplenishment cycle (ESPRC) == STOL + R GU1kl.
The value of Gu(l<), Pu(l<) are obtained from k, or Can be looked up in a table. A
table of the unit normal distribution is presented in Appendix 21.
o When the value of the safety factor k has been ascertained, the following
quantities are computed:
- Maximum on-hand quantity (MOHQ) ;::0 X'-+R + k STD!."R
- Avsraqe on-hand quantltvt (AOHO) - "R ..,..SS
- Safety stock ISS) "'" k STDL+R
.. Be-order point (ROP) ;::0 XL + SS
ExtJected snortaqe per replenishment cycle (ESPRC) :::: 8TDL+R Gu(l{I.
PROC£iDURl:,3 - INVENTORY MODEL FOR SKUs WITH
ERRATIC/LUMPY DEMANL'I PATTERN
Rec?1I from Section 4.5.3,4 many researchers have found the Gamma distribution to
be a roprlate for describing the demand pattern during lead time, with intuitive
appse. and empirical support,
In Procedure 3 below the Gamma distribution is used to calculate the relevant
. '.Il'1o':;(..;s of SKUs with an erratic/lumpy demand pattern, or for slow-moving items.
11'h; following ;riteri1~ were used to select the items to be discussed under this
plocedure:
\) The demand during replenishment lead tim9 is greater than 0,4 units (XL+R > 0;4).
o The coefficient of variation of demand during lead time is greater than 0,5
(coefL,R > 0,5).
o The unit cost is less than RS 000 (v < R3 000).
This procedure uses one decision rule only to calculate the quantities below.
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The decision maker should specify the probability P, of no stockout per
replenishment cycle. When P, has been established, the Gamma distribution
parameters are calculated from the data as follows:
k :::::(X~+R/STD1.+R)2
With the Gamma distribution function parameters (1, k and P the following
Quantities can be calculated:
o Maximum on-hand quantities S (MOHO) :::::Gamma invert (Pl 1<, a). The Gamma
invert is a built-in function of the software package EXCEL. This function
returns the inverse of the Gamma cumulative distribution function.
o SafetY stock (SS) :::::MOHQ - Xl.+R
This relationship is derived from Equaticn 4.6.4 in Section 4.6.2.
o Average on-hand qlJantity (AOHO) :::::M(.1HO - XI.+R + XR/2
Thla relationship derives from Equation 4.lt7 in Section 4,6.2.
o FIe-order point (RaP) ee XL +SS.
o Expected shortase per replenishment cycle (ESPRC) ;::
• k/.n [I. Gamma Dist (s, k+ 1, (1, rn - s[1 ..Gamma Dist (s, k, (1, Tll,
Gamma Dlst returns the Gamma distribution function where
• s (FIOPI ~ is the value at which we want to evaluate the distribution.
- k, (1 parameters of the distribution, T - returns the cumulative distribution
function.
5.3.5, PROCEDURE 4 • iNVi;NTOIW MObEL FOR SI<Us WITH POISSON
DEMAND DISTRiBUTION (SLOW-MOViNG Sl{Us~
As indicated by many researchers irefer to Section 4.5.3) it is appropriate to use the
Pclsson distribution to represent demand during the replenishment lead time under
the following two condltlonsi
o Demand during lead time ranees between 0,4 units and 10 units
(OA < XL+R S 10}.
o The standard devlatiori of demand d'uring the replenishment lead time ranges in
± 10% of the dernarrd during the replenishment lead time
(0,9 .yXL<R :s S,DLrR:s 1,1 "",Xl,.,,)
when the demand and the standard deviation of demand fulfil the above
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){L+ R> 0,4 CoefL+R >O~5V < R3 000------~~--------~------~
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Specify ptobabiitty PI of no stoczcut per
replenishment cycle
x"~-.~------------~------------~.Calculate gamma distribution parameters
Ot::=;XL+RI STD4!L+R ~ l,:= (XL+RI Std L+J2




ESI-»RC== ft [1~ Gamma Dist (k + 1, U, T) ]
- s [l.,.GanwaD]st(k~ot,T)]r -- ----
e
o Three dsclston rules are offered to the decision maker for cost evaluation:
Co~t 131per stockout occasion
It is assumed that the cost B,. is incurred only. if the demand during the lead
time exceeds the re-order point s. The expected total relevant costs (ErRe(s))
per unit time associated with using a re-order point s are
J "" s




Plot. ==j) == probability that total demand during lead time is j
and P(ot.:::: jJ :::: exp (-01.) (oL)Jijl
P{o!.>S) "~ probability that demand during the lead time exceeds re-order
point s
and PIP!.>S) :::: z (J-s) POL (j)
I'" $
(;q!Jating ErRe {sl ::: ErRC (5"" 1) for indifference between sand s + 1 leads to
P(bl.""s+1)/P(bL::::S) = Ovr/OB1
As indicated in Procedure 4, the value of the re-order point (s) is deterlmlr-ed
by way of the following steps:
Step 1: Calculate T == Qvr/DB1 (5.2.2)
Step 2: The calculated value T corresponds with value s in a table designed
according to Equation 5.2.2 above, (Spa Appendix 23).
ROP 0:: {s)1
Step 3: Calculate all other control parameters
• maximum on-hand quantity
MOHO == ROP + 0
(0 is predetermined and equal to 30/50)
- Safety s~ocl< S8 = MOHQ - XL+(\
- A verage on-hand quantity
AOHO ,= MOHQ - XL+R + XJ>/2





tJ Fractlonal charge 82 per unit short and re-order quantity Q= 1
The expected shortage costs per lead time Co:
C. :;::(cost per shortage) x (expected demand per unit time} x
prob {a demand is not met} =
where:
(5.2.3)
B2 is defined above.
DV :;:: annual demand value (R)
P(OL;::;:S):= probability that demand is not mat
S ::::Maximum on hand quantity.
The quantities MOHO, SS, AOHQ are calculated as above.
The expected total relevant costs pel' replenishment lead tim as a function of
S are
t:TRC{S) = AOHO.vr + Co'
POI' the proposed control system (R, S), the model under the fractional charge
B2 per unit short, an order for one unit is placed when the inventory position
drops to level S - 1.
Q.--I".
ETRC(S) :::: vr ! (S-j) P(w=j) + B2v,XL+R P(OL?S)
''''0
A convenient solution, as suggested by Silver and Peterson'" (360), is the use of
indifference curves, These are obtained by equation ETRC{S) to ETRC(8 + 1) for a
give. I value of S.




lJ Prob,lbiiity P, of co stockout pel' replenishment cycle
With the Poisson distribution function parameters XL+R and P, the following
quantities can be calculated
o maximum on-hand Quantity (MOHO) fro!" 100.,; up table (see Appendlx 24)
o safety stock (S8)' average on hand quantity (AOHO)
Re-order point (ROP) calculated from the relation described above
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X~+f\ (1- r P(bl.""'j)) - S (1 - I P(o~=j)
(Seeour dervlatlon in Section 4.6.2)
Poisson (X, rnear-t sturns the Poissonprobability distribution
where
x . :::;the number of events (S in our case)
Mean :::;the expected numeric value (XL+RJ
T :;::;cumulative Poisson probability
5.3.6 PROCEDURE 5 • CRITICAL ASSESSMENT OF SPARES
As discussed in Section 2 t.klderABC inventory analvsls, as many as 82% of SKU~~to
the value of R35,3 million are classified as slow-moving/dead stock. 'This group of
items is the main contributor to the high investment tied up in inventory.
The normal method of assessing spares stocl<holding requirement is either a "gut
feel" estimate with spares held bV default, 01' some form of sci~intifi~ judgme...t (a~
discussed in the above proposed models) is marie on the basis of statistical analysis
of one or two variables. The "gut feel" approach tends to lead to a stocking situation
for safety's sake, and the latter approach also has a number of problems.
o Detailed statistical data on the spares demand pattern are required. Normally such
data do not exist due to the slow movement of these items.
o If some statistical data do exist, a high level of skill is required to apply the
approprlate statistical analysis met:lods.
o The statistical methods selected in most cases do not address all of the factors
that should be considered for decisions on stocking versus nonstocking and the
quanf'Y that should be stocked.
Procedure 5 is based on a situation appraisal technique and usa" logistical
declslon-maklnq intelligence to establish the criticality of the spare parts to fleet
owners and other users by leading the stock controller through a series of questions,
answers and choices.
Thif, procedure ensures that the stock co '.:Jller considers most of the factors that
contribute to the decision on whether "0 stock or not to stock.
IPP·4 , ISA:D2)
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The following factors are involved in decision-making:
o Planned use of the item
o Alternatives for the ltam/comrnr.n part
o Sources for supply
o Downtime to fleet owner
o Predictability and probability of failure
o Lead time
o Cost involved (of sales negative rlsl<)
,
o Wharfl item 1') used in new truck/bus or In truck/bus that is going to phase out
o Usage history if it exists.
An important advantage in considering a large number of factors is that less scientific
accuracy is required because the importance of any single factor becomes relatively
less, In view of the above circumstances a pre-set structure of questions and n:lnge















NUMBER INSTALLED (NATiONAL nsar SIZE)
AVERAGE LIFE (MONTHS/YEARS)
SUPPLIER
1.A Is the item made to order? What is the lead time (days)?
1.6 Is the item supplied from stock? What is the lead time (days)?
(Answer '/es or No, and number of days)
1.C When had the supplier lead time been verified with the supplier? Can it be
shortened? If the last order to the supplier fOf this item had been replaced more
than 18 months before the assessment date, the buyer should verify the lead
time with the supplier.
PROBABILITY OF FAILURE
2. Is the item likely to faU in service?
2.A Failures are common with this type of item
2.B Item is subjected to noticeable wear and tear
2.C Item is robust and not subjected to undue stress




3. Is failure predictable?
3.A Very difficult or impossible - no visible or detectable symptoms
3.8 Modorately difficult - requires special access/expertise
3,C nelatively easy- item shows obvious symptoms of decay
(Answer 3A( 38 or 3C)




r- 3A)( 2C 3Bx 2C 3C)( 2C(2) (3) (4)
,
3A" 28 38 x2B 3C x 28
(2) (3) (4)






1) Item is likely to fail and tha , failure is hard to predict. Therefore it is likely to be
in the company's interests to hold spares in stock.
2) Heduc» stock levels if possible.
3) Question in more detail. DOes the company really need this spare?
4) Item is not likei\' to fail and if It did, it would be easy to predict that failure.
Under these cirrl)1 nstances spares availability may be coordinated. Therefore it
mav not be in tbJ company's interests to hold spares in stock.
NOTE: This queattonranewer system offers a guide to the criticality of items,
Decisions have to be taken as to the quantities that should be stocked.
IPP·4 (SA:D2)
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BACK-UP AND AILlERNA rives
4. Does the truck/bus containing the item have a back-up?
5. Is there an alternative to the Item?
6. Does the item have seasonal/planned maintenance usage? 11so, when is planned
maintenance/seasonal demand due?
7. Is the item repairable when item failure occurs? If so, what is the repair lead
time?
8. Will the truck/bus containing the item be phased out soon?
9. Will failure of the item stop the truck/bus?
10. What is the expected downtime when failure occurs (days)?
If the answers to questions 4 to 8 are yes, the criticality of the item is reduced.
'theri~1ore a minimum number o.f items should be held for the C8!Se where )(L+i'I < 0,4.
IRe-order point ROP == 0
Be-order quantity ROO = 1
If XL+R > 0,4 the ROP should be established according to Procedure 3. However if
the item is to be phased out soon, the ROP should take into account very high
carrying charges, e.g. 40% to 50%. The ROa will be established in consultation with
the main customers (big fleet owners). .
o Smoothin{!f of demand
When demand is lumpy, the purchaser should Check if high readings (demands)
can be eliminated due to major one off maintenance activity bV the fleet owner
or a major technological change which is not going to be repeated. This activity
will reduce the standard deviation of demand during the lead time, which will
have an effect on the ROP and d.e ROa values.
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(6. CUlR~E~r AND PROPOSED ~NVlEN1rORV
MODELSBMU1Ar~O~
6. 'I SAMPllE SEIUECTIEID !FORS~MI!JJH..ATION
'rhe sample that was selected for the simulation of the current and proposed
inventory models was taken from the current inventory file. The $KUs that Were
selected have the characteristics of th~ type of demand discussed in Section 4.5.3.
The selected sample size was 188 SKUs with recorded usage for. the past 12
months. The annual usage value of the chosen sample amounted to A8.34 million.
The SKUs sampled procured both locally and overseas with varying lead times
ranging between 7 and 35 weeks.
~I ;)










Rolling movement (monthly usage over a continuous period of 12 months).
6.2 CURREN1'INVIENTORVMODEL SIMW..AliON RIESUlTS
(lite current inventory model described in Section 2.4 had been programmed by the
author on an Excel spreadsheet.
The current inventory model excludes all monthly readings in excess of twice the
monthly average, to calculate the new monthly average. The humber of SKUs with
il'regular readings, to be excluded in the calculation of the new average monthly
demand, are distributed as follows: .






















The above distribution indicates that only 16,5% of the SKUs in the selected sample
can be classified as items having a smooth demand pattern according to the current
classification criteria. MO~l;}over,. the incidence where three or mora readings are
excluded from the new monthly average Is approximately 45% of the total SKUs
sampled. That means that the control parameters (NAD, MAD) are based on three
readings only, which is statistically meaningless.
The quantities below were calculated in accordance with the current inventory model,

















TMOHV 859,0 6 432,0 6409,0
TSSV -1 381,0 4 102,0 4079,0
TAOHV -1 163,0 4110,0 4088,0.
rT-O~T-A-~-~-~--~-~-:----r----2-:_:0_:~-'0----~--1-'-:~-J:-:~:---~r----1-·7-~~--··~~
The shortage cost is calculated at 25% of the expected total value short per year
(ETVSPYj and the carrying charges at a rate of 23% of the total average on hand
value (TAOHVI.
Tile above quantities were calculated in accordance with the following equations:
o Total maximum on hand stock value (TMOHSV) = TMOHV == :2: VI MOHO]
MOH01 == NADj (LT" + LT.m)/4
where
NAD, LTc' LT. as defined in Section 2.4.2
LTc =: company lead time is tell weeks uS it is currently,
o Total Safety stock value (TSSV):
TSSV .=: L VI SSI
SS; ::= kSTDL + R
The safety stock value calculated here assumed a normal distribution of demand
with a probability P, =-0,95of no stockout per replenishment cycle for the selected
sample, The current inventory model assumes a normal distribution of demand.
o Total average on-hand stock value (TAOHSV):
- '106 -
o Expected total value short per year (TEVSPVl:
where r = 0,23 R/R/annum
B1 :::: fractional charge B, = 25% of unit cost
o Total cost = carrying charges per annum + TEVSPV x h
where h = shortage rate
All other variables are as defined in Section 4.7.
The quantities TAOHV, TSSV, TEVSPV cannot be quantified directly from the current
inventory model and since the current model assumes a normal distribution of
demand, the quantities for this distribution as defined in Sections 4.6.1 and 4.1.2
were used.
The results for the above quantities show that when the irregularity criteria is used,
the current inventory formula generates negative on-hand stock, and since negative
on-hand stock is not possible (this is not a case of back-ordering) this indicates 1
incidence of stockout, This suggests that buyers are in fact overriding the sr.l')1 d
quantitles generated by the current formula using the irregularity crlter or
purposes of comparison the author calculated the above quar+lttes by not using the
irregularity criteria. It is clear that the only cost that applies when using the
irregularity criteria is the shortage cost and the total expected shortage value per
annum is R1 716 million. On the other hand, when use of this criteria is avoided, the
costs of both shortage and the cC'rrying charge costs were R1 119 million per annum.
The expected short total value short per year is 11,5% of total usage value.
The results of the simulation using the current inventory model for the selected
sample are presented in Appendix 23.
6.3 PROPOSED INVENTORV MODELS SIMULATION
6.3.1 SKUCLASSIFICATION
The number of SKUs in the various SKU movement categories accordina to the
proposed classification rvle discussed in Section 4.5.2 and as shown in Procedure 1,
is as 'follows:
MOVEMENT CATEGORY No. '''IFSI<Us % OF TOTAL
Normal demand pattern - slow-moving 15
- fast-moving 65
Lurnpv/erratlc demand pattern - slow-moving 59
- fast-moving 1!{
Slow-moving SI<Us with Poisson demand 28
pattern










Eleven SKUs from the selected sample can be classltied as SKUs havil119both Normal
and Poisson demar" patterns during the replei.lshment lead time. Fast-moving SI<Us
are those items with demand of 10 units or more dudng replenishment lead time,
while the slew-mcvtna Sl<Us have a demand ranging between one and ten units.
6.3.2 EXCHANGE CURVES INVOLVING SAFETY STOCKS fOR (R. S) SYSTEM
As was discussed under "Guiding principles" in Sect:on 5.1, manag(Jlment should be
primarily concerned with aggregate measures of effectiveness. In this section
e){cl1ange curves showing the aggregate consequences, in terms of tliltal safety stock
(in rands) versus aggregatfl service will be developed, The exchange curves that will
be developed, will represent the particular decision rule for establishing safety stocks
when it is used across the population of items. As indicated in Secticln 4.8, there is a
policy variable for each type of decision rule. Management's selection of an
aggregate operation point Implies a value of the policy variable. The use o'f this
implicit value in the corresponding indlvldual-ltem decision rule will then lead to the
desired aggregate consequences.
6.3.2.1 DERIVATION OF THE SAFETY STOCK EXCHANGE CURVES
In all cases, fat a given value of the relevant policy variable. to sound the
corresponding point on each exchange curve the 'following three quantities are
computed for each item i
o Safety stock (in rands) of item i ;;:SSt Vi (5.1 )
where SSI := MOHO - XL ...R
o Expected stockout occasions per year = PID/OI for item j
where:
(6.2)
Di101= number of replenishment per year for item i
PI = Probability of stockout in replenishment lead time for item i
PI ;;:; \ S f(xld x (6.3)
• 0
o Expected value short per year "" VI ESPRC D/O;
Where:
rOO
ESPRe ;;: \ (x-s)f(x)dx..
Equation 6.2 follows from multiplying the expected number of replenishment cycles
per year (O/Oj) by the probability of a stockout per cycle. Simil~rly Equation 6.3 is a
result of the product of the expected number of replenishment cycles per year and
the expected shortage per replenishment cycle expressed in rands.
lPN, , ISA:02)
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Now, each of the three quantities (Equation 6.1. 6.2 and 6.3) is summed across all
items:
Total safety stock in rartds » 2: S5, v,
j
(6.4)
Expected total stockout occasions per year (ETSOPYl ee (6.5)
= l: P, D/G;
i
Expected total value short per year (ETVSPY) =:: (6.6)
The results of Equations 6.4 and 6.5 give a point on the exchanqe curves of safety
stock versus expected stockout occasions and those of EquatIons 6.4 and 6.6 give a
point on 'the exchange curves of safety stoc., versus expected value short for the
particular safety stock decision rule. Repeating the Whole process for several values
of the policy variables generates a set of points for each one of the four curves. {See
Figures 12 to 13 in Section 6.3.2.2. and Figure 14 in Section 6.3.5.}
6.3.3 SIMULATION RESULTS: SIWs WITH NORiVlAl DISTRIBUTiON OF DEMAND
According to the proposed classification rule. 80 SI<Us from the chosen sample
belong to the category of SI<Us having a normal distribution of demand during the
replenishment lead time. The annual usage of those SI(Us is 4 944 million (.59% of
the total usage value of the chosen sample). For five of the methods presented in
Section 4.8. a simulation run was completed with various policy variables. A detailed
breakdown of the simulation run is provided for the five decision rules with the
following policy variable:
Pl ;:: ?~= 0,95, TBS :: 2 years, 82 ::: 20%, 8, = R150.
See Appendix 24.
Tables 8 to 12 below summarise the results of the simulation run of five of the
I"~cision rules discussed in SE:lction 4.8. Another simulation run was completed for
Ie current company lead time of ten weeks and for the proposed company lead time
of three weeks. The total costs comprise two components, the holding COSts (He) He
=:: r TAOHV and the shortage costs (So) Sc "" h ETVSPY. The ordering costs are
excluded from the total costs since they are considered to be fixed costs that have
had to be added to the He and the Sc. The ordering costs are fixed and are not





S.(Us WITH NORMAL DISTR!IEUrraON OF DEMAND PATTIERN
PROBABILITY {P1} OF NO STOCKOUT PER REPLENISHMENT CYCLE
POLICY TMOHV TSSV TAOHV ETVSPY ETSOPY TOTAL CQSTS (R1 000)
VARIABLE (Ri000) (Ri000) (Ri000) (Ri000) Occas-' SHORTAGI::: RATES(h}
P1 ions 15% 20% 25%
COMPANY LEAD TIME == 3 WEEI(S
U
0.700 1865.1 240.7 386.4 1485' 402.9 \\11.7 385.9 460.2
0.750 1933.9 309.6 455.3 1163.7 335.8 279.3 337.5 395,6
0.800 2018.9 394.5 040.3 843.3 268.6 250.a 292.9 335.1
0.850 2100.1 475.7 621.4 606.2 201.5 233.9 264.2 2$4.$
0.900 2212.6 588.2 733.9 369.4 134.3 224.2 242.7 261.1
Mao 2301.7 677.3 823.1 241.6 94.0 225.5 237.6 249.7
0.950 2379.3 754.9 900.7 163.0 67.2 231.6 239.8 247.9
0.910 2487.6 863.2 1008))' 90.7 40 :3 245.7 250.2 254.7
0.990 2692.1 1067.7 1~.1~i.)'j 26.4 13.4 283.1 284.4 285.7
0.995 2806.6 1182.2 1327.9 12.3 6.7 307.3 307.9 308.5
."4~ "_ ~COMPANY LEAD TiME:::: 10WEEKS
0.700 2592.3 287.7 433.4 '1242.5 359.2 286.1 348.2 4103
0.7fSO 2674.6 370.0 515.$ 973.5 296.4 264.7 313.3 362.0
0.800 2776,2 471.6 617.3 705.4 235.1 247.8 283.1 3113.4
0.850 2873.2 568.6 714.4 507.1 175.2 240.4 265.7 291.1
Q.900 3007.6 703.1 848,8 309.0 116.1 241,6 257,0 272.5
0.930 3114.2 809,6 951.9. 202.1 81.3 249.3 259.4 269.5
0,950 3206.9 902.4 1048.1 136.4 57.7 261,5 '268.3 275.2
0.970 3336.4 1031.8 1177.6 75.8 34.5 282.2 286.0 289.8
0.990 3580.8 1276.3 1422.0 22.1 11.5 330.4 331.5 332.6
0.995 3717.7 1413.1 1558.9 10.3 5.7 360.1 360.6 361.1
DEVIATION FROM PROPOSED COMPANY LEAD TIME
0.700 727.2 47.0 47.0 -242.3 -43.7 -25.6 -37.7 -49.9
C:750 740.7 60,5 60.5 -190.2 -39,4 -)4.6 -24.1 -33.6
0.800 757.3 77.1 77.1 -~37.8 -33.5 -2.9 -9.8 -16.7
0.850 773.1 92.9 92.9 -99.1 -26.2 6.5 1.6 -3.4
0.900 795.1 114,9 114,9 -60.4 ·'18.2 17.4 14.4 11.3
0.930 812,5 132,3 128.9 -39.5 -12.7 23.7 2t7 19.8
0.950 827.7 147.5 147.5 -26.6 -9.4 29.9 28.6 27.3
0.970 848.8 168.6 168.6 -14.8 -5.8 36.6 35.8 35.1
0.990 888,8 208.6 208.6 -4.3 -2.0 47,3 47.1 46.9
0.995 91'1.1 231.0 231.0 -2.0 -1,0 52.8 52.7 52.6
1(:: 0.900 2999.1 694.5 840.~ 495.6 65 267.6 292.4 317.2
0.930 S093.5 789.0 934.7 346.9 38 267.0 2134.4 301.7
0.950 3176.2 871.6 10171.4 247.8 30 271.2 '}33.5 295.9
_"..,_,u=,_
0.900 919.7 170.5 173.6 10.7 -530.0 41.5 42.1 42.6
0.930 937.7 188.5 191.6 7.5 -378.5 45.2 45.6 45.9










1454.7 1785.0 316.6 389.3 462.0
1212.2 1487.5 288.0 348.6 409.2
969.8 1190.0 262.4 310.9 359.4
727.3 892.5 240.8 277.2 313.5
484.9 595.0 226.1 25Q.3 274.6
339.4 416.5 ; 221.8 238.8 25$.8
242.4 297.5 223.6 235.7 247 ..8
145.5 178.5 232.3 239.5 246.8
4i1.5 59.5 263.6 266.1 268.5
















S&{U~W~tH NO\RMALDISTRiBUTiON OF'OEMANO PATTERN























437.7 155.Q 225.9 247.8
261.8 103.3 224.8 237.8
185.7 77.5 230.1 239.4
146.2 62.0 234.4 24t7
108.6 51.7 241.1 246.5
90.8 44.3 245.7 250.2
73,7 38.7 251.5 255.1
71.9 34.4 251.2 254.8
57.9 31.0 259.0 261.9
41.15 25.8 268.8 270.9
40.3 22.1 268.6 270.7
26.9 19.4 283.1 284.5
26.9 17.0 283.1 284,5
26.9 15.0 283.1 284.5
1.75 2487.6 863.2 1008.9
2.00 2523.', 1399.0 1045.3
2.25 < 2523.9 ~)99.5 1045.3
..2.50 2566.9 942.6 10118.3
3.00 2620.3 9&:13.0 1141.7
3.50 2620.3 99(tO 1141.7
4.00 2692.1 1067.1 1213.4
4.50 2692.1 1067:/ 1213.4
5.00 2692.1 10~'1, 1213.4
COMPANY LEAD TIME::: 10 "'~'E=E:';.":K~S...'l--""',.Jl,.""".r------T----~~----~,----~--~-~----~----~----~.----~
POLICY "TMOH~:, TSSV TAOHV ETVSPY ETSOPY TOTAL COSTS (R1 000)
VARIABl.E (R1000)\\ (RiCOO) (R1000) (Ri0CO) occas- SHORTAG$ RATES (h)















DEVIATION FROM PROPOSEDC61VlPANY LEAD riME
1,\ \
1.25 832.2 152.0 152·~1 28.6 ~47.0 39.2 40.7 42.11.50 842.6 162,5 162.5 21.2 ~36.7 40.6 41.6 42.7
2.00 855,9· 175.7 175.7j i4.4 -23.7 42.6 43,3 44.0
~,,~~
!
1.25 3234.7 930.1 1075.9
1.50 3298.6 994.0 ·l1S9.8

















SKUs Wrr~J,NORMAL DISTR1SUTION. OF bEMANIO PATTERN
COST (S1)PER srOCK6'Ul OCCASION
POLICY TMOHV n"T$SV TAOHV PIZTVSPY ETS6~OSTS- (R1 000)
VARIA\BLE (R1000) (R1000) (Ri0DO) ~ (Ri0aO)! O,.ofas- ~SHORTAGl; RATES (h) ,
81 j ·.Ons· 15% 20% 25~Al
• 112 -
1~g:~ ~~:::~ ::~:i ~~~:~. .!.;..'~~.'.. !:~
150.0 2097.1 472,8 618.5 632.1 '171.8
200.0 7~109.5 485.1 630.9 605.8 160.2
250.0 2118.6 494.3 640.0 592.0 148.6
300.0 2124.1 499.7 645'.5 588.5 141.1
350.0 2138:5 514.1 659.9 556.4 130.1
400.0 2146.9 522,6 668.S 543.7 123.1
450.0 2155,3 530.9 676.7 531.9 ti7.5
500.0' 2166.7. 542.3 688,0 509,5 110,8
600.0 2178.4~ 554.1 699.8 496.91 W2.9«
r~~~~~~~~-~~~~_====;=!kjL~,J·~_=9l=-=--"-·lI===-~1~~ljU-=lvIPI~A~A_.~=j_1F~M=E_==1=O~W_._EE~K_#S=r-~~~__ ~~ ~~\,~~~
100..0 2856.4 551.8 697,6 78().7 202.6 277.6 316.6 3S5,6
11)0.0 2862.7 558.1 703,9 77U.1 1138.3 277.4 315.9 :154.4



































DEVIATiON FROM PROPOSED COMPANY LEAD TIME
100.0 761.7 87.5 87.5 133.5 7.7 40..1 46.8 53.5
150.0. '765.6 85.4 85.4 138.1 10..5 40.3 47.3 54.2




SKUs WiTH NORMAL DISTRIBUTION OF DEMAND PATTERN
fRACTIONAL CHARGE (82) !PERUI\I~l SHORT
POLICY TMOHV TSSV TAOHV ETVSPY' ETSOPY TOTAL COSTS (R1 OOO)
VARIABLE (Ri0nO) (Ri000) (Ri000) (R1000) occas- SHORTAGE RATES (h)
82 ions ~5%
COMPANY lEAD lUViE= 3 WEE~,{S '
0.05 1912.6 288.2 434.0 1257.1 356.4 288.4 351.2 414.1
0.10 2141.3 517.<:' 662.7 508.0 178.2 228.6 254.0 279.4
I
0.15 ,2254.2 629.8 775.5 304.1 118.8 224.0 239.2 254.4-
0.20 2319.3 694.9 840.6 221.4 . 89.1 226.6 237.6 248.7
0.25 2379.3 754.9 900.7 163.0 71.3 231.6 239.8 247.9
0.30 2427.9 803,5 949.2 126.0 59A 237.2 243.5 249.8
0.35 2456.0 831.6 97"1.3 108.1 50.9 241.0 246.4 251.8
0.40 2487.6 863.2 1008.9 90.7 44.6 245.7 26;.2 254.7
0.50 2523.9 899.5 1045.3 73.7 35.6 251.5 255.2 258.8
0.(30 2566.9 942.6 1088.3 57.3 29.7 258.9 261.8 264.G















0.20 815.9 135.8 135.8.
0,25 a27.7 147.5 147.fj
0.30 837.1 157.0 '157.0
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The tables above reveal the following:
o Tha expected total value short per year {ETVSPY~ is lower for the current
company lead time of ten weeks for lower values of the policy variables P 1 and P2
(between 0,7 and 0,86). That can be explained by the high safety stocks given by
the excesslve company lead time of ten weeks.
o As the required policy variable goes up, the ETVSPY and the total safety stock
value (TSSV) are lower f<:''' 1:l1eproposed company lsad time of three .weelcs,
o The total cost for the various decision rules and the policy variables operating
range is between R224 0190and R296 000 per annum,
o The minimum total cost is obtained for the following decision rules and the
following values of the policy variables;
- P, rule P, = 0~90, h == 15%
P2 = 0,93, h = 15%
• TBS rule TBS = 0,76 years, h == 15%
81 == R500, h == 15%
B2 == 15% of SKU value, h ::; 15%
. 8, rule
" B2 rule
As can be seen, all the minimum COSt", are achieved for the lower rate oJ shortage
(h) of 15%. That can be explained by the higher rate of carrying charges
{r ;;: 23%) Which dominates the total costs rather than the lower' shortage rate
(h == 16%)' which has less influence on the total costs.
As the s: 'ortaga rate (11) goes up, total minimum costs are achieved for hiyher
policy variables, which provide higher safety stocks due to the increase of
shortage rate (h) compared to charges rate (1').
o The policy variable range presented under company lead tiOl('l, of ten weeks is
more appealing. The decision rule that provides the minimum total cost under this
pOlicy variable range is the P:a rule, with P2 == 0,93, TSSV == ROISODmillion,
TAOHV == RO,743 million, ETVSPY - RO,339 million and a total cost of RO,221
million per annum,
When comparing total costs for the various declsion rules and for the range of
policy variables, the total costs are lower between 7% to 21% (depending on tile
selected daolslon rule) when using the proposed company lead time of three
weeks.
o The total cost when the current inventory mode! is used for the SI<Us classified as
normally distributed, is R5i5 300' pe,' annum. The total cost reduction compared




6.3.4 SIMULATION RESUlTS: SIWs WITH GAMMA DISTRIBUTION OF DEMAND
Sliwenty-two SKUs of the chosen sample were classified as SKUS that have a Gamma
distribution of demand pattern during the replenishment lead time. The total annual
usage value is R2,759 million (33% of the total annual usage sampled).
A simulation run was completed for the probability Pl of no stockout per
replenishment cycle. Table 13 summarises the slrnulatlon run results for policy
variable Pv ranging between 0,7 to 0,995 for the proposed company lead time of
three weeks and the current company lead time of ten weeks, and for the different
shortage rates (15%, 20%1 25%).
Table 13 illustrates the following performance of the Gamma distribution model:
o The ton, v.Jst when shortage rates of 15% and 20% are used, are 6,5% to 7,5%
lower when using the P1 decision rule for thtl proposed company leael time of
three weeks compared to the current company lead time of ten weeks.
o When deali'1g wi"'h a higher shortage rate (h :;: 25%), the Gamma model uring a
company lead time of ten weeks (current) offers a lower total cost for tile PI
range: up to 0,75 compared to the proposed company lead time of three weeks.
That is due to the excessive safety stocks for the higher company lead time (an
extra seven weeks), However, it is insignificant since it is not the desired
company policy variable operating range (P, between 0,9 to 0,97),
o The minimum total costs for the proposed company lead. time of three weeks and
the various shortage rates, are as follows:
h "" 15% PI"" 0,75 TC == R139600pa
h = 20% P, :;: 0,80 TC "" R164 500 pa
h == 25% ?1 = 0,85 TC = R183 100 pa
All the above P1 values are out of the company's desired operating range.
Therefore the company's desired minimum total costs for the various shortage
rates are achieved for the policy variable P1 ::: 0,9, with the minimum total costs
of
h ;::: 15% TC == R164 600 pa
h :;: 20% ie ""R176 400 pa
h ;::: '!5% TC == R188 200 pa,
A detailed breakdown of the simulation run results for the policy variable PI :;: 0,95
is to be found in Appendix 25.
6.3.5 SIMULATION SUMMARY RESULTS - S«U$ WITH POISSON DEMAND PATTI:RN
This category consists of 28 8KUs (15% of total number of 81<Us) with an annual
usage value of R637 695 (7,6% of the totai annual usage value sampled).
Tile three decision rules are presented in Procedure 4. A simulation run was
completed for the policy variables PI' 81, and 82, and for various rarlge values. The






S~U:s '~J~lH GAru~MAD~SlRIBUTIO!NlOf IDEi'VllANDPAl1ERN
PROBAem.JTY (Pi) qF NO STOCKOUT ,PERREPUlE~ISH~JI!5NTCYCLE
POLICY TMOHV·' TSSV TAOHV ETVSPY E~'SOPY TOTAL COSTS (R1 000)
VARIABLE (R10DO) (RiODO) (RiODO) (Ri0DO) Occas- SHORTAGE RATES (h) ~~
Pi' ions ~ 15% 0 25%~~~~~~~2~~b~~~-==-_~~-= __~._____ __~~, ==
MPANV lEAD T~ME:::3 WEEKS
0,700 529.4 82.7 154.6 708.0 372.3 141,7 177.1 212.5
0.750 596.9 150.2 222.1 590.0 310.3 139.6 169.1 198.6
O.BOO 679,5 232.8 304.7 472.0 248.2 140.9 164.51 18$.1
0.850 786.1 339.4 411.2 354.0 186.2 147.7 165.4 183.1
0.900 936.5 489.8 561.7 236.0 '124.1 164.6 '176.4 188.2
O.9Z0 '1069.0 622~3 694.2 165.2 86.9 184.4 192.'1 201.0
0.950 1194.2 747.5 81.9.3 118.0 62.1 206.1 212.0' 217.9
0.970 1384.4- 937.7 1009.6 70.8 37.2 242.8 246.4 249.9
0.99:0 1794.1 1347.4 '1419.3 23.6 12.4 330.0 331.2 332.3
0.995 2052.8 1606.1 1677.9 11.8 6.2 387.7 388.3 388.9
COMPANY lEAD TIME.:: 10WEEKS~----~=-=-=,~~~r---~~--~r--==9:~----~F-~~~=--==~
0.700 911.2 146.9 42&.31 398.6 322.0 158.3 1782 198.2
0.750 999.2 234.8 448.9 377.3 247.0 159.8 178.7 197.6
0.800 1104.5 340.1 48631 323.1 186.0 160.3 176.5 192.6
0.850 1237.2 472.81 550:5. 254:1 123.0 164.7 177.4 190.1
0.900 1419.9 655.5 663.5 176.3 E15.0 179.0 187.9 196.7
0.930 1577.4 813.1 778.4 126.4 EIO.O 198.0 204.3 210.6
0.950 1723.9 959.6 896.0 i 91.9 37.0 219.9 .224.5 229.1
0.970 1943.2 1178.9 1086.2 56.3 29.0 258.3 261.1 263.9
0.990 2405.4 1641.1 1521.1 19.4 10.0 352.8 353.7 354.7
0.995 2692.2 1927.9 1804.0 9.8 6.0 416.4 416.9 41.7.4
DEVIATION FROM PRopo'SEDCoiVrPANY lEA5T1ME~. --===:l======-:I=~'4
0.700 381.8 64.2 273.'7 -309.4 -50.3 16.5 1.1 -14.4
0.750 402.3 84.6, 226.8 -212.7 -53.3 20.3 9.6 -1.0
0.800 424.9 '107.3 181.6 ~148.9 -62.2 19.4 12.0 4.5
0.850 451.1 133.5 139.2 -99.9 -63.2 17.0 12.0 7.0
0.900 483.4 165.8 101.8 -59.7 -39.1 14.5 11.5 8.5
0.9:30 508.4 190.8 84.2 -:38.8 -26.9 13.6 11,6 9.7
0.950 529.7 212.1 76.7 -26.1 ~25.1 13.7 12.4 11.1
0.970 558.8 241.2 76.6 ~14.S -8.2 15.5 14.7 14.0
a.990 611.3 293.7 101.8 ~4.2 -2.4 22.8 22.6 22A




SKUs wrn-D POISSON D!STR!BU110N OF DEMAND PATTEI~N




TMOHV TSSV TAOHV ET'fSPY ETSOPY TOTAL COSTS (R1 000)
(Ri000) (Ri000) (RiOOf~) (Ri000) occas- SHORTAGE RATES (h)
ions '20% 25%
COMPANY LEAD TIME = 10 WEEKS
0.700 195.4 42.2 69.4 254.0 174 54.1 66.8 79.5
0.750 218.2 45.7 76.3 207.3 142 48.6 59.0 69.4
0.800 234.9 66.4 96.3 143.1 98 ...3.6' 50.8 5'7.9
0.850 240.5 84.7 '112.4 103.7 71 41.4 46.6 51.8
0.900 271.5 98.1 128.9 83.2 57 42.1 46.3 50.4
0.930 282.0 119.5 148.4 29.2 20 38.5 40.0 41.4
0.950 289.3 140.0 166.5 21.9 15 41.6 42.7 43.8
0.970 306.4 155.2 182.1 16.1 11 44.3 45.1 45.9
0.990 358.8 211.9 238.0 5.5 4 55.6 5S.1I 56.1
DEVIAT!ON F~OM PROPOSED COMpANY LEAb TIME-
0.700 54.9 11.8 19.5 -103.7 ~71.0 -11.1 -16.3 -21.4
0.750 78.8 16.5 27.5 -48.2 -33.0 -0.9 -3.3 -5.7
0.800 8i.S 23.0 33.3 -68.6 -47.0 -2.6 -6.1 -9.5
0.850 70.4 248 32.9 -46.7 -32.0 0.6 -1.8 -4.1
0.900 90.3 27.1 38.3 ·20.4 .14.0 5.8 4.7 3.7
0.930 PO.6 38.4 47.7 -43.8 -30.0 4.4 2.2 0.0
0.950 75.8 36.7 43.6 ~30.7 ~21.0 5.4 3.9 2.4
0.970 83.0 42.0 49.3 -13.1 -9.0 9.4 8.7 8.1
0.990 89.5 52.9 59.4 *1.8 -1.2 13.4 13.3 13.2
..,
0.700 '140.5 30.3 49.9 357.7
0.750 139.4 29.2 48.7 2(.)5.5
0.800 153.7 43.4 63.0 211.7
a.850 170.1 59.9 79.5 150.4
0.900 181.2 71.0 90.5 103.7
0.930 191.3 81.1 100.7 73.0
0.950 213.5 103.3 122.9 52.6
0.9'10 223.4 1.13.2 ,32.7 29.2
0.990 269.3 159.1 178.6 7.3
245 65.1 83.0 100.9
n5 49.5 62.3 75.1
145 46.2 56,8 67.4
103 40.8 48.4 55.9
71 36,4 41.6 46.7
50 34.1 37.8 41.4
36 36.1 38.8 41.4
20 34.9 36.4 37.8




SKUs WITH PO~SSON OISlR!!8UT~ONOF DEMAND PATTERN
FRACTION'AL CB'ARGE (B2) :PER maT SHORT
POLICY TMOHV fit TSSV TAOHV
VARIABLE (R1000)· (Ri000) (RiDOO)
B2 •
COMPANY LEAP TIME - 3 WEEKS
;-... 0.05 117.5 26.8 7.3
010 153.5 62.9 43.3
0.15 190.2 99.6 80.0
0.20 196.2, 105.6 86.0
0.25 215.1 124.4 104.9
0.3 223.5 132.9 113.3
0.35 232.5 141.8 122.3
0.40 236.7 146.0 126.5
0.50 236.71 146.0 126.5
ETVSPY ETSOPY TOTALCOSTS (R1 000)
(Ri0DO) occas- SHORTAGE RATES (h)
ions 15% 20% 25%
.
385.3 263.9 59.5 78.7 98.0
152.1 104.1 32.8 40.4 48.0
82.3 56.4 30.8 34.9 :39.0
58.6 40 ..'1 28.6 31.5 34.4
41.8 28.7 30.4 32.5 34.6
30.4 20.8 30.6 32.1 33.7
1~.6 13.4 31.1 32.1 33.0
16.8 11.5 31.6 32.5 33.3
16.8 11.5 31.6 32.5 33.3
TMOHV TSSV TAOHV ETVSPY ETSOPY TOTALCOSTS (R~ 000)





SKUs ~'nTHPOISSON OISlRISUTlor~OF DEMAND PATTERN
cos~ (Bl) PER STOCKOUT OCCASION
COM1?ANY LEAD TIME = 3 WEEKS
50.0 126.0 15.8 35.4 219.0 150.0 41.0 51.9 62.9
100.0 149.7 39.5 59.0 99.4 68.1 28.5 33.5 38.4
150.0 167.6 57.4 76.9 65.7 46.0 27.5 30.8 34.1
200.0 178.1 67.8 87.4 50.2 1~·4.4 27.6 30. ~ 32.6
300.0 191.3 81.1 100.6 30.1 20.6 27.7 29.2 30.7





The performance of the following decision rules is indicated in Tables 14, 15 and 16.
o The minimum total costs are realised for the high policy variable P, and various
shortage rates in a comperison of the proposed and current company lead times.
o Again the lower costs for lower values of P, (between 0.7 and 0,85) are achieved
when the current company lead time of ten weeks is used. Again this can be
ascribed to the high safety stock provided by the excessive lead time.
o The minimum total costs for the three different decision rules are achieved vJhen
the 8, rule is used. The total costs for the company's desired policy variable
operating range are less than the total cost of the other decision rules in the range
of 8% to 24%, depending on the decision rule and the policy variable that are
selected.
SIMULt\'rIQN SUMMARY RESULTS: COMBINED MODELS
In Section 5 the author of~ered the use of hybrids of different models to
accommodate the various demand patterns.
Table 17 summarises the simulation results of the five inventory mode's proposed in
Procedures one to five. The simulation was carried out for the probability P, of no
stockout per replenishment cycle, for the current and proposed company lead times,
and for various values of the policy variable Pl'
The following performance of the combined model is indicated with reference to the
above table:
o Lower total costs are achieved when the current company lead time of ten weeks
is used for lower values of policy variable PI (ranging between 0,7 to 0,85) and
for the different shortage rates, .
o The minimum total costs are realised with the desired company policy variable
range (P, bet" een 0,9 and 0,97):
h, =:: 15% P, = 0,9 TC == R449 900 pa
h,2== 20% P, == 0,9 TC = R493 100 pa
113 ._ 25% P, ee 0,93 TC = R530600 pa
The total costs for this desired company policy operating range (P.) ars between
9% and 13% lower when the combined models are compared and when the
proposev company lead time Ithrae weeks) is compared with the current company
lead time (ten weeks). The tables with the summarised simulatlon results (8 to 17)
are comparing the proposed inventory models with the proposed and current
company lead times. They therefore indicate the effect of the excessive current
company lead time of ten weeks, using the proposed lnventorv models, Table 18
summarises the results of the simulation run, using the current inventory model
and the proposed combined models for the desired policy variable operating range
(P, between 0.9 and 0,97).
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~ "'.2 " \"-,. . . ...."\\ .. . lABILE. j1 '
Sn~~~D\l~AlnCOU\~~~~~~yUA~,V~fESUll'~
CO,~JiB~~EDM(Q)DEIL~
PROBASm.•rrv (P1) O.f NO SiOC~OUT PIERREj)LENISUii'lflENT CYCU:
,~.:::,,:
TMOHV ,j'•. 2r~sV T'TPD1f\Tj ETVSPV ETSOPY TOTALCOSTS (R1 000)
(Ri0PO). .(RJboo) . (Ri000, {RiDOO) Occas- SHORTAGERATES (h)
ions 15% 20% 25%
0.700 2593,1 442.2 714.8 241'1.1 10332 526.1 646.6 767.2
0.75'0 2693.4 542.5 81$.2 2024.2 834.0 491.1 592.3 693.5
o.a(lU~ 2836.9
1
686.0 958.7 1637.3 674.8 466.1 548.0 629.A
O.850r 3024.3 873.4 1146.1 1250.4 503.6 451.2 513.7 576.20.900' . 327'1.2 11202 '1392.9 863.5 342.4 449.9 493.1 536.3
[O.93~ . 3498.9 1348.0 1620.6 ~31.4 243.9 467.5 499.0 530.6
. b.SS 3-717.1 ,1566.2j 1838.8 4,"1,.6 178.2 494.4 518.3 542.1
O. 401~.2 1867.3 2140.0 3~' \9 110.5 540.5 556.6 572.7.!
"
() '0, 46'73.4 2522.5 27,95.1 167. " 43.8 668.0 676.3 684.7
5061.1 ,~91t2 3182.9 131.1 30.9 751.7 758.3 764.8
leAD
~'
YUillE ::;: 'W WlElE~~S
3822.$ 542.8 787.3 1815.0 854.2
4Q16.0»._" 716.6 937.0 1495.2 694.4
4239.~r:? 944.2 1136.0 1157.5 528.1
4414.St 1192.3 1353.1 877.1 378.2
4823.1 1522.8 1657.0 578.8 267.1
5097.6 1808.4 1918.5 413.5 170.3
5344.2 2068.1 2166.5 307.6 118.7
5710.0 2432.0 2511.7 203.6 83.5
6469.0 3195.4 3268.9 105.3 34.5
0.995 6892.7 3584.5 3651.7 84.3 24.7

























































































































TOTALCOSTS(R100o) DEVIATION FROM PROPOSf;:ll COMBINED lVlODELS
INVENTORY MODEL I Pi ITMOHV TSSV jAoHV ETVSPY ETSOPY SHORTAGERAtES (Ii) TI'/lQHVI TSSV ITAOHVl i:TVSPV1ETSOPY ITOTALCOSTS(R.iOOG)
(Ri000) (RiOOO) (Ri000) (R1000) occas- I I (Ri000) I (Ri0001l tRi000) tR1000) Oecas- .ISHORTAGERATES (h)
- lolls 15% 1 20% .1 25% 1..1 ions .1 15%.1 20% .L 25%I I
CURRENT MODEL
LASTSIXMONTHS' READiNGS:
IRREGLiLATORY CRITERIA INCl.UDED 859.0 -1381.01 -1163.01 -1715.01 2100.01 1115.0j 171501 171501-2658.11 -2947.21 -3001.81 -2t'11.61 2521.8( 788 61 7648
1
740.9
IRREGULATORY CRITERIA EXCl.UDED 64320 4102.0 41'00.0 959.1 161.0 1623.2 1671.2 1719.1 2714,9 2535.6, n11.2 4o;L5 -17.2 696,8 720.9 7451
LAST1WELVE MONTHS' READINGS 6409,0 4079,0 4088.0 940.0 153.0 1'0115'1 1662.1 1.709.1 2691.9 2E128 2:149.2 463.4 -25.21 686,7 711.8 735.0
.ASSUMING TOTAL STOCK HAS 0.900 3543,3 12543 1494.7 787.6 319,6 933,1 972.51 1011.9 272.1 1341
1
101.8 -75.7 ·228 512
4141
437
NORMAL D!STRIBUTION OF 37:134 51c 2 931,71 387.5 64.2 -116.2 365 ~49!.
.. .JI0.930 1444,5 1684.9 22H 936.0 234.5 965 -20.2 307 l'...:
DEMAND DURI~JG REPLENISHMENT 0.950 3898.9 1609.9 1850.3 3476 159.8 946.9 966,3 98S.7 161,8 43.8 1'j,5 -129.0 -18.4 225 16~f 9.6 eM
LEAD TIME 0,970 412li.8 1B40.9 2081.3 193,3 95.9 978.9 988.5 99ft2 111.6 ·2MI .58.7 -128,6 -14.6 6.4 0.0 -6.5
ASSUMING TOTAL STOCl< HAS 0.900 3503.1 1262.7 1526.2 2109.9 306.0 1122.2 1227.7 "~'I231,9 142.5 135.3 1246.4 -38.41 240.3 3026 3549GAMMA DISTRIBUTION OF 0,930 3796.7 1556.4 1821.8 1463.5 "14'l 1092.8 1165.9 1239.1 297,8 208.4 201,2 832,1 -29.7 193.3 234.9 276,5DEMAND DURING REPLENISHMENT 095e 4069.3 1828,9 2094,3 1037.8 15:1.0 1091.6 1143,5 1195.4 352.2 262.7 255.5 561,2 -25.2j 165,2 193.2 221.3
LEAD TIME 0.970 4476'1 2236.1 2501.5 617,0 91.8 1122,1 1153.0 1183,8 458,2 368.8 361,6 295.1 -18.7 1497 1644 1792
PROPOSED COMBINED MODELS 0,900 3:271.2 1120.2 1392,9 863,5 342.4 B81,9 925,11 968.2
0.930 3498,9 134B.0 162M 631.4 243.9 899,5 931 Of 962,6
0.950 3711" 1566.2 1.1;'38,8 476.6 178,2 926.4 950,2 974,1
0.970 4018.2 1867.31 2140.0 3~1.9 110,51 972.5 988.6 1004.7
TABLE 18
TOTAL S~IPLED STOCK SI~!uLATrON SUMMARY RESULTS
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A simulation run using the normal and gamma distributions for the. total sampled
stocs was carried out for reference and purposes of comparison.
o The current inventory model simulation run was carried out with the variable
• MAO, NAO and SOS calculated as follows:
- According to the last slx months' readings, uSing the irregulatory criteria
- According to the last six months' readirtqs, excluding the irregularity criteria
- According to the last twelve months' readings.
The simulation run was carried out using the current company lead time of ten
weeks.
Simulation runs for all other models used the propos ed company I(;ad time of three
weeks.
Table 18 indicates the following perfcrrnances/varlatlons for tbe different models:
o The current inventory model, using the last six months' readings and the
irregulatory criteria, offers a higher average total shortage of Rl 715 million, and
negative safety stocks and average on-hand stock. This clearly indicates the
inapplicability of this model in this environment, as well as the possible overriding
by buyers of the current control parameters (ROP, ROO) of the system.
o Using the last six months' readings or twelve months' readings offers a high stock.
on hand. However, the low expected stockout occasions and shortages are mainly
due tv the high safety stocks provided bV the current inventory model and the
excsselve company lead time of ten weeks.
o The combined models offeree! the lowest total costs in a comparison with the
current inventory modsl, the Gamma and the normal distribution models, for the
various shortage rates.
The total cost of the combined models for policy variable P1 == 0,95 is 76% lower
thai' the current inventory model, 22 % lower than the model assuming Gamma
distribution of demand for all SKU,-;, and 'I% lower than the model assuming all
SKUs have a normal distribution of demand.
Exchange curves for the total SKUs sampled and for the P: decision rule is
presented in Figure 15 below,
IPP·!j • (SA:D21
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1. CONClUS~ON, BENEfUTS AND fUTURE
D~RECTnON FOR HESEARCH
7.1 CONCLUSIONS
As indicated in Section 2, the current inventory model is not adequate for use in the
environment in which the company is operating. MOdels existing in the literature have
been surveyed and those that can be applied in the environment in which the
company is operating have been tested.
The proposed models also have been presented in a manner in which management
can make better deelsions on the required inventory policy through a comparison
between the different inventory models and various policy variables.
The steps taken to minirnlse stock levels and to increase spare parts availability
follow three dimensions:
o Lead time reduction - Intensive study has been carried out to analyse the current
company lead time structure and the validity of current supplier lead time in lise.
The results of the study are detailed in Section 3.2.2.
o Modelling - The proposed rnodetc represent an improvement over the current
inventory model from the following two aspects.
" UsaQ d more readings (last twelve months. readings instead of six readings)
wb:.;},\ has greater statistical validitY
• Usage eff various probability dlstrlbutlon functions to describe the Various
demand patterns.
The effect of the above mentioned aspects are:
- Reducing the forecast errol' which affects the level of the safetv stock required
and therefore minimising holding costs (less stock is required).
" Reduction of the incident for stock out thus reducing the shortaqe costs.
Management attention should be directed to the following points concerntna the
proposed inventory models:
- Some of the proposed inventory models are elaborated with certain complexity
on one hand, however with signific:lnt benefits on the other hand (see
quantified benefits below).
The following is thus required:
- Staff training (buyers and stock controllers)
- Strong computational power to run the models and a sensitivity analysis. The
implementation of the proposed inventory models can be supported by todavs'
technology.
o Reordering frequency • changing current company reordering from four weeks to
two weeks, reduce the average on hand quantity less safety stock by half.
IPP·6 • ISA:D11
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As already Indicated in Section 4.4 there Is no effect 01') ordering cost due to the low
staff utilisation,
7.2 BENEFITS
The financial benefits to be derived from implementing the proposed inventory models
are as follows:
o Extrapolating the stock reduction achieved on the chosen sample onto the total
stock will yield stock reduction of 30% or R15,16 million of total currant stock on
hand. This will yield savings in carrying charges of R3A9 million per annum, st
current carrying charge rate of 23%.
These savings could be ascribed to the above three routes taken for stock
reduction and increase of availability.
o Lead time reduction - 35% of total savings or R1,22 million pelt annum.
o Better modelling - 50% of total savings or H1,75 million per annum.
o Reducing reordering frequency from four weeks to two weeks - 15% of total
savings of RO,52 r ulllon per annum.
Other benefits:
o Improved stcck control
o Increased stock availability
o Reduction/elimination of obsolete stock in the future.
7.3 FUTURE DIREC1'ION FOR rESEARCH
7.3.1 MODELS FOR NEW SI<Us
All proposed models discuss sd above [except the model in Procedure 5) assume that
there is sufficient historical Jata, in order to establish the control parameters. SI(Us in
our environment that haw; insufficient historical data are the spare parts for new
vehicles. Future research .I,hould address the development of new models to establish
the inventory control parr meters.
7.3.2 MODELS FOR SI<Us HJ.IVING TERMINAL OEMAND
Models that are nearing the \. of their life cycle should be researched or developed.
In Section 4.8.5 the Time increment Contingency Factor (TICF) method has been
surveyed. The applicability and the effectiveness of this method to handle this type of
SI<Usshould be simulated,
7.3.3 .L\SSURANCESPAflE PARTS
Procedure 5 in SE ctlon 5 has been developed to assist management to establish the
control parameters for those SI<Us that have no or very little demand. This procedure
has been tested on very small number of SI<Us (seven of the chosen sample), Future
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CURREJ.VT 11VVEIVTORY VARIABLES CLCULATIOiVS
iTEM DEMAND PATTERN = RANDOM WITH LAST SIX MONTHS AVERAGE FIXED
COEFFICIENT OF VARIANCE RANGE : 0.0 - 2.4
~~:l"T1_Y I,!J';T"LY t:";:~t;;E j-:~:ATIO"r~ol.l.~vt:::t.!oG:: I~w I.VERAG:: O::IJ..f.>.Q ISJ:;::;tSl~ O':r.:R S;Z£ (L1=2:a Vi)
;E':'~~'~S - - - - S'l.I./ elY ST!)S m~:! IV.AJ r:r er S:;W, Ir.::l:i r.o~ ~AJr NAt'S S:lS 50S 50S S~S
Yi '( Yr x x~ y"" 1,5>.1 "dd "~:k '':ADr "I.l.Ds
1 25 25 25 .25 25 5.'l.I. o.n..! 0.59 0.57 1 0.54 1.25 1 15.84 26.3 25 25.a9 142 144 143 1.(2
2 25 '25 :<5 15 15 S!1,I 0.(}9 2.37 2 2 2.5 2.5 3 27.5 27.5 28 27.37 15t i51 154 15t !
3 25 15 15 25 25 S:J.I 0.141 3.41 2.:U 2 2.91 2.5 :; 27.91 . 2M 25 2SAf 154 1St 154 ISS
4 25 25 25 25 25 S!JI. 0.'4 3.41 3 3 3.75 3.75 .4 28.75 25.S 29 25,41 153 158 160 1~"~"- 5' 25 25 25 25 25 S!M 0.t5 4 2.67 3 3.34 3.75 4 28.34 25.S I 29 29 156 155 160 16:>5 25 25 25 25 25 S\.I 0.37 I 9.23 5.33 5 10.41 10 10 35.41 35 35 SU3 1~5 193 193 158
7 25 25 25 15 27 AS'J 0.':1 10.2 8 S 10 10 10 35 35 35 35.2 tB 153 193 194
8 24.67 25 24.67 25 zz.s "SM 0.41 10.15 1.33 7 9.16 S.75 9 33.63 33.S 34 .34.82 156 156 181 152
9 25 25 25 25 25 S!lJ 0.47 11.83 In In 12.5 12.5 13 37.5 37,5 38 35,53 205 206 209 203
10 24 ..5 25 2";.5 25 19.5 ASM 0.57 13.9 11.17 I! 13.9& 13.75 , 14 38.45 35.8 39 3&.~ 212 213 215 211
11 25 25 25 25 27.5 ASM 0.5 15.1 10.67 n 13.34 13.75 l 1': 35.34 38.8 39 40.1 2H 213 215 221
12 25 25 25 25 19 AS"J 0.64115.S7 13.33 13 16.S5 IS.25 16 41.65 41.3
41 l 40.e.7 229 221 226 22513 25 25 211 20 17.5 ASM 0.69 17.31 15.2 1:' ;9 18.75 19 .38.3 39 42.31 215 213 215 233
I" 25.33 25 18.4 18 15 A5..n.< 0.5 20.23
""1
tz 21 21.25 21 ~3!!.3 39 45.5S 217 216 215 251
15 25 25 19.5 2Q 20.5 ASM 0,1)1 20.17 1!!.S 20 24.5 25 25 ~-t.j ~5 45 45.17 244 245 24$ 2~a
16 25 25 25 25 25 s.'!d 0.82 20.6 15.33 18 22.91 22.5 £3 47.91 41.5 48 45.6 264 261 26'4 251
17 25 25 19.2 19 22 ASM 0.63 20.74 21.2 21 25.5 26.25 25 45.7 .45..3 45 45.74 251 241 248 2~2
18 25 25 18.2 18 !5.5 ASM o.ss 22.36 19.5 20 24.5 25 25 ~2.7 43 43 47.36 235 237 a7 ~60
19 25 25 20 20 25 S'M OoS 22.58 24.4 24 30,5 30 30 50.5 50 50 47.58 278 275 275 2&2.
20 24.83 25 11.5 12 21 AS!M 0.91 22.49 29.25 29 36.56 35.25 35 .¢!l.OS 48.3 45 47.32 2fi4 265 2&4 '50
21 ~ :25 U.S 12 21 AS-II,! 0.93 23.32 29.5 30 31>.88 37.5 38 48.3S 49.5 50 48.32 265 .1 272 .275 2&&
22 "\25 25 19.6 20 25 SM 0.93 23.27 24 2:.4 30 30 30 49.6 51! 50 4B.27 273 M-l 275. 275 255
23 25 25 12 12 24 S!M 1.1 21.41 37.S 38 46.88 ";/;5 48 58.88 59.5 60 5Vf 324 321 330 288
24 25.33 25 8.5 9 17 ASM 1.1 27.•Bl 33.5 34 41.88 42.5 43 50.38 51.5 52 53.1.4 277 283 286 29~
25 25.17 25 7.5 e 131AS:>.I 1.14 26.S2 31.75 32 39.59 40 4ll 47.19 48 45 53.79 260 254 2.-64 295
26 25 25 10.4 10 14 AS<.! 1.47 3&.79 25.2 25 31.5 131.25 31 4f.9 4.1.3 41 51.79 230 221 226 340
27 25 25 10.4 10 5 AS!),! t.56 ss.sa 29.2 29 36.5 36.25 36 46.9 ":6.3 46 63.a8 1.58 254 253 35t.
28 25 25 1 t 2 ASM 1.58 39.~9 37 !7 45.25 46.25 ~5 47.25 4'1.3 47 64.~9 2£10 21la 259 355
29 25 25 .4 , 5.5 ASM 2.06 51.51 29.2 29 311.5 35.25 36 40.5 40.3 4C 76.lll 223 221 220 ,(21..















ITEM DEMAND PATTERN: RANDOM WITH LAST SiX MONTHS AVERAGE FIXED
COEFFICIENT OF VARIANCE RANGE: 0.0 - 2.4
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CURRENT INVENTORY MODEL SlJfULATION
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CURREIVT IJVVEiVTORY VARIABLES CLCULATIOIVS
ITEM DEMAND PATTERN : LOW COEFFICIENT OF VARIANCE
COEFFICIENT OF VARIANCE RANGE: 0.0 ~ 0.5
.-,c· TrU' V.:)~i'l~Y A'I£'?AGr I I ~ I:>:sT n;";:.. po~r~o~AVERAGE 1'I::w Av:::1AG;:: D£lJ.t."J S:J3GESTED o"x~52!: {LT~n,\'l~r~:,~~s - - - - 1S'v,/ sms mod M.\:J CT cr SCM'!' l"O:f !nod:- INA!lr NA~$ S?S ISO~ 50S !S?Sfi Y 'fr X X"r "f~ IA5'.{ S"'::-S/Y I "o;l ":Oo.~, ~A:w I·;:,:).
I 42.17 J2 42.17 42 42 S'lA o.az :; I n.75 0.5 1 0.53 1.25 ! ~2.8 ~3.25 ~3 42.92 235 238 2::.7 23&2. 2:l.33 20 20.33 20 20 S-'fA 0.03 ~ !:I.S2 0.33 0 0.41 0 0 20.7 20 2:l 20.85 114 110 110 115
:; 14.33 14 14.33 14 14 5'\1 0.04 R 0,52 0.33 0 O.~i 0 0 t.l.7 14 14 14.55 51 77 17 82
-4 56 55 55 56 55.5 S'M O.:l6 R 3.41 2.33 2 2.91 2.5 3 58.9 58.5 59 59.41 324 322 325 327.- 5 :11.83 22 21.83 22 21.5 SlJ 0.07 ( 1.~7 t.17 1 1.45 1.:15 1 23.3 23.25 23 23.3 128 128 127 12S
6 30.67 31 30.57 31 30.5 5:-! a.07 R 2.16 1.67 2. 2.09 2..5 3 32.S 33.5 ~4 52.83 1S0 184 187 18t
7 12.57 13 !2.67 13 13 S·.,r o.es 11 1.03 0.67 1 C.S4 1.25 1 13.5 1.4.'25 14 15.7 74 18 '17 75.
B 23.67 24 23.67 24 23.5 SM
I 0.1 11 2.15 2 2 2.5 2.5 .3 26.2 25.5 27 25.n 144 !~o j~9 !.l3
9 22.83 23 22.B3 23 sz.s S'M I 0.11 R 2 ••UI 2.17 2 2.71 2.5 3 25.5 25.5 26 25.31 I~O 14!J 143 !'Z910 B.B3 9 8,.53 9 9 5:lJ 0.13 R 1,17 0.B3 1 1.04 1.25 1 9.B7 10.25 10 to 54 55 55 55
11 5.17 6 5.17 5 6.5 t.S.~ :l.IS R 0.98 U.S3 ~I 1.04 1.25 1 7.21 7.25 7 7.15 4:l .cO 39 3912 12.33 12 12.3S 12 12.5 So'!.! 0.17 R 2.07 1.57 2.09 2.5 3 14.4 14.5 15 14.4 79 60 53 79
13 2.17 2 2.17 2 2 14S.".l 0.19 R 0.41 0.17
~ J
0.21 a 0 2.3S 2 2 2.58 13 11 11 14
14 10.33 10 10.33 Hi 10.5 S:M 0.21 'I 2.16 1.1;7 2.09 2.5 .3 12..4 12.5 13 12049 SB 59 72 69
15 21.53 n 21.83 22 22.5 Is'\! 0.23 R 5.12 4.17 iI 5.21 5 5 27 27 27 26 ••5 HE! 149 1':9 t~B15 3.17 3 3.17 3 3 ASM 0,24 'I 0.75 0.5 0.53 1.2~ I . 3.8 ~.25 4 3.92 21 23 22 22,
17 22 22 22 22 22151.1 0.25 R 5.44 4 4 5 5 27 27 27 27.'4 149 1..1.9 1.!9 1-51
18 10.B3 11 10.63 11 10.5 S-v 0.25 R 2.66 2.17 :2 l 2.71 2.5 3 13.5 13.5 14 13.69 74 7.4 77 '15 te
19 36 35 36 36 39 ASI\l 0.28 R 1 9.94 7.67 8 9.59 10 10 45.5 4S 46 0\5.94 2.5t 253 2:'3 253 ~:<0 1533 16 15.33 15 16 5:1.1 0.29 R 4.65 3.33 3 4. rs 3.75 4 20.5 19.75 20 21.01 113 109 ItO ~:~~21 29.5 30 29.5 30 28 ASM
I
0.3 R 8.85 6.5 7 B.13 B.75 9 37.5 38.75 39 38.35 207 213 215
22 35.1} ~35 ~5.17 :55 37.5 ASM 0.32 R 11.27 8.17 B 10.21 10 10 ..:5.4 45 ~5 ~5.l4 250 24!i 2~S 255 ~
23 B.l . 8 B.17 B B.5 S!I,( 0.34 R 2.79 1.83 2 2.2~ 2.5 3 10.5 10.5 11 lo.s6 ~ 58 58 51 60 ~24 15.B3 16 15.B3 16 11, AS'.! O.~9 R 6.21 4.B3 5 6.04 6.25 Ii 21.9 22.25 22 22.04 "120 122 121 \21
25 I 17.5 18 17.•5 18 16 ASM 0.4 R 6.92 5.5 6 6.6!! 7.5 B 21..4 25.5 26 24,,(2 134 140 143 134 I"
26 22.5 23 22.5 23 23.5 5.1.! 0.42 R 9.4 7 ..17 7 !l.S6 B.75 9 31.5 31.75. 32 31.9 173 175 17& m~
27 32.83 33 32.83. 33 31 ASM 0..43 R 14.25 10.5 11 13.13 13.75 14 46 46.75 47 41.0B 253 257 259 259 ~
23 19.17 19 19.17 19 20 s.M 0.44 R 8.4 6.17 6 7.71 7.5 a 26.9 26.5 27 '1.7.51 148 146 IH 152 §




CORRELAT fO.V ANALYSfS SUlifi1fARY
ITEM DEMAND PATTERt{ : LOW COEFF!CIENT OF VARIANCE
COEFFlC1ENTOF VARIANCE RANGE: 0.0 - 0.5
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~l.:)s=<l·rod+b ~Cls=.Q • no:!'"' + b NA!'s= a .. !\t.!ir + b
t\tQ"'t!!ii:)'l O.l~!)Jt: P.es:re!.srO:'l O-J;ul: R6ire~siO'1 n~!p;rl:,
C~!O.,t -O.C~5 C~-.:s!:7'It -o.czcs CO\stO'lJ -C.07
~:d rtr 01 t rsl O.2gL3 1.2 SId VI of 'I' £:1 0.5:075 2.5 Sid rtf ::f Y £'sf o.ssos 2.8
;( !:<:;.o:ro:l a.9Sg6 R ~¥-,".d 0~9f2 ~ Sq.."Y.d 0.9915
1\0. of :o;,s~~ti:."1S JO t::l,. or -O=:o~"il!i>YlS" so Ko.. or ObsfJ"vo!io"lS 30
Ctjc.t:$ ,Of rr6Q::bm 28 C073eS of rreatbn 29 C.;- ... of rr•• :!;;.'TI 28
x Cooifi",,,,,'(') 1.01 x Codr.:r:t"l!{") l.CCS x r;""mCi,.,!(s) 1.00173 j>\:J"S~d!rr of COer. o.co Std Crt Dr Coer. O.OOS Sid ;:r, of CD.f. 0.00296 -ern
2:
\Ii -r \1 \J .' S!
S~~{"'~~.:}=c"SOS(nt.cl)+b 50sti;JCs)=o·SO~t~)+ b SOS{NAlis)=o·SOs(.>;0.-). b " X
I\)
Re;resklo." O.r!p'..r1: Re!ressj~ O.dp.l!: !l.;res.; .... (Mp-JI: -o
CO"lS:O"\i -c.26 CO"lS!O'1t -0.CeS7 C~"tSt:nl -0.S58 0
E'. rtr of y rsl I.S::!2 1.1 SId [rr DI Y r.I .3.272CS 2.5 .sidrl'l of Y £'sf 3.7H7 2.9 ::::I
P..$q.r.rod e.~:,g5 R Sq.acd O.99l!29 R S¥-,"od 0.9977 pot.
till.. of CbsO""va~;QttS !O ~a. or o::,$a~rc!itns. 30 ~o~·of O'.lsorvo!i.).'\s ~~ 5·
CC7HS Orrrt::b:b'"n 29 [ib:re= of rUt:!::;.." 28 O.9"~ 01 r,.~:f.m 28 "r:;e
x Coe!fi:to,ltS) 1.01 X Coefr.clu'1f{s) 1.005 x Coa!ricitn!{s} l.CC119 C.
SId Crr 01 c""r. 0.00 $Id r·( of co.r. O.OOS 51:! Crr of Co.!. 0.00903
'"O"i
CURRENT J.YVENTORY MODEL SJJfULATJO.Y
ITEM DEMAND PATTERN : II.EDIUM COEFFICIENT OF VARIANCE






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































CURRE1VT IIVVEIVTORY VARIABLES CLCULATIOIVS
ITEM DEMAND PATTERN :. MEDIUM COEFFICIENT OF VARIANCE
COEFFICIENT OF VARIANCE RANGE: 0.5 - 1..0
VO'J"H:..Y M::;~HcY :.v::,,:.c£ I DViATKN r~ol.! AVEIlAG£ NeW I.V;:"AC::!J£'-!I.N) S!J.)!;£srm O;:U;:~S']E: fLT"'22W)
:;::A:J!'l:;S _ _ _ _ s.v./ _ ):ST STDS rT1:l~ MAD cr .rr S:!;V,A no:! n:l:lr t:A:lr '-:APs 50S 50S ~S SDS
y, '( Yr )( V. '(~ AS!\( ST:lS/'f "od "o~. '-:.1.:), .I.j,.
1 6.S 7 6.5 7 I> AS!\! 0.5 - 3.27 2.5 3 3.13 3.75 4 2.63 10.75 11 9.17 53 59 51 !'" l
2 34 34 34 34 37.5 AS~.t D.SljR 17A5 13 I 13 16.25 16.25 15 50.3 50.25 50 51.45 275 276 2i5 ass '
3 36.&7 37 35.67 57 35 s:v. 0.56 R 20.6~ 15.57 17 20.84 21.25 21 57.5 58.25 58 57.51 316 320 :'IS 315
.f. 12.5 13 12.5 13 9.5 £,SM 0.61 " 7.58 5.5 7 B.13 8.75 9 20.6 21.75 22 20.08, 113 120 121 110
5 28.17 es 28.t7 28 28.5 S~v. D.ES" I 18.52 14.17 14 17.71 17.5 181 ~5',9 ~5.5 ';5 45.6; 252 ::50 £53 251
5 17.67 18 17.67 18 15 ASM 0.57 ~ 11.76 9.33 9 11.65 11.25 11 29.3 29.25 29 29.43 161 161 1£0 152
., 48.5 49 38.6 39 5::L5 SI!.! :l.SS =I 33.36 32.6 33 40.75 .:1.25 41 . 7!!.4 80.25 eo !H.S6 435 41i1 440 450
II 701.83 25 24.83 25 24.5 S:M o.n 11 I 17.25 1..!.17 14 17.11 17.5 ra .42.5 '42.5 A3 42.78 234 ~34 237 235
9 37.83 38 27.4 27 31 AS~ 0,.74 111 27.27 21 21 26.25 26.25 2S 53.7 53.25 53 65.8 255 293 292 ~52
I 10 14.5 15 11.2 I 11 9.5 ASM 0.77 " 11.22 S.B 10 12.25 12.5 13 23.5 23.5 24 25.72 123 12l! 132 ~41. 1 I 35.67 :'6 24.5 25 27 t.SM 0.1B il 27.67 lB.4 18 ~3 22,5 23 47.S 47.5 48 63.34 262 251 264 3.-.912 38.:U 38 18.2 ~'5 25.S AS-I\,{ 0.79 R 30.22 25.5 26 32 32.5 33 50,: SO.5 51 &8.55 !:!o1 333 336 377
13 9.:33, 9 6.6 7 5 !"SI\! 0.8 R 7.42 6 6 7.5 7.5 B 14.1 14.5 15 16.75 is so 531 92
I.!. 20.:n 2(} 16.4 15 21.5 ASIM 0.51 R 15.4 16.8 17 21 21.25 21 37.4 31.25 37 36.73 205 205 204 202
15 10.ti7 1 f B.2 s s ASII,j I 0:e4 11 B.9B 8.8 9 11 11.25 l 11 19.2 19.25 19 19.65 lOS lOS 105 lOB
16 12.67 13 9 9 10.5 ASP.! 0.86 ~ 10.93 2.5 10 12 12.5 I.; 21 21.5 22 23.6 116 11S 121 13:1
17 28.5 29 20.2 20 \7 ASP.! 0.86 R 2.4.62 2G.5 21 25.75 26.25 25 46 ':6.25 ~G 53.12 253 254 153 292
15 8.S3 9 6 6 B ASM 0.88 R 7.75 6.S 7 8.25 8.75 9 14.3 14.75 15 15.59 is !il 83 91
19 l8.53 ~9 23.25 25 40 '!'SM o.ss R 42.B7 55.25 55 69.05 &8.i5 69 92.3 91.75 !!2 91.1 SOB 505 50S 504
'-0 26.67 27 Is.s 19 19.5 ASM 0.S9 II 23.72 20.8 2 t 26 25.25 25 lU <15.25 ~5 50.:59 N5 249 248 271
21 33.5 34 23.2 23 23,S ASM 0.92 R 29.56 26.6 27 33.25 3.3.75 ~4 56.5 56.751 57 63.36 310 ',312 314 345
22 25.B?f- 26 19 19 151ASM 0.9 il 2333 21 21 26.25 26.25 2& .(5.3 ~5.25 45 49.15 .. 249 2';9 us 270
23 U 24 16.2 16 19.5 ASM 0.91 R 21.52 lE.4 18 23 22.5 23 39.2 sa.s 39 45.52 .,21S 212 215 252
2.. U.S7 25 10.5 11 17 ASM 0.93 R 23 27.5 28 34.35 55 35 44.9 46 1,6 1.7.67 "2.1.7 253 253 2S2-
f
_ 25 13.5 14 9.4 9 B.5 IASM 0.5'4 i( 12.72 10.6 11 13.25 13.75 14 22.7 22.75 23 25.2,2 125 125 127 U4
26 • 35.67 31 24.8 25 24 ASP.! 0.95 R 34.7 29.2 29 36.5 36.25 36 61.3 61.25 61 n.n 331 331 335 393
27 15.33 15 10 10 14.5 :'SM 0.96 R 14.71 12.8 13 16 15.25 16 26 26.25 26 30.05 143 144 143 165
2B 29.5 30 21.4 21 22 I.SM 0.96 R 28.26 17.4 27 34.25 33.75 34 55.7 54.75 55 57.76 306 301 303 31B
29 36.67 37 :!6 26 50 ASlM 0.=5 R 35.3 32 32 40 ~O ~D 56 I 65 66 71.97 S6:3 $53 353 ::96

























ITEM ";::I-AAND PATTERN : MEDIUM COEFFIC!ENT OF VARIANCE
COEn lCIENT OF VARIANCE RANGE : 0.5 - 1.0
\~
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Sid .rr of C""I. 0.04
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Ro;res'liO"'l OJ1p .. !;
CO"lStad
~fd &r or r rsl
R Sq..o:r-.4
~~ of O::!o"va!it)'lS 30
:::1:700$ of rr6!3do-n 28
y. COtifri::G"II{s) 1.05















































l\!..:s:o·n:l:r-+~ NtX'S=·o· N~r + b
R~irnSrO-1 O...'p-..d: R• .,.... oio' OJl",_~;
CO"'lS!:YIJ 1.26957 CQ"l:;lo'll I.C2!2
S!d i.rr of V (s' t.1C2l7 s.s "td Lrr ot Y (sf t.C~03 2.9
R Sq.r.rtd {tg6~51 RSq="" (j.9~!7
No... of ~Mva1i:ns !O No. af O~.l."voHa'tt !O
titt71ll:5 o~r"u:bn 28 Cop-o .. Dr yr.o;IYn 28:
X CcM!i~e~l(~) 1.C~7 x CO(lrrd~"l!{s" 1.06061
5!d Err tit CObf. 0.039 Sid (rr 0' O.O!SS9
\1 \J
S~5("~~)=o'SOS'n»-)+ b SOS(I:A!)s)=o'SOS(NAOr)t b
R~:re::sr:)f\ (),.rlp..i!: R• .,..o$sl"" OJII);J~
c~tm! 6.!!;:;H Co""I",,1 S.06i'
SId .rr 01 Y Csi 22.~J63 B.9 Sid &r 01 Y (Sl 22.lS9 e.9
it Sq.g.:I 0.s6~l1 R Sq.a.:I C.9f,!B
Jo.::L. of. OO:i~volQ,s !O No.. .of O~~YQ:ions. ~O
Do.7eos of r'l::ed~ 28 Ot~Oll!" of ;rctI:b'n 28
X c""m:;;.,!(s) I.C57 X C""If";~,l(.) '.C61~4






S:'C$=o II S!GV,4 + 17
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CURRENT IXVENTORY MODEL SDIULATIO.v
ITEM DEMAND PATTERN : HiGH COEFFiCiENT OF VARlANCE

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































CURREiVT IIVVE1VTORY VARIABLES CLCULATIOIVS
ITEM DEMAND PATTERN :. HIGH COEFFICIENT OF VARIANCE
COEFFICIENT OF VARIANCE RANGE : 1.0 - 2.0
r~;r..;_l' MO".Ji:t. Y A\J£=iJ,.n~ ,
1 - !j'ST
J.'V:~T~-.rF~IJ A:,r£RAGE I~w Av:.~:'$2 ·j::iI~....o !SJ33ESTE!) o,,:.c"< sit: (;.T=2:2W)
~t!.2"~S - I - - - sv/ STDS =d J"~Aj G" i~r S::;IJ.~ I~ r.:ldr !\!.Or ~AJs 50S 505 50S 50S• Yi Y '(r '( X,. Yr-"t .!S'\! Si"'S!'( i ...~:f ~O~ NAjr ·,U.CIs
t 38.11 38 23.8 2J ::5.5 !SM t 1'1 3.8.3 30.2 30 37.75 37.5 33151.5 61.5 52 7s.!,7 :;39 3ZB 341 I 421
2 33.57 - j 23 ::"3 26 t_S'l 1.04 l'l 34 ..S9 34.4 34 43 42.5 43 55 55.5 55 5!!.65 353 350 . 353 37a:>~
3 30 50 H) 10 15 t.S\! 1.'17 'i 32.25 35 -'" 43.75 4:)""5 {4 53.8 53.75 54 52.25 2S5 2E5 2':7 I 3~2.:>~
4 38.63 39 25.5 25 78.5 t.5"J 1.1 ,R 42.56 42.2 42 52.75 52.5 53 75.4 7B.S rs 51.59 toll 432 435 ~t=
5 41.5 L2 24.2 ~. 24 :'$.'\! ':7.;;5 39.4 39 49.25 48.75 49 73.5 12.75 73 69.i5 404 400 .!OZ· ~?n,~ 1.15 ::(
6 53.17 53 29 ..2 Zg 33 l:.s'l us ;( 53.4!! 50.5 51 53.25 63.75 64 92.5 9·2.75 93 11S.55 SOB 510 512 E~2
7 42.17 L2 25 25 20 :';j.'IJ 1.2 ;:( 50.59 43.4 43 54.25' 53.75 54 79.3 78.75 79 92.i'5 '(:'5 ~23 435 510
,; -10.33 4n 10.5 71 ~-. AS'U 1.25 " 50.6 37.2 37 46.5 46.25 45 57.1 63.25 67 90.93 3S9 l70 35.9 SOO,-T.
9 .(9.67 50 zs 26 ~J t.S'\! 1.26 it 62.54 47.6 4!l 59.5 60 SO B5.5 65 56 112.:!1 470 .t'3 473 5~a
Hi 32.63 33 6.25 5 12,5 J.S'.t 1.29 il .!2.51 45.75 47 5BA~ 58.75 59 s~"r 6·05 55 7S.H 355 355. 35S 414
!!I~3.17 53 2S ,5 '::5 :;5"1. 13 ~ I 69.19 .t!~.'; 49 6',15 51.25 61 aza 87.25 sz 122.'::5 _;.S)" 450 479 673-.,..:,.).~ 11.113 ..:2 1.25 7 13.5 ASU 1.32 R 55.3B 55.25 55 72.81 72.5 13 30.1 79.5 60 E7.:!1 440 43.7 4.(0 535
13 HI 18 E.S 10 5.5 :'S.'M 1.34 q 24.09 20 20 25 25 25 :4.5 35 35 ~2.:::3 \~O 1£3 1.93 231
'4 24.17 24 12 12 H t.S·" T.39 ::t 33.49 :8.6 29 35.75 35.25 35 47.5 48.25 4B S7.ES. 253 255 254 .317
15 4Ul 41 18.4 18 17 !oS'.! 1.42 'I 53.73 40.8 41 51 51.25 51 59.4 59.~5 69 ,00.:::5 382 3S1 350 ~5::;
1S 21.17 27 12.5 13 9.5 AS-'\.{ 1.44 'I 39.07 3t 31 3!t75 38.75 39' 51..4 51.75 52 66.24 2!l2 255 1£6 -r:iI:1__ ....
17 22.53 23 10.5 11 6.5 t.S:"M 1.~5 'I 33.32 :6.5 27 33.25 33.75 34 44.1 4l.75 45 56.15 242 1':6 248 303
~B 2S 28 11.6 12 15 loS.'\! l.4B ::( 41.56 2a.S 23 35 35.25 35 .(7.5 4a~25 ~5 59.=6 26.2. 265 264 ~63
19 SO 53 20.!! 21 21 A$:"M 1.~9 'l 74.155 53.2 53 65.5 &5.25 66 S7.3 87.25 87 tN.S5 .!50 .:sn 479 655
20 20.17 ::0 B.1 8 8.5 :'s:M 1.51 ~ 30.46 21 21 25.25 25.25 25 34.5 34 ..25 34 50.53 Hl9 155 lS7 275
21 5.83 6 2.4 2 1.5 :'S'l.I f..56 :j 9.11 7 7 S.75 8.75 9 11.2 10.75 11 14.=4 ,. 59. 61 8l0,
22 52....s- 53 23 23 5.5 t.S'I.( 1.55 R B1.93 65.2 55 82.75 82.5 83 10.6 105.5 lOS 134.43 5112 580 553 739
23 23.67 24 s.s 9 5.5 AS'\.( 1.59 R 37.53 23.5 24 29.5 30 30 38.! 39 39 61.2 210 :H5 215 337
24 23.33 23 ::~ ': I 2.5 ASM 1.61 :l 37.57 30 33 37.5 37.5 35 47.1 47.S ~5 SO.9 ,. 259 261 264 33525 23.33 23 9 :.s.\! 1.51 i! 31.66 24 2.4 30 30 30 35.2 35 38 60.S9 2l'ti 209 209 335
26 25.83 27 S.!! 9 7 ASll.! 1.69 R 45.31 29.4 29 36.75 3S.25 36 45.15 .<5.25 45 72.14 251 2.(9 2 ..5 397
on 35.17 35 ';~ )~I 10 ASM 1.77 R 62.22 39.4 39 049.25 45.75 49 59.5 55.75 59 97.39 J. ... I 323 325 5352B 29.83 30 1.5 tS!d loB R 53.83 37.8 38 47.25 47.5 45 5!'i.l 55.5 57 BUS 308 311 314 i- 460
















CORRELA! [ON ANALYSIS SUJfJfARY
iTEM DEMAND PATTERN : HIGH COEFfiCIENT OF VARIANCE
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• 142 - APPENDiX 5
STANDAR[) DEV~ATijONCOMPAR~SO[~
~TEM DE~1AND PATTERN : W~TH lOVV
COEFFijC~ENT OF VAR~ANCE.- RANGE 000 .,:OaS
SIGMA FLUCTUATION AF(OUND sros LINE
UNIT!'!
ta -------~~------,
a ..J.. • .""".,
.*~~.
::"::::-:;2: .::":::':":::".:=:":_."::=:":"~:~'=I
o . .! !
o 2 .(j 6 G 10 12 14 16
UNIT!'!
STDS AND 8iG~AA CORRElAT~ON AS










2 t: .. ~o - !_.t-l:_.l_,_l.....1.-.l__,_'-"-~-'--'--L-.l.--J.,....J~
0.02 0,04 0.D7 0.06 0.11 0.10 0.19 0.23 ().25 0.2& 0.3 0.34 0.4 0.43 MIS
CO~F. OF VAA.
[-- SlOS ~ SIn~J
SIGMA" MEAN AVERAGE DEVIATION x 1.:.!5 J




r-NEW AVERAGE DEMAND COMPARISON
I
rrE~~ DEMAND PATTERN : WiTH lOVV
COEFF~C~ENTOF VAR~ANCE ~ RANGE 0.0 - OJ5
NADR FLUCTUAT!ON AROUND NADS LINE
UNITS
40 ; ,. . ..
~--~--~--~~--~--~
W ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
UNITS
NADS AND NADR CORRELATION AS










0.02 0.04 0.07 0.08 0.11 0.10 0.19 0.23 0.25 0.28 0.3 0.34 0.4 0.43 0.4.0
COEF. OF VAR
1-· NADS --- NA[~
NADR" NEW AVERAGE DEMAND CALCULATEO WITH SIGMA
NADS "NEW AVERAGE DEMAND CALCULATED WITH SrDS
- 148 ~ APPENDiX 1
SUGGESTED ORDER S~ZECOMPAR~SON
~TEiV1DEMAND PATTERN : W~lH lOW
COEFF~C~ENTOF VAR~AN.CE- RANGE ~O.Ot=' O~5




300 ..· ···..· ·..··· ··· ·..· ·· · '..·.. r..'·
260 .." ,.., " , , , , ..
100 , ,........ . , , , '
o~~~~~~--~--~--~~
o 50 100 100 MO 260 300 31)0
UNITS
SOS(NADS) AND SOS(NADR) CORRElAT~ON







t· ~0" I I I I I. I. I I. I I t I I. I t I I I I I I ..1-'. II! I
O.Ol!0.04 0.07 0.06 0.11 0.16 0.19 0.23 0.25 0.21l 0.3 o.:ll4 0.4 0.48 0.45
COEF. OF VAR.
I .• S~~~NAD,~ • ~ SO~{NADR) I
SOS(NADR)"SUGGE:stED ORDER SIZE CALCULAteD WiTH SI(;I! ..nA





~TEM DEMAND PATTERN: RANDOM WijTH MED~UM
COEFF~C~ENT OF VAR~Ai\]CE Cd RA;\ijGE~O)5.: to
SIGMA FLUCTUATION AROUND STDS LINE
UNITaeo...-~~~--------~~-....,
'to , ····..·..· '..7..·' ··
ao , , , " , ,," ..
150 , , , , .
40 ' "." " " ~ ' ;' ~.'.'~ ' ..
30 , , ~ , , ..
"10 ' _." ".", .
o I---~...._j_... l...-- _..._~ __ J-,......_--J
o 30 402010 60
UNITa
sros AND SiGNiA CORRELATiON AS








... +- ; ........ " •• , ,,,.,
o - I I ! I I I-LJ ! ! I I I I '..L.-.l- ..L...l-J,_.__.._......... ...............__,__.--'
O.,S 0.66 o.ee 0.69 0.74 0,78 0.8 0.84 0.86 0.88 0.69 0.91 0.04 0.96 0,99
CO~F. OF VAR.
1--$T05
SIGMA" MI::AN }~VERAGE DeVIATION )( 1.25LTDS "STANDARD DEVIATION OF SAMPLE
~154-
APPENDIX 9
NE\N AVERAGE DEMA[\iO COMP'ARijSON
ITEM DEij\AANDPATTERN: RANDOM WITH MEDIUM
COEFF~C~ENTOF VAR~ANCE- RANGE 0.5 - to
NADR FLUCTUATION AROUND NADS liNE
UNITS
100 • .• . I»:ao , , , ,.-: ..
)l<"...r;
I}O· ..• ·,·..•..··'..• •..•..••• · ·• •• •..• •·..· ~.: .
-I-
40 ," , , , ' ..~
o~--~----~--~-----~----Jo 20 40 aD 100
UNITS
NADS A~"D NADR CORRElAT~ONAS




20 iI l- 1-
HIOH CORRELATIoN HIOH - t,tgDIUM CORRELATIONo ...I.-.I-.l _jllllllllllll'IIIII'
0.6 0.66 o.ee 0.69 0.74 0.18 0.8 0.84 0.8e o.aa o.aa 0.91 0.94 0.96 0.09
COEF. OF VAR
r=--NADS ~NAO~
NADR" NEW AVERAGE DEMAND CALCULATED WITH SIGMA




SUGGESTED ORDER S~ZE COMPAAijS N
~rEM DEMAND PATTERN: RANDOM WITH MEO[UM





200 ~:~,: :" ~.." , m '
,oa -,.~: ••••••• ,..., ,_.. • ••• , •••-._".,o~--~--~--~--~~~--~o 100 200 300 400 SOO
UNITS
600
SOS(NADS) AND SOS(NADR) CORRELATION







o ...L.,..L....I t ! IW-.L..I-l-L....I I I I I ! I I I l-L.J.. •...L.J
0.5 0.51' 0.B6 0.1l0 0.14 0.18 0.8 0.114 0.8t1 0.86 o.se 0.91 0.94 O,IlIl 0.99
COEF .. OF VAR.
I ~S~S(NAOS) -- SO$(N~
SOS(NADR)"SUGGES'1'ED ORDER SIZE CALCULATED WITH SIGMA
SOSf!NADS) ..SUGGE1SirED ORDER SIZE CALCULATED WITH STDS ,~
",
- 160. APPENDIX 11
STANDARD D[\/~AT~ONCOMPAR~SON
~TEM DEMAND PATTERN: RANDOM \Nrr~~iH~GH
COEFF~CIENT OF VAR~ANCE-RANGE to -2.1






25 35 ~5 65 66 75 a6 95
UNITS
STDS AND SIGMA CORRELATION AS






o I I I I. I. I. I I I. I 1. I . I I -l-J.-L-1-J.._L....L.-J..._J.__.l
1 1.06 1.12 1.16 1.21 1.22 '1.29 1.34 1.38 1.46 1.4(\ 1.64 1.68 1.77 2.05
COEF.OF VAR
G STOS -4- SIGMA I
SIGMA" MEAN AVERAGE DEV:ATION x 1.25
S'fDS " STANDARD DEVIATION OF SAMPLE






~TEM IDE'~l~NrQ PAtTERN: RANDOM W~THH~GH
CQ.EF,flC1ENT OF VAR~ANCE - RANGE to - 2.1






65 TO 15 eo 85 90 95 100 105 110 115 120
UNITS
NADS AND NADR CORRELATiON AS





c=- NAPS -+- NAD~
NADR" ~EW AVERAGE DEMAND CALCULATED WITH SIGMA
NADS "NEW AVERAGE DEMAND CALCULATED WITH STOS
~166 ~
SUGGESTED ORDER S~ZE COMPAR~S N
~TEM DEMAND PATTEBN : RANDOM W~TH H~GH
COEFIF~C~ENTOF VAR~ANCE ....RANGE-:'tO ."'.'2ai
SOS(NADR) FLUCTUATION AROUND
SOS(NADS) LINE
U_N.~ITS~ ~ ~ ___
700.--
600.·····..···..········..· ·..····..··· · ·..·· ~ .
//...-'::::~;~-~I
300
350 400 01150 600 660 6CI0 660 700
UNiTS
SOS(NADS) AND SOS(NADR) CORRELATION




1 1.00 .1.12 1.10 1.21 1.22 1.29 1.34 1.31:11.40 1.4f) 1.65 1.00 1.12 1.sgj.05
COEF. OF VAil
ESOS(NAOS) -- :SOS(NADR) I
SOS{NAOR) ..SUGGESTtD ORDER SIZE CALCULATED wnH SIGMA








ORDER COST WAREHOtJ3E COs=r-1
AlCNUMBER DESCRIPTION FlXED VAR.1 TOTAL
t FIXED VAR.. TOTAL I
00 I-51 02-111 RAILAGE & CARTAGE - CUSTOMER 0
001-SUf'-H2 ri'.eKING & STRIPPiNG· CUSTOMER
, -+1I
OOl-SlOZ·1l3 HANDLING CHARGES 72. 000 72.000 o
OOl-510Z-l1A EXCESS FREIGHT CHARGES 2J..OOO 24.000 0-001-5102-116 M90 DELIVER Y VEHICLE· CUSTOMER 0 0
i C (2 .,.. "'i', - ·~.7:-- -, :")..~
I 001-5202-201 DIRECf SALARIES & \VAGES • SELLING 0 0
001·5202-203 [t;!D(RECf SALARIES &WAGES 150.000 153.000 305.172 400.C-OO 89~.013 1.2').1..013
0OI·5202-2()..! INDIREct OVERTIME 22.000 22.000 47.000 47.000
001-5202·205 RENT PAID ETC. 0 . 0-
001-5202-207 BONUS PROVISION 12.700 12.700 25.430 33.200 74.630 107.830
001-5202-208 FRINGES & COl'-i'TRIBUTI0NS 19.300 19.300 38.757 50,000 114.3·10 164340 I
~91-5202.210 STAFF RELOCATION 0 o
001-5202-213 TEMPORARY STAFF/PERF INC 0 12.{)O(l 12.00Q
001-521)2-216 STAFF RECRiJIThIFNT 6.000 6.001) 0
01)1·5201-219 LEAVE PAY ON RESIGNATION ._L 6.000 6.000 6.000 6.000 I
001-5202-220 COMMUTATION OF LEA \'E 2.000 2.000 4.0GO 2.000 2.000 4.0DO!
001-5202-223 I SERVERENCE PAY 14.000 0 0
001-52')2-228 CAR ALLO\VANCES 14.000 14.000 28.000 28.000 28.000
,
001·5302-301 MOTOR VEHICLE EX? c- ?~») :: _";..;.::."' ._"' 23.339 23.000 46.339
OOl-530~·302 WTERTA{NMENT 0 0._
01001-530;-303 TRAVEL & SUBSISTENCE L 0
OOl-530Z-304 F/F & etc MAINTEN.t..NCE 9JO I 901) I 1.800 900 900 1.800 I... ,.."'-
001.5302-305 PROTECTIv'E CLOTHING . 1.600 8.000 9.600·
001-5302-306 TRAINING & CONFERENCES LOOQ 1.000 1.000 1.000
01)1-5302,307 CO. CAR LEASE AGREEMENTS 0 180.000 60.000 240.000
.
001·5302-308 ADV'ERTISING & PROMOTIONS 0 0
001-5302-309 HANDOUTS 0 0
001-5302-310 HIRE Or EQUIPMENT 0 12.000 12.000
001-5302·314 P & M MAINTENANCE 0 8-1.000 8-1.001)
001-5302-316 OFF. MACH. jI,{'-\INTEN.A.NCE 6.000 6.000 0


























POWER, WATER & LIGHTS 20,000
3,200
001- S40Z-401
DESCRIPTION FIXED I VAl<. r
1
00 1-5402-402





001-5602-607 I L'ITEREST PAID - PARTS - SID
GROUND MAINTENANCE 2,000
001-5702·108 POSTAGES, TE~ EX, TELEGRAM
i 001-5702~709 I STAFF SERVICES & REFRESH.
3,200
10,000
f 001-5702-710 I SUBSCRIPTIONS
001-5702-712 PRINTING &STATIONAR: I 5,000 I 5,000 10,000
001-5702·714 DEPRECIATION 1 75,000 25,000
001-.5702-717 TELEPHONE 24,000 36,000 60,000
336,9001403,100
~ ~~ ~ --L I
TOTAL: 740,000




















OiRltn:A C,OM~~lAl~ON l~MtEAS A




















Order size evaluation per SKU
Data capturing pre SKU
Follow up/expediting per SKU
Total
Contingency allowance 30%































































TOTAL TIME SPENT ON ORDER COMI?BlLAT~OfM
AND THE ORDER CUST 'fOR THE PIERJOD
fEBRUARY 119921'0 MARCH 1993
AVERAGE NUMBER COMPILATION TOTAL TOTAL % Of OBDIE!=l
SKU$[ Of ORDERS TIMIE/ORDER TiME PER TIME !PIER VARIABLE COST
ORDER iVni\UJTES MINUTE HOOF! COST {fU_-
1 :2 $,$6 12,9 34 655 578 29 60,00
2 627 15,8 9907 165 8 11,00
4 926 21,6 19988 333 17 103,00
7 79 30,3 2 394 40 2 142,00
12 '118 44,8 5 286 88 4,4 209,00
24- 188 79,6 14964 250 12,5 373,00
80 15 242,0 3 640 61 3 1 120,00
238 15 367,0 5 515 92 4,6 1 644,00
1 020 15 1 540,0 l 23110 385 19 7093,00
i
"---'
ITOTAL 4 669 1 992
For orders having more than 100 SKUs per order compilation time per SKU
o Available time for order compilation 60% of annual available time.
230 day x 8 hours x 60% =: 1 104 hours/per annum
Since thsre are 4 buyers
4 x 1 104 ;= 4 416 hours/annum
o Total time spent on order placing 1992 hours/annum
.'. Buyers utilisation == 1 992 x 100 :;::45%
4416
o Each Buyer can compile 2 585 orders/annum
according to the current mix
1 104 available hours for order compilation
0,43 hours ~average order compilation according to the current mix.

















1 1 360 12.9 17 644 293
.2 160 15,8 2 528 42
4 1 500 2,,6 32400 540
7 20 30,3 606 10
12 30 44,8 1 344 ~3
24 750 79,6 22 200 370
80 52 242,0 12 584 210
238 62 361,0 19084 318
1 020 52 1 540,0 80 080 1 335
TOTAL 3916 3 141
The t1xpectedbuyer utllisatlo or 60% available time will be:
3141;::;-x 100"" 71%
4 416
o Average time for order compilation according to the proposed two weakly review
0,79 hours/order.
Thus possible number of orders to be compiled
Per annum per buyer is
.L104 ;:: 1 397 orders
0,79
lPp·A • ISM:02}
VARIABLE COSTS AfFECTING NUMBER OF ORD.lERS
I
NUMBER COST PER ANNUM (11) OTHER
NUMBER Of NUMBER OF VARIABLE TOTALOF RECEIVERS CREDiTORS ORDERSI COSTS (R)





1 1 1 1 400 50000 20000 35000 105000 215000 320 000
2 2 1 2800 85000 40000 35000 155000 215000 370000
3 3 2 4200 120 000 60000 70000 250000 230000 480000.
I
4- 4 3 5600 155 000 80000 102000 335000 230000 555000
I
I
5 4- 3 7000 190000 80000 100000 370000 250000 620000
I ,6 5 3 8400 240000 100000 100000 440000 250000 690000
! I7 6 ! 4 S800 275000 12000 135000 530000 270000 800000I! _j_ ------.~-- ---- ---- -_~
Notes: 1 Buyer has 240 x 8 == 1 920 available hours per annum












AVIE~AGlE ORDER COST PieR SKU






































































Average order cost per ~YKH
45 % buyer utilisation RHl, 00
100% buyer utilisation R/,20
34 i95
In other words the order cost per SKU with current buyer complement with increased. number of
orders planed according to current order size mix from 4 400 orders pel' annum to 9 700 orders
per annum will fit'" result with an increasa in order cost, therefore the recommended. order cost









i}. ' Al?l?IEi\lIOIX 20
TABLE 1
r
-,' TABILE ~ Of H\!DEX ILETTERS (!FOR USE lNITH TAIBILE 2)
RATIO OF MARGINAllNVENTORV RATIO OF I MARGINAlINVEI\1T()RV
SeT-UP COST CHMGe P.A.II) SET-U? COST CHARGE P.A. III
TO UNIT COST TOIlNIT cosr
(s/cl lo/el
10-11% 1M4% 16-18% 19-23% 10·11% 12-14% 15·1896 19-23%
.
1,0+ L L K K
1,3+ M L L I(
1,6+ M M L L
2,0+ N M M L
2,5+ N N M M
a,o+ 0 N 1\1 M
Under 4,0+ 0 0 N N
O,OOS A A A A 5,0+ P 0 0 N
0,006+ A A A A 6,0+ P P 0 0
0,008+ B A A A 8,0+ Q P P 0
0,01 + a B A A 10+ Q Q P P
0,013+ C B B A 13+ R Q Q P
0,016+ C C B B 16+ R R Q Q
0,02+ D C C B 20+ S R R Q
0,0:26+ 0 0 C c 25+ S S R R
0,03+ E D 0 C 30+ T S S R
0,04+ E e 0 0 40+ T T S S
0,05+ F E E 0 50+ U T T S
0,06+ F F E E eo» U U T T
0,08+ G F F E 80;' V U U T
0,19+ G G F F 100+ V V U U
0,13+ H G G F 130+ W V V U
0,16+ H H G G 160+ W W V V
0,29+ I H H G 200+ X W W V
0.2')+ I , H H 300+ X X X W
0,3+ J I , H 400+ V X X X
0.4+ J J I I 500+ Y y X X
(l,S+ I< J J I 600+ Z Y Y V
0,6+ K I< J J 600+ Z Z Y Y
0,8+ L K 1< J 800+ Z Z Z Y
IPP·A , CSM:D21
TADLE 2 TADLE FOR D!m!R~Il:SI:;G Ii' A PoI.RT IS WORTH STOO'ING
Annual
demand I ndell letter
(,1) A&B C D E F G H i J K L M N 0 ~ Q!tSTUVWX.YZ
- ------.----
2 - - - - - - - - - I t I I f I I J 1 J I I I i 1 1
J - - - - - - - - 2 "! 1 1 ! 1 I [ 1 1 I 1 i I 1 i
4-6 - - - - - 5 4 3 3 2' 2 1 1 t 1 1 1 1 t I I 1 l 1 I
;-9 - - - - 8 6 5 4 3 3 2 :2 1 1 I I 1 1 1 I I I I I r
iO-IS - - - 12 10 a 6 5 4 3 3 ::. :1 I 1 I I 1 1. I I 1 t t I
16-24 - - 20 15 !2 10 8 6 5 4 3 J :2 :2 I I I I 1 1 I 1 1 1 I
25-39 - 30 25 20 15 11 10 8 6 5 4 3 3 2 ~ 1 I I i t I I I [ 1
40-:>9 - 40 30 25 20 15 12 10 s 6 5 .. 3 :I :1 2 1 1 I 1 I I I I t60-99 - 60 40 30 .,., 20 15 12 10 S 6 5 .. s 3 :2 2 I 1 I 1 I r I (_J
100-159 - 90 60 40 ~o 25 20 15 12 10 8 e 5 .. 3 J 2 2 I 1. 1 ! ! 1 I160-249 - ;30 90 60 40 30 25 zo 15 12 10 S 6 5 4 J 322- t I I [ I 1250--399 -- 200 130 90 60 40 30 25 20 15 12 10 8 6 5 433 :2 2 I 1 1 I 1400-599 - 300 200 130 90 60 40 30 25 :0 15 12 iO S 65 .. 3 J 2 :2 1 I I !
600-999 - 500 300 20i) 130 90 60 40 30 25 20 15 12 10 g 654 3 322 f I I1000-1599 - sao 51."'0 300 200 130 90 60 40 30 25 20 IS 12 10. S 6 5 4 ::; .3 2 2 t I
1600-2499
, 1100 SOO 500 30.0 10.0. 130 90. 60 olO 30 25 10 15 11 10. ~ 6 5 .; 3 ::; 2 2-2500-3999 - 2LJO 1200 gOO 500. J{);, 20.0 130. C)O 60. 40 30 25 10. 15 12 10. K 6 5 4 ::;::; 2 2
4000-5999 - 30') 2000 120.0 800 500 30.0 200 130. ';)0. 60 40 30 25 20. 15 12 10. 8 6 5 4 3 3 26000-9999 - Sf J 3000 2000. 1200 liOO 500 30.0. 200 130 90 60 40 -;0 25 20. 15 !1 10. 8 6 5 4 J 3
10..0.00-15,999 - e ':J 5000 3000 2000 120.0. SDO 500 300 200 130 90. GO 40. 3D 25 20. 15 12 10 8 6 5 4 J
16.000-24.999 - 12.()()(I8000 5000 30.0.0.1000 120.0 80.0. 500 300 200 BC- 90. 60 J,o. 30 25 20 15 12 10 S 6 5 4






































A part is worth stocking if the number of c.dl:; [or it p-rr year exceeds tho: number shown, Slo..:king is never economic ir no number is given,
Table 2 is based en a fun inventory charge {If> equal to twlce the ~arginal inventory charge (lJ and hcuce (I + 1,/ll = 3. and.. -s=demand Margin:.1inventorycharge p.a,x Unit cost)
crltical calls p.a, = ~ ----. --- x
2 Sc1-u P cost per order
if order quantity == EOQ.
Or
•• .1 10 Annual demand M:m;bal inorclllory ch:lrgc !'.;t. x Unit ..:,»1
crltical cal:> p.;t. = + -----.--- X -_':..-_ ••• - - -- .• - - • - - - -"






























Example using }'able 1 and 2
al ,Calc\.lIatethe ratio of set-up CO$t (S) over unit cost .(C)for the component
ob) Read"off ~heindex letter corresponding. to the relevant charge p.a, from Table 5
.. a.g, AN ::;:;100 I ;:: 20%
indli1Sc letter == U.
¢l 'i. Readofi the,critical number orealts p.a, from Tablel t
e;g. index letter::: U, annual demand == 100
critical calls := 1
(i.IS. If more than one call p.a. is expected it will be cheaper to make for stock).
IPP'A • ($M:Otll
THE NORMAL PROBABILITY DISTRlBUT~ON
SOME FUNCTIONS DF THE UNiT NORMAL DlSTRIBUlrON
TABLE 1 (CONTINUED)
}; f ..'k' P" ']:' aul/n a}-f.' IiI: I.f),· lr; f/;1 (;,.11:1 (1".-1:' I:-,' --~.'"-~ .......--.-.- -.~ .-..---.--- --- 1.22 0.1895 0.1112 0.05384 1.2738 1,22
082 02850 o 2061 o nso 09360 082 1.23 0.1872 0.10.93 0.05274 1.2827 ~.23083 (1?ll?l 02U33 0.1140 0.9·"10 0.83 1.24 0.1849 0.1075 0.05165 1.2917 1.24o 3.1 02803 0;>005 01120 0.9520 0.8·1
1.30061.2$ 0.182.6 0.1056 0.05059 1.25
(J fF. O?7SI) o rvrr 0.1100 09600 0.85 1.26 0.lB04 0.1038 0.04954 1.3095 1.2608;; 0<'75(1 o If/.19 .Q 1030 09680 086 1-27 0.1781 01020 0.04851 1.3185 1.27
(\ 57 0273:> o 1~1;>:) .0.1061 09761 0.87 1.28 0.1758 0,)003 0.04750 1.3275 1.28o ,,3 OUI)<) 01(1')\ 0:,'1042 098~?' 088 1.29 0.1736 009653 00<1650 133G!i 1.29oar. O'?GH5 o 18'jl 01023 0.9923 0.89
0.0·1553 1.3';55 1.301.30 o 171·! 00968009!; 02651 o IINI 0100·1 1000': 090 1.31 0.1691 0.09510 0.04457 !.3545 1.31091 o ?ti37 OWl<! 0,09660 1.0086 0.91 1.32 0.1609 0.09342 004363 1.3636 1.32
on (J 2613 Ol71m 009680 1.0168 0.92 1.33 O.16~7 0.09\76 0.04270 l.::mH 1.33om 0<'539 O.I7O? 009503 1.0250 093 1.34 0.1626 0.09012 0.0417$ 1.3818 1.3,1
(l9~ 02565 0)736 o Q93:>8 1.0333 0.9·1
0.04090 1.3909 1.351.35 0.1604 0.OS851
095 0:>5·(1 o 17r1 009156 1.0·116 0.95 1.36 0.15l32 008692 0.04002 1.4000 1.36 ........,.096 07:'1(; o 168'i 0.06986 1.0499 096 1.37 0.1561 0.08534 0.03916 1,~O92 1.37 CD097 n:.I·:9? o Ifjfjl) 00881') 1.0582 O,}7 1.38 o. :539 (3)8379 0.03.'331 lA183 1.38o ~I'l 02·:1)8 011;35 o Oil65·1 10655 o.ca 1.39 0.1518 0.08225 003748 1.4275 l.39
09') 02'4:.:41 01611 0.08491 1.07·19 099
0.08076 0.03667 104357 1.401.40 0.g97
1 (1) 02·120 0.1567 0.08332 1.0$33 1.00 1.41 0.1415 0.07927 0.03587 1.4.f5!J 1.41
101 (1?3c).:; 0150, 00817.1 L0917 1.01 1.42 01456 0.071S0 0.03503 1.4::51 t42102 O?:J,I o 153J 008019 1.1002 1.02 t.J~3 0.1':35 0.0763u 0.03431 1.<:;;,,3 1.43lo:t o :?J·17 o 151S 0.07866 1.1067 1.03 VI'l 0.1415 0.07403 0.03356 1.4736 1.44
1.04 02323 o H!JZ 0.07716 1.1172 1.0.r
1045 0.13!N 0.07353 0.03281 1.4828 1.45105 0<'299 01·160 0,07568 1.1257 LOS 1..-'16 0.1374 0.07215 0,03208 1.4921 1.46
10i) O'2U;' 01.1·16 007422 i.1342 1.06 1.47 0.\354 0.(l7078 0.03137 1.5Q14 lA7
101 on!>! 01-12'3 007279 1.1428 'LO? 1.48 01334 0.06944 0.03067 1.5107 lAB
1 DB 0('227 o t.IOl 007138 1.1514 1.08 1.49 0.131S 0.06811 0.02998 1.5200 lA91 (19 on03 0.1379 00(;999 1.1600 1.09
1.50 0.1295 0.06681 0.02931 1.5293 1.50
JIG 02179 01357 006862 !.f686 1.10 1.51 0.1276 0.06552 0.02865 1.5366 1.51
1 11 02155 (I B3:' 0.06727 t.1773 1.11 1.52 0.1257 0.013426 0.02800 1.54ao 1.52
112 o :Jl;11 0131.1 0.06595 1.185:1 1.12 1.53 0.1238 0.05301 0.02736 1.5574 1.53
1lJ. 02107 0.1:>92 o OC'65 1.19-16 1.13 1.54 0.1219 0.05178 0.02674 1.5667 1.54 ):>
1 14 0203.1 0.1771 0.06336 1.2034. 1.14 "0'
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0,5918 034 0.74 a.303': 0.2297 0.1334 08i3~
0
0.74 0...
(135 03752 03632 0.24S1
0.5981 0.35 0.75 0.3011 0.2265 0.1312 0.8812 0,75
3-.
03& 03739 0359·1 0.2445
0.6045 0.36 0.76- 0.2989 0.2236 0.1289 0.888S
::l
0.76 c:
037 0.3725 035~7 02409
0.6109 0,37 0.77 0.2966 0.2206 0.1267 0.8C$7 0.77
(j)
0..
038 03712 o.aszo 02374
06174 'J.3S 0.78 0.2943 0.2177 0.1245 09045 0.78 -
039 03697 0.3:83 0.2339
0.6239 0.39 0.79 0.2920 0.2148 0.1223 0.9123 0.79





A GRl~PHiCAl AID FOllOWS POP? MODEL
A graphical representation of the decision rule discussed under section 4.8 below. For a
given Col value we use ths associated curve. If the E(t)vr and A/E(i) values are such that
the corresponding point falls to the left or above the curve, the item should not be
stocked. If, o. the other hand, the point falls to the right or below the curve, then the
item should be stocked.
FIGURE 9.1 A Rule for tne S:ock"No Stock DeciSion
Tile behaviour rule. As the setup cost A goes up or as the expected time between
transactions decreases we move to the region where stocking is preferred. Considering
the vertical axis, as v or r increase, we tend to the nonstocklnq sltution: it becomes too
expensive to carry the item in inventory. It is seen tat as c. increases we are less likely to
prefer stocking of the item.
Numerical illustration
RAlevant parameter values for an item have been estimated as follows:
v =. R4,701l'01l
E(t) - 1.4 rolls
EO) to weeks 01' 10i52 vaar
()
((






t;;::SE.{t)VI· :.:: {l,4H4r70)(Q,24} = 1,58 Rlyr
,!
Alf:{i) == ~,50/1 O/5:;=::;b 13,00 Rfyr
o
Above Figure reveals that the item si1buld indeed be purchased for stock.
e . ) .. ..••
l)
h'P·A , (SM:02)
~186 ~ APPENDIX 23
MANDMOD2XLS
PROBABILITY OF fl5% SAilSFING D CURRENllNVENTORV MODElL
(LAST SIX MONTHS STATISTICS)
NO PART·NO PRIC USINGiRREGULA10~V CHEC~<ING CRITERIA EXCESS srOCK
(R) AVG MAD NAO MOH MOHO SS 56 SS AOHe AOHO (R) NEGATIVE
UNIT UNIT UNIT (R) UNIT (R) NEGATIV UNITS) (R) (R)
SLOW MOViNG S~Us WrrH NORMAL D!STR!IEUJTIOi~Of DE (R)
1 181061300020 2110 0.61 0.44 1.2'" 7 15473 3 S50S 0 4.61 9729 2751 0
2 MA0877200393 1350 0.67 0.89 1.78 6 8400 -3 -3776 -3776 -0.57 ,76 ·13411 -13411
3 161625304115 363 0.83 0.56 1.53 9 3328 4 1547 a 6.17 2241 647 0
4 SE161322010059 326 0.50 0.67 1.~ 8 2624 3 1016 0 4.76 15$2 44 a
5 CC156151020503 sea 1.17 0.83 2.21 11 4063 2 843 0 5.05 1859 113 0
6 SB031882342131 1186 0.83 0.83 1.88 19 33525 11 19909 0 1,'3.48 24099 165G2 0
7 SE0318G164G133 567 0.67 0.67 1.50 15 13305 10 8802 a 11.80 10465 7639 0
6 C0161322070oo9 4$0 0.60 0.67 1.33 8 3800 ·1 -666 ·666 0.19 84 -2828 ·2828
9 181639030049 187 0.67 0.67 1.60 9 1683 0 ·29 ·29 1.i'2 322 ·941 ·941
10 S018135604D006 510 0.33 0.44 0.89 5 2720 ·3 ·1615 ·1615 ·2.Ot.~ ·1048 -4159 ·'~159
11 S0031882209304 750 0.33 0044 0.89 9 6667 1 955 0 2.38 1788 ·2310 ·2310
12 16152316eH6 403 0.50 0.50 1.13 7 2720 4 1798 0 5.87 2366 1608 0
13 LD0592275 201 0,00 0.00 0.00 a 0 -s ·1844 ,1844 ·9.17 .1844 ·3550 ·3550
'I.. 500156541010502 660 1.17 0.83 2.21 10 6669 7 4466 0 9.52 6286 4332 0
15 SE1813072$020 233 0.83 0,83 1.88 10 2294 1 349 0 3.84 895 -824 -824
16 MA151051000133 606 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 0 -8 -4395 ·4895 ·8.08 ·4896 ·9724 ·g724
17 MOOS(l501$08a44 144 0,00 0.00 0.00 0 0 ·7 ·1065 ·1066 ·7.40 ·1066 -2160 ·2150
18 181152025766 246 0.67 0.67 1.60 9 2232 Ij 1502 0 7.93 1967 1294 0
SLOW MOVING $~\U$ WiTH IEAATIC (lUMPY) DEMAND PA 0 0.00
GA.MMA DiSTRIBUTION Of DEMAND 0 0.00
19 151625104146 1155 0.33 0.56 1.03 6 7123 -1 ·S07 -807 0.59 671 ·68,'51 ·6851
20 500156541010501 631 0.83 0.56 1.53 7 4338 1 868 0 3.28 2073 ·1377 ·1377
21 S(3156152020513 120 0.50 0.50 1.13 6 675 1 135 0 2.53 304 .:.08 ·208
22 5~0?16775 246 0.33 0.56 1.03 5 1138 ·3 -736 ·736 -1.71 ·420 -2301 -2301
23 SI:)1614349'..1O"..44 404 1.00 1.00 2.25 10 4091 5 1954 0 7.66 3090 968 0
24 SF1e14~4G06014 206 0,50 0.67 1.33 6 1236 1 234 0 2.80 577 -435 -435
25 1B161'1~n5219 265 0.50 0.67 1.33 8 2120 1 214 0 2,4'7 656 ·1192 ·1192
26 SE1a1f" 1516135 696 1.00 0.33 1.42 7 5177 5 3490 0 6.79 4723 2991 0
27 SE02K1945 326 0.83 0.83 1.88 8 2751 5 1509 0 6.97 2273 982 0
28 181S062QO(,'00 156 0.33 0.44 0.89 5 832 " ·239 ·239 ·0.42 ·66 ·1156 ·1156.':'
29 SE01S151401oo24 162 0.33 0.44 0.89 3 566 ·1 ·144 ·144 0.32 58 ·772 ·772
30 SA870150aa3 2000 0.67 0.89 1.78 6 12444 1 1406 0 2.93 5850 ·7567 ·7567
31 5018152320G099 526 0.83 0.83 1.88 10 5178 5 2770 0 7.61 4003 1313 0
32 SG05890759610 163 0.83 0.56 1.53 7 1121 5 810 0 6.88 1122 757 0
33 5B1S1391056725 151)3 0.83 0.56 1.53 5 7959 4 5740 0 5.49 8801 5956 0
34 1$1122015245 465 0.33 0.44 0.89 5 2587 3 1635 0 4.48 2174 1026 0
35 MC87317oo(l0 245 0.67 0.89 1.78 6 1524 ·2 ·388 -388 0.64 156 -2241 ·2241
36 MA6772oo121 1475 0.67 0.89 1.78 6 9178 0 ·353 ·353 1.98 29~5 ·9213 ·9213
37 CA865010200 1190 0.50 0.67 1.33 5 6347 ·1 ·1686 ·1686 0.25 2'J7 -9554 ·9654
38 181301010087 1180 0.50 0.50 1.13 7 7965 6 6036 0 6.52 7696 554" 0
39 LA897810724 1130 0.33 0,56 1.03 4 4065 ·3 -3085 ·3086 ·1.44 ·1633 -10731 ·10731
405031297302019 351 0.17 0.28 0.51 3 1082 ·4 ·1328 ·1328 ·3.14 -1102 ·3900 ·3900
41 SC876110139 1)50 0,67 O.C9 1.78 6 4044 3 1944 0 5.21 3389 622 0
42 SE::0181521516013 285 0.50 0.67 1.33 a 1710 0 82 0 1.96 557 ·1469 -1469
43 SF'la1434906022 235 0.83 0.83 1.88 8 1983 5 1237 0 7.61 1788 851 0
44 SF0216721 220 0.50 0.67 1.33 6 1320 1 250 0 2.80 616 -745 ·745
45 SF.5FHG12oo14 380 0.33 0.56 1.03 4 1562 2 576 0 2.80 1064 ·195 ·195
46 SS15619101550r 194 0.83 0.83 1.88 8 1455 3 548 0 6.17 1003 ·188 ·188
47 181626007183 2380 0.33 0.56 1.03 0 14677 3 7674 0 4.51 10732 1934 0
48 SS18150410f ~79 653 0.17 0.28 0.51 3 1762 0 4 0 0.65 423 ·1916 -1916
49 51"1613520:'0035 222 0.00 o.oo 0.00 0 0 ·8 ·1669 -1669 ·7.52 ·1669 ·3895 ·3895
50 SF181434006021 235 0.17 0.28 0.61 2 643 ·1 ·153 ·153 -0.01 ·2 ··999 ·999
51 S\:0216717 474 0.67 0.67 1.50 7 3200 5 2197 a 6.51 3086 1670 a
52 St:687721610 302 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 0 ·8 ·2428 ·2428 -8.04 ·2428 ·5718 ·5718
53 Lea77 2028 291 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 0 ·8 ·2390 -2390 ·8.21 ·2390 ·6040 ·6040
54 181061016319 2450 0.83 0.83 1.88 11 27563 9 21155 0 10.98 26897 17169 0
55 S(330750116oo7 443 0.33 0.44 0.89 5 2363 4 1928 0 6.46 2420 1730 0
56 5GB77830232 310 0.p7 0.44 1.22 4 1326 3 1076 0 5.00 1549 1157 0
57 SA870150964 2110 0.83 0.83 1.88 7 13847 4 8734 0 6.48 13679 5676 0
58 LA677oo2086 1335 0.33 0.44 0.69 3 ~976 ·5 ·2982 -2982 ·3.59 ·2277 ·10403 ..10403
59 181301010119 1430 0.17 0.28 0.51 3 4409 -4 ·5876 ·5876 ·3.47 ·4957 ·20835 ·20835
















































































































































































































































































~lROBA9ILlTY 01" 1>5%SAilSFING 0 CURRlaNT !NVlaNT.ORV MODEL
<LAST SIJ{MONTHS STATiSTiCS)
PRIc USING I~REGULATORY CHrEC~~tNGCRiTERIA
c(~) AVG MAD NAD MOH MOHO 8$ S5 56 AOHO
UNli UNit UNIT (R) UNIT (R) NEGATIV UNitS
SlPW MOV~NGS~~U$WiTrt-RNORMAL DiSTRilSutiOi\.! Of DIE(R)
'131 5OO2A510& 989 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 0.2 -2092
62 1810$1Q16$& 3200 0.33 a.S6 1.03 6 19733 1 2995
63 LAS6$Oi001S ~17 0.50 0.67 1.33 5 3291 ·4 ·2369
,G4501(\\1432206052 193 0.67 0.89 1.76 6 4934 4 3226
65 SFO$OSOfOO2032 153 0.17 0.28 0,51 2 275 0 49
as SA8$ilOOO1&3 20,00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 Q·3 -62233
67 SG8733~0230 2~15 O.GO 0.67 1.33 5 1097 4 907
00 SC0156122045504 1107 0.67 0.44 1.22 4 4736 3 2947
6hG1G63!2Q10550~ 113 0.3$ 0.44 0.89 4 402 1 128
. 70 $G1S1S510~OO3S 171 0.17' 0.28 0.51 3 527·1 ·144
\.'{-1 115106$0$0090 106 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 0 -4 -416
12 $Goie151,.01e2~ 160 0.67 0.89 1.78 8 1280 7 10n
73 $i=S971oooll1 470 0.60 l167 1.33 5 2193 4 1687
74 $F0220369. 272 0.00 0;00 0.00 0 0·1 -403
7~ $A6~(J050225300 7062 0.33 0.56 1.03 4 25404 0 1637
\'76 '$AI.l65000210 565 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 0 -8 -4694
SLOW MOV~NG SKUs W~THlPOISSON DISTRIBUTION OF !D
77 SAB10oo1851 11300 0.83 0.66 1.63 5 60424 4 49776
78 CC015641'10~5501 380 0.33 0.56 1.03 5 1758 ·4 ·1458
7$J 50181307156051 552 0.67 0.89 1.78 12 6379 2 933
eo 15104406271 11.160 0.33 0.44 0.89 5 10453 ·2 ·3644
1:1'1 CA87S000941 2040 0.67 0.67 1.50 5 10710 0 0
\'~2CE504222 16a 0.60 0.67 1.33 5 885 0 23
a~$016150410s051 1301 0.50 0.50 1.13 6 7684 2 2780
54 181626007179 1160 0.60 0.67 1.33 8 9280 ·2 ·2476
85 $C5Fl'G1S0556 560 o.e7' 0.61 1.50 6 3360 2 1228
as SF6e7503520 402 0.67 0.67 1.50 10 3920 6 2451
87 $AII377100140 1520 0.33 0.44 0.89 3 5662 ·1 ·1443
8S SFl\'l19694 345 0.33 0.44 0.89 4 1380 1 358
89 CAGt0150582 2050 0.67 0.67 1.50 5 10763 2 4415
90 151023050009 730 0.67 0.67 1.50 9 6570 6 4422
91 181061300028 2050 0.67' 0.67 1.50 9 18450 5 11078
92 SE05S0345110 313 0.67 0.6i" 1.50 7 2113 3 1063
93 SD87BOOO074 660 0.83 0.56 1.53 5 3529 3 2196
94 181462008135 4050 0.50 0.67 1.33 8 32400 6 23132
95 $Aa720oo355 1860 0.50 0.67 1.33 5 8680 3 4674
96181381090014 216 0.50 0.67 1.33 8 1728 6 1375
97 11,11152025385 180 0.33 0.44 0.89 5 960 4 725
98 $AB70000085 6050 0.17 0.28 0.51 2 10882 (1 1923
99181424015230 287 0.17 0.28 0.51 3 885 2 510
100 5C8772OO477 2408 0.50 0.67 1.33 5 11237 4 9617
101 CA031888999270 435\ 0.50 0.67 1.33 13 58013 ·3 ·11017


























































































































































































MANDM002.XLS AF'Pl:NIOlX 23 (eontilmed)
PROaABll..lTY OJ;'95'11.s- .' .:;:lUHRENl' INVENTORV MObEL,
,LAST $1}( MONTHS STATiS"S'ICS)
NO PART·NO P~lc USING iRREGULATORV CHECKU\lG CRitERIA EXC~SS STOCK
(R) AVG MAO NAO MOH MOHO 5S 55 5S AOHQ AOHO (R) NEGATIVE
UNIT UNIT UNIT (R) UNIT (R) NEGATIV UNITS (R) (R)
SLOW MOVING $KUs .W~THNORMAL roisl'R~aUTION OF IOIE(R)
1;)0 151018041023 109 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 0 -118 -12900 ·12900 ·118.35 -12900 ·19464 ·19464
121 1065e21$0215 93 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 0 ·328 -30495 ·30495 ·327.90 ·30495 -46057 -46067
122 1$1!l®2oo235 21 0,00 0.00 0.00 0 0 ·269 ·n94 ·7794 -288.67 -n94 ·11920 ·11920.
123 1813(34016011 ....00 0.00 0.00 0 0 -102 ·29070 ·29070 -102.00 -29070 -445..Cl3 -44593
124 181152025521 ,$2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 0 -49 ·9478 -9478 -49.37 ·9478 -14542 ·14542
12(5 181300050182 lOS 0.33 0.56 1.03 6 4348 -12 -8559 .8559 .10.86 -7654 -14694 ·14694
12$ FA01S102501i'300 614 0.33 0.56 1.03 r 4169 -245 ·152923 ·152923 -243.78 -152122 ·238339 -236339
127 FA010S580432243R 14 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 0 -480 -6726 -6726 -480.46 -6726 ·11036 -11036
1~$FAoa97640f12 55 0.33 0.56 1.03 5 254 -224 -12311 -12311 -222.55 -12240 ·20093 ·20093
1;29 181443010146 429 0.33 0.56 1.03 6 2646 -8 -3526 ~3526 -G.93 ·2974 -6576 -6576
1:30 1813O"~09 41 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 0 ·94 -3847 -:3847 -93.83 -3841 -6103 ..a103
131 C®18S1489133 171 0.50 0.61 1.33 13 10280 0 5 0 1.67 1290 -4371 -4371
132 15104100468 10 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 0 -411 -4108 -410B -410.77 -4108 .$570 -6570
133 1..0:10150132032 218 0.1'7 0.28 0.51 3 672 -13 ·2891 ·289', -12.62 -2751 -4878 -4878
134 1814613100333 340 0.50 0.67 1.33 8 2720 -6 -2060 -2060 -4.39 -1493 -4389 -4389
135 181415016012 4eo 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 0 ·117 -56335 ·56335 ·117.37 -56335 -90211 -90211
130 18144016~36 865 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 0 ~14 ·118n ·11877 -13.73 ·118(7 -19224 -19224
13', 15101111643(; 66 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 0 .71 -3974 -3~74 -70.96 ·3974 -6456 -6456
130 FA1a1442Q5e010 289 0.17 0.28 0.51 2 520 -128 -36984 -3a984 -127.33 -36798 -64643 ·64643
139 15101111646G 56 0.00 D.OD 0.00 0 0 -55 .3069 -3069 -54.81 -3069 -5009 ·5009
140 FA1815011oo2227 181 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 0 -55 ·9892 -9892 -54.65 ·9892 ·16270 -16270
141 151044100117 109 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 0 -60 -6557 -6.?57 ·60.15 -G557 ·10641 ·10541
142 181416130008 1555 0.17 0.28 D.51 3 4795 ·15 -22657 -226;S7 .13.93 ·21658 -38806 ·38800
143 181111016051 148 0.33 0.56 1.03 $ 913 -42 -6200 -6200 -40.61 -60'10 ·10538 -10538
144 181637~149 51 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 0 -483 ·24609 ·24609 -482.54 ·24609 -40340 -40340
145 181351996316 1540 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 0 -25 ·38767 -38767 ·25.17 -38767 -63728 -63728
146 181411156003 725 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 0 -65 ·46930 -46930 -64.73 ·46930 ·n257 ·712S7
147 59031861861031 728 0.17 0.28 0.51 5 3741 ·10 -73J.17 -7347 -9.45 -6879 ·13523 .13523
148 181537010010 439 0.67 0.89 1.78 11 4683 -4 ·1919 -1919 -2..15 .944 -5374 -5374
149 15106!500e228 400 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 0 -22 -10573 -10573 -21.58 ·10573 -17761 -1nS1
150 MA8772C0529 1375 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 0 -16 ·:1.2397 ·22397 -16.29 -22391 ·40699 -40699
151 1819$4200231 66 0.17 0.28 0.E,1 3 204 -21 ·1393 -1393 ·20.47 -1,351 -2457 -2457
152 C0181356110006 544 0.33 0.56 1.03 I? 3356 ·4 ·2159 ·2159 -2.68 ·1460 -5279 -5279
153 FA031250301666 110 0.00 0.00 0.00 a 0 -47 -5123 -5123 -46.68 ·51:t~3 ·9445 -9445
154 18132:301027;1 278 0,00 0.00, 0.00 0 0 -15 ·4151 -4151 -15.04 -415'l ·7166 -71613
155 50031861148101 731 0.50 0,60 1.13 11 8224 -2 -1518 -1518 -0.67 -490 -7118 -7118
156 1!l1303010322 1095 0.33 0.56 1.03 6 6753 ·11 -115Ci5 -11505 -9.22 -10098 -23597 -23597
157 151024016141 361 0.33 0.44 0.89 5 1925 .19 -6690 ·6690 -17.42 -6289 f.12709 -12709
158 104274059260 100 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 0 -49 -4904 -4904 -49.04 -4904 -8642 -8642
159 MA873000066 142,) 0.33 0.56 1.03 4 5108 ·17 ·23756 -23756 .15.44 -21932 -48143 -48143
160 5C03188232oo32 1533 0.33 0.44 0.89 9 13627 ·2 -2912 ·2912 ·0.79 -1209 -1323S ·13239
161 181437016187 564 0,63 0.83 t88 11 6345 -1 .477 -477 1.50 945 -4486 -4486
162 FA181335112002 217 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 0 -168 <~6464 -36464 .168.04 -36464 -65867 -65857
163 MA181307255031 771 0.17 0.28 0.51 2 1783 ·14 ·i0n5 -i0n5 -13.33 ·10260 -21085 ·21085
164 LA02K1947 592 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 0 -17 -9768 -9768 -16.50 -9768 -18207 ·18207
165 LA021<1948 502 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 0 ·13 -7895 -7895 -13.12 .7895 -14789 ·14789
166 FA0106580722422R 27 0,00 0.00 O.C1) 0 0 ·234 -6318 -6318 ·234.00 ·6318 -12118 ·12118
157 ME181~21505005 218 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 0 -17 ·3'756 ·3756 -17.23 ·3756 -7210 -7210
FAST MOVING Si(Us WITH IERATIC (LUMPY) DEMAND PAT 0 0.00
GAMMA DISTRIBUTION OF DEMAND 0 0.00
0 0.00
168 FAO~750131oo3 68 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 a ·178 ·121);4 -12074 -1n.56 ·120'74 -24955 -24955
169 l.9687721500 274 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 0 -26 -7208 -7208 -26.31 ·7208 ·14051 -14061
170 MA106326790001 163 0.00 0.00 0.00 Q 0 ·28 -4608 -4608 ·28.27 -4608 .9635 ·9635
171 181322050077 507 n.50 0.50 1.13 7 3422 ·16 ·8346 ·8346 -15.06 ·7633 ·19149 -19149
172 MA87BOOO171 985 0.17 0.28 0.51 2 1772 -12 ·114Ba -11488 -11.02 -10855 .25710 ·25710
173 LA03:3151119001 237 0.67 0.67 i.50 15 3555 -74 ·17502 ·17502 -71.97 -17057 ·37659 -37659
174 LA181434006815 1114 0.33 0.56 i.03 5 5152 ,'10 -11344 ·11344 -8.90 -9912 ·.27646 -27646
175 MA897811545 825 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 0 -17 -13771 -13771 ·16.69 -13T11 .30164 -301£4
176 MAs71060024 330 0.17 0.28 0.51 2 594 -30 -9979 -9979 -29.60 -9767 -23172 -23172
177 L8687721El20 301 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 0 -29 ·8579 -fl579 -28.50 -8579 ·18512 -18572







182 $GSS(i120129 '~Q 0:t7 Q.2S Q,51" 2 1034 2 879,. 163 .SG01J}13;!;l()50\?5
171(O~
0.50 0.67 1.33 5 2576 4 2353
184 ~!l97003l:'i32 0.$0 0,1'37 1.33 5 79800 4 70592
165 •18'l4$3t;201!)O i/.lO '0;00 0.00 (l.QO, (1 0 ·1 -706
sae SA893000151 2\1.~0:' 0.00 0.00 0.00" "0 0 ·1 ·~705a
187 SF211Q3201$20 :'~ 0" 0.33 0.56 1',03 4 1331 2 733
188.$F211003;l10000 134 ' 0.00 "0.00 0.00 0 0 ·5 -649
"fOTAL Q
SL.OW MOVJNtf 'SK~$ (GAMMA)
stOW MoVtJl',lGSKU$ (POISSON)












































PROBAalLrtYOF SS%SATISFII'lG D CURR!l:NT lNVfE;l\rrORV MODIEL
"(LAST $ft~ wl0NTHS S1ATISTICS)
PRiC US~NGiRIREGULATORV CHECKING CRITER!A
(Ri AVG MAD NAO' MOH MOHO SS SS SS AOHC! AOHQ
UNI.f ~NIT UNIT. (R)'. UNIT (R) NEGATIVUNITS (1\)
SlLOtMM'OV'UIMG' S~ij~ WlTt-lNORMP~L OASllFUBUTION Of roe (R)
17;') SF:1613S11:S01(.Q 164 0.50 0.50 1.i3 7 1107 -5 -a77
11jl) LA06932Sl3CO 20$ 0.00 0.00 Q'.(lO o 0 -'221 -46136 -46136
iIJ1 LA1p$46$02050a. . !>()S (l.OO . 000 0.00. 0 0 -21 -7833 -7833









", (I;'.,' '78 -3017219 -32836'~O
-1163Q78 -3007493 -3274850
NO PART-NO
PRO!lAB1UlYOF 95% SATlSFlNG DElAAND
PRiC MONTHLY DEMAND
(~I X1 X2 )(3 X4 X5 xa xr xa
MANOM002.XlS
CURRENT INVENTOR"{fllOPEl
{LAST SIX MON'iHS STATISTICS}.
ANNUAL
)(111 X11 )(12 DEM~ tlAC AVr:; tJAD filO!! 1.10fltl SS SS
uwr$ til) UNlfS IfI}
XlI
162 FAIS1335112002
SLOW MOVING SKUs WITH NORMAL DISTRIBUTION OF DEMAND PATTERN
52'" o 70 91 44 10 65 S!l 65
If<lIAAIB1JD7255G31711 17 a 2 .. S 3 12 7 0 1 ..
164 lA02KI641 5S2 2 It .. 5 9 15 10 6 0 Q 7
165 LA02KI846 602 6 .. 6 3 7 11 3 5 5 0 12
'1)8 FAOI=22422R 27 92 243 55 S1 f29 223 U 142 1(1 0 1.8
16; M.1815215(16005 21e 2 6 3 4 4 15 3 e 15 0 4
FAS)" MOVING SKUs "'\11THERATIC (LUMPy) D1:f,llAND PATTERN































































181 LA'~ 36S V DOll 0 a 7















SLOW MOVING SKUs (GAMMA)
SlOW MOVING SKUs (POISSON)
FASTMOVlNG SKUs (GAMMA)
























































































































































































































































































































~ D n D • D • ~ D ~ m m m
CURRENT INVENTORY MODEL
(LAST SIX MONTHS STATIStiCS)
ANNUAL
DElM« MAD AVG NAO I.l0H I~OHCl 55 55
UNITS(RJ UNITS (I'll
(I 71l 10









44 es !39 as
'2 7 6
1M 1A!l2~IM1 S92:2 11 4 5 9 IS 10 6 9
165 LA02K1S<8 602 6 4 a 3 T 11 3 5 5
'55 FA!)'1li!5l;0122422f1 22 92 243 55 97 129 = 66 142 141
'61 I.!EI0152150e00s 218 2 6 3 .. .. 15 3 .. IS
FAST MOVING SKUs WITH ERATIC (LUMPy) DEMAND PATTERN













3Z 154 243 11J 128
12 701815
Z5 31 31 29 31
1 12 IS 5 17
III 6 10 111
3 0 26 8
114 LA181434OQe015 1114 2 4 2 12 0 9 10
175 I.lA2U78t15<S 8Z5 3 U 15 12 :2 11 27
176 MA!I111)r.,(1024 330 13 17 35 11 10 13 1
177 L!l6!l712111z·O 3D! I 6 2 3 4 20 :zg
178 S_77<1030 348 11 11 11 0 3 1:J 26
179 &'101391150140 1M 1 Q 0 0 11 4
100 LAOIl~mC(j 203 II G !l 0 0 10 G
'91 LAI5M5l0205aa 365 0 0 0 117 0 ~ 7







18t SF21fa320152!l 370 a

















SLOW .lOVING SKUs (GAMMA)
SLOW ~"OVlNG SKUs (poISSON)














































































































































































































































































































PROBAlliUTY OF 65% SAl1SFING DEMAND
NO PART-tlO
MANDMOD2XLS
PRIC MONTHLYDEMAND~ ~ ~ ~ • D _ D _ _ _ m m
CURRENTINVENTOFlY MODEL
(LAST SIX i\~ONTHS STATISTICS)
ANNUAl.
DEMAN MAD AVG HAD Moli r.10HCl 55 55
UNITS(R) UNITS(R)
SLOW MOVING SKUs WITH NORMAL DISTRIBUTION OF DEMAND PATTERN







































a CD181J22t110009 450 7 1 2 Z 2 2 3 3 3
S 131(13_9 187 0 3 4 2 • I 1 5
10SC10135504llOO6 510 C 2 3 f 2 1 5 ..
II 5D031B5221l9304 750 I 0 I 1 I 2 0 1 0
12 181523155116 403 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1
13 L.OOS92275 201 9 ~ 5 4 9 7 5 0 3
14 SOOtSG5410tCi502 BEG 0 f r 1 2 C 2 3 2
15 SE1BI3012SM20 :'1 0 1 3 1 a S 2 2 4
18 MAIS1051ooS133 60S 8 a 5 3 8 3 3 3 10
17MD03OS0130!l344 144 8 8 5 I 1 .. 8 6 5
18 11l115-"'0257!la 248 2 • 0 1 1 0 2 0 1
SL.OW MOVING SKUs WITH ERATIC (LUMPy) DEMAND PATTERN








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































(RI XI X2 X3 X4 X5 xa xr xa xa X:O X1f X12
CURRS\lT INVENTORY MODEL
(LAST SIX l\10NTHS STATISTICS)
ANNUAL
DEMAN OiAD AVG MAD MOH rJOHQ SS SS
UNITS(R) UNIT$(R)
e 10
SLOW MOVING SKUs WITH NORMAL DISTRIBUTION OF DEMAND PATTERN
$2 SEeJlml810 302
































6 12 6 15
6 t :I 2
1 1 0 I
o 0 1 1
4 I 2 4
5 1 1 14
o 0 0 0(.
5 14 U f
2 :I 3 0
2 8 4 2
o 15 3 1
t 0 2 5
2 0 1 ~








67 5Ga7335023Q 235 I 0 ! 1 n 0 1 0 2
ea =158122045504 .107 il 0 2 .\ 0 2
6e l;G1:;5J26!!s~1 113 Q 3 0 1 0 l
70 S-.1813520lQ035 171 0 0 lOG " Q
71 115105000050 106 0 0 0 GIl 0 0 4
72 SGOI815U01B2U lCO 1 0 0 1 C02 0 2
73 SFBS7UlllOal 470 0 0 1 0 0 I 1 3 2
74 SF022!l3Slj 272 2 0 0 0 2 0 3 0 C
75 SAIl:Z~225~oo 7002 8 0 0 0 0 10 Q 7 2
78 SAll9500B210 $5 0 0 0 G 10 15 0 0 ~


































































































































113 20 13 31 :l4 19 2B 27 :ZS IJ















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































00 ~ ~ n _ D ~ ~ D D ~ ~ ~
CURRENT INVENTORY rr.ODEI.
iLAST SIX MONTHS STATISTIC.S}
ANNUAL
SLOW MOVING SKUs WiTH NORMAL DiSTRIBUTION OF DEMAND PATTERN
195 FAI9150IIOOI<M 241 ta
108 Sa03Ie3I58<137 71fT 3
1~7 FAIGIS0I100225 179 92
108 MA18135eOaSOO1 602 16
lOtI IBI2S!I200087 49 81
110 FADI5102S030013 35 es
III FA02aWSOB21 350;12
112 I.IA1GI359100D24 973 15
113 MA031Ba233!003 1391 S
114 15102tl06466 10 290
115 151006010116 213 22
116 1818150162 ez 10
117 FAIBI30/256028 465 29
118 JAA031B61486234 948 S
119 18161104020 660
120 15101S047023 109 36
121 108S62790215 93 74
122 lBle60~ 27 105
123 IBl3e4Gla. ....l 23S 48
n4 18115202S521 192 21
125181303ll5O11l7 705 2
126 FA0151D2S011300 624 48
111 FA0100580432243R i. 255
123" FAOaB7540172 55 64
129 1et4!.301014e 429 1
130 IBI305MOO& 41 49
131 c:lG3ISGl4!!BI33 771 3
132 1510410546e 10 66
133 l03075a!3203~ 218 6
134 IBI46a!08333 3«l e
!35 18141501S012 480 14
136 18144018133 385 5
137 1S101111e43G SC- 'is'
13'i FAI61<M;l05G010 2!l1l 86
lJ9 1>IDt1I1646~ 55 13
140 FAI8150IIOO2227 181 22
141 151044100117 100 12
142 18141BI:lOOOB 1555
143 181117016057 148 9
144 18163730014~ 51 44
145 181J519Pe316 1540 1





151 lBI~200231 se 15
152 C'C1613SS110006 544 •
15l ·0.1:=07888 110 37
154 1913."3010272 216 1
155 500318$1748101 731
156 181303010322 1095
151 '51024016141 :351 11
159 1042740592O!l 100 11
15a lAAIli'3{lO()OO6 1420 14




























































































































































































































































































































































































f!3S 21.67 64.50 91.56
32 1.22 283 4.S6
1130 26.56 80.33 114.03
153 4.83 11.17 1721
1533 5122 124.67 188.69
1047 25J'f1 76.67 108.75
359 10.00 27.00 39.50
III 3.83 7.17 11J!6
ISS 4.67 10.50 16.33
3134 113.00 247.00 383,25
71~ 4.67 11.33 17.17
65 250 4.17 7.'lJJ
2S3 8.00 18.67 28.67
131 3.50 6.83 11.21
35 1.33 267 4.33
362 1283 24.83 40.88
1003 39.67 81.67 131.25
S83 41.33 66.17 118.46
312 10.33 20.00 3292
151 5;~ 1'4~17 21~
55 " ~ - 4.83 8.03
8S3 34.1. 67.17 109.88
2776 88.00 211.00 321.00
1020 30.78 80.67 119.14
M 200 3.67 6.17
297 6.56 17.33 25.53
21 1.22 1.17 269
H24 6200 125.33 202.83
50 25G 4.33 7,53
4; 200 3.00 5.5G
359 14.72 25.83 4424
42 1.44 3.67 5A1
246 9.11 "<1.83 33;22
£64 30.11 76.17 113.81
lilO 8.17 16 ss 27.04
203 10.00 16.00 28.50
lei 11.00 17.50 31.25
54 2.56 4.33 7.53
147 9.83 13.17 25.46
1476 86.83 100.83 209.S6
77 3.67 6.33 10.92
lea J +4 8.33 16.39
24 1.56 2.83 4.78
46 244 283 5.89
6S 4.00 6.50 11.00
121 263 11.50 15.04
74 am 5.50 10.'lJJ
31 1.22 1.B3 3.36
34B ~;1.00 2267 38.92
48 3.00 3.00 6.75
21 122 1.33 286
51 217 4.17 6.86
73 3.67 4.33 8.92
150 4.50 10.50 18.13
151 6.33 1267 20.56
17 1.78 ~.83 4.00






























































































































































































































































































































































COEF IANNUAL IDEMAND ILEAD TIME
--1---1-----+--- -l.----t~_l_-__+-~--l
11161152100058
2 151C!12010296 236 1501 121 96 1641 132 154 124 101 110 1 195 96 0.19 1444' 340784 16 191 527.6 1ClO.96 ~l
3 FA181S011ClO144 241 86 n 74 64 76 tr 69 71 105 13 n 51 0.20 roc 201476 8 11 17$.8 35.02 .reI
4 S6031861584137 797 3 5 2 2 2 ~ 2 4 5 0 3. 3 0.20 32 25504 30 33 20.3 4.t2 ..3
5 FAI81501100226 178 92 124 11)3 76 lltl 140 81 88 148 18 86 64 0.21 1130 201140 11 14 3042 62.85 ~
6 MAI81356085001 602 16 14 20 16 11 9 i9 8 13 0 16 11 0.22 153 9210& 14 17 50.0 10.81 ~
7 181255200087 49 81 118 166 137 138 195 193 122 21C 3 i2~ 96 0.22 1583 77567 14 17 511.5 112.74 91
8 FA0151025030613 35 651 I!O 1251 53 53 184 113 44 79 53 56 115 0.221 1047 35645 16 19 3lI2.6 84.26 601
SKUs WITH NORMAL DISTRIBUTION OF DEMAND PATTERN--~-----r----~------~-----r----~----- r
!PART-NO PRICe IMONTHLY DEl','lANO
9 FA088405D821 350 3:2 28 331 . 401 26 37 35 30 41 1 321 2~ 0.22 35!! 125300 III 111 ;S.7j 16.73 2l(
10 MAI81356100024 973 15 10 111 101 12 12 14 4 10 0 91 6 023 113 109949 14f 11[ 36.91 0.39 71
11 CA031888999270 4351 3 3 31 11 2 :; 1 0 4 0 31 2 0.23 :<5 tOe775 '30.01 331 15.9j 3.61 1
12 MA031882331003 1391 8 13 151 201 26 40 16 15 5 2 111 14 0.2' 185 267335 301 331 117.4i 27.61 11
13'151024106466 flO' 298 273 206 230 227 418 :<il3 285 4161 5 259 2241 (l.r·1 3134 31~*---12' 15 904.0 213.45 181
14 151066010116 I 208 22 20 29 17 25 2S 10 12 191 0 17 101 0.25 210 43880. 14 17 68.7 H;62 121
15 1816150162 I 82 10 7 6 5 6 7 a 3 21 0 6 ~ 0.25 66 5412 14 H 21.S F.SS 4:
I 16 FAI81307256025 I 455 29 32 33 21 24 32 23 17 2Si 1 14 31 0.25 283 131595 8 11 59.9 14.!13 161
I 17 MA0318610'\B5234J 548, 5' 12 8 23 26 '16 5 !Z ':: 0 10 9 0.25 131 124188 30 33 83.1 20.96 a
~ ~1.8047023 I 109 35 23 28 26 39 61 36 37 401 0 23 13 0.25 362 38456 14 17 He.3 30.17 211
19 106562790:'15 93 74 67 53 98 58 153 53 67 106 is 101 167 0.26 1003 93279 14 17 327.9 83.95 ~I
20 CCI56151020503 368 :; 2 4 3 6 31 '7' -::!: 3 1 2 2 0.26 35 12880 l\l 13 B.8 2.26 21
21 16161104020 660 5 3 1 3 4 31 4 5' 2 0 2 3 0..<5 35 23100 14 17 11.4 2.97 2
1--- 22 181S60':"0235 27 106 80' 54 68 84 941 35 771 95 0 152 38 0.27 883 23841 14 17 288.7 77.18 ~
~ _;-;;011 285 48 28 20 41 15 431 1 9 25 0 29 28 0.27 312 88920 14 17 102.0 27.56 18
J~!-..::: m 192 21 6 13 1z1 1 12' ~ 13 lB 4 18 23 0.27 161 2S9~ 14 17 49.4 13.35 9
I _~5 181303050182 705 2 4 7 7 3 4 2 8 7 0 5 7 0.28 56 39480 14 17 ias 5.07 3
I 26 FA0151025017300 624 48 41 22 481 451 82 97 39 50, 2 129 78 0.28 6BS 429936 1'&__' 19 2lil.B 71.59 40
~FA!jl065B043Z143i\ 14i 255 189 263 24e 2021 <">2 273 3S0 197 8 234 164 0.29 2776 38864 61 9 480.5 138.02 160
28IFA0B97840172 _I_ 551 64 53 101 10~ 921 1761 140 67 911. 2 JOI 83 0.30 10S0 59400 .!L 11 228.5 67.85 62
NO
co~
I--- 29 181443010146 I 4291 71 21 3 188761 141 _ 1?1 14.41 4.321 3.
30 181:105S00009 I 411 49 28 13 11767 14 17 93.S 28.33 171
~ ~10646d 10 681 166 !!5 74 n' 211= 1591 ~ _ 234 5 169 69. !l.30 1424 142401 12 15 410.8 124.34 B2
32 CD0318614~133 171 31 1 2 1 4 3 at t 1 0 2 o 0.31 21 16191 30 33 13.3 408 1
33 58031882342131 1788 1 0 2 2 1 _" i 11 21 - 0 0 2 o 0.31 12 21456 30 33 7.6 2.35 tl
34 L03(;i50132032 218 61 2 5 5 1 51 71 51 8 1 5 (l 0.31 50 10900 14 17 1•.3 5.04 31
35 181415016012 460, 14j 42 32 37, 511 281 231 251 70 0 15 22 0.31 359 172320' ,4 171 117.4 36.50 211
3511814661= 3401 6 51 ~ 2 4 51" 8 31 2 0 4 1 0.31 43 14620 14 17 14.11 4.41 2
1---'-:' .J1510111'543G 561 18 2G' 14 12 9 421 20 191 31 0 40 21 0.32 246 13776 12 15 71.01 22.56 14
3B!FAI8144!il56010 2891 66 1101 109 99 67 66' 62 91, 120 1 102 61 0.32 984 278596 4 7 129.&1 41.84 56
39iI8W.ol;;136 8851 5 ~ 0 1 7 41 4. J!.L 4 0 a 6 0.32 42 3G330 14 17 13.71 4.41 2
40 1510Wl846G r 56 -- 13 --lsi 1-i' 131- -5' ~8 3,,1 141 17 0 22 12 0.32 190 10840! 12 15 54.sl 17.67' 11
~~t44100117 _I-. le3 12 131 16 131 14 11 3!1L 11 29 0 10 16 0.32 184 20056 14 17 S0.21 19.49 11
42 1814161:100:: 1555 2 41 10 4[ 4 4 5, 1 9 0 5 6 0.33 54 &J970 14 17 '17.71 5.74 31
43 FA1S1501100WT 181 22 191 19 131 4 30 :.r 2" 22 0 11 I 0.33 2t;3 36743 11 14 54.71 17.00 121










SKUs WITH NORMAL DISTRIBUTION OF DEMAND PATTERN T--~,
NO PART·NO PRICE MONTHLY DEMAND I COEF ANNUAL DEl'ilAND LEAOTllI'ILl I-(R) )(1 X2 X3 X4 X5 ;;6 xr X8 X9 )(10 X11 )(12 STDI+r UNITS USAGE SUP? tOTAL XI+r 5TDI+r ROa
1)(1+< (R) WEEKS WEeKS UNITS UNITS iCj
~ le1637306149 51 44 114 155 139 181 238 1116 203 169 4 17 21 0.33 '476 7527e 14 17 482.5 16t12 85
46 SG031a51861031 728 0 0 2 0 2 3 5, 3 5 0 3 1 0.3'1 24 17472 30 33 15.2 5.11 1
47 18135199e316 1540. 1 3 11 10 10 4 4 10 13 0 7 4 0.34 77 llBe8Q 14 17 25.2 BA8 4
48 181417156003 725 12 23 29 23 26 29 18 6 6 0 0 16 0,34 196 143550 14 17 ~.7 21.69 11
49 SE0316S1646133 Be7 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 2 0 0 0 1 0.35 8 7096 30 33 5.1 1.79 0
50 181637010010 439 6 2 3 7 5 6 8 0 5 0 2 2 0.35 46 20194 14 17 15.0 531 3
51 151065C06228 490 1 7 4 3 7 5 11 .: 14 0 5 5 0.35 Il6I 32340 14 17 21.0 7.74 4
52 C0181322070OO9 450 7 1 2 3 2 2 3 3 3 0 2 i 0.36 29 13060 14 11, 9.5 3.41 2
53 MA877200629 1375 1 7 18 9 7 101 7 17 10 12 9 14 0.37 121 166375 4 7 16.3 5.95 7
54 161934200231 66 15 7 6 6 2 5 9 6 13 0 1 4 0.37 74 4834 14 17 24.2 8.86 4
55 CC181356110OO6 544 4 1 2 3 :;. 7 3 3 0 0 3 2 0.37 31 16854 14 17 10.1 3.71 2
55 SC1Bl356Cl4000s 5'!) 0 2 3 1 2 3 1 5 4 0 4 1 o.ssl 26 13260 14 17 8.S 3.24 2
57 FA031250307666 1;0 31 26 20 48 43 36 34 38 35 0 14 15 0.38 346 38060 4 7 46.0 17.76 20
58.50031861740101 731 1 4 2 G 6 1 1 1 5 c 1 0 0.3& 21 15351 30 33 13.3 6.13 1
59 181323010272 276 1 9 4 5 6 4 6 6 0 !! 0 6 0.39 461 126961 1~ 17 150 5.82 S
50 181:539030049 187 0 :' 4 2 4 i 1 5 5 0 2 1 0.39 26 5236 14 tt 9.2 3.60 2
61 181303010322 1095 5 6 t 11 1 2 2 4 9 C 5 5 0.39 51 e5S45 14 17 16.7 6.581 3
62 151024016141 381 11 13 7 2 2 121 9 1 10 0 5 1 0.40 73 _.26353 14 17 23.9 9.50 4
63 S0031882209304 750 1 0 1 1 1 2 0 1 0 0 4 1 0.41 12 0000 30 33 7.6 3.10 1
64 104274069260 100 11 9 41 4 10 12 8 10 18 0 16 11 0.41 150 15000 11 11 49.0 20.03 9
55 SC031882320032 1533 0 0 2 1 1 2 i 4 s 0 1 0 0.41 17 26061 30 33 10.8 ,'.46 1
~6 181437016181 564 " 4 1 8 J S 1 6 0 0 2 2 0.42 37 20866 14 17 12.1 5.08 257' MAB73000066 1420 14 16 1i 11 9 8 6 14 29 2 11 14 0.42 151 214420 4 7 20.3 8.65 9
68 FA181335112002 217 0 70 5 91 44 10 66 99 55 0 5 60 0.44 514 111538 14 17 168.0 ;~13 30
69 MA161307?56031 771 17 8 2 4 8 3 12 7 S 1 4 5 0.44 77 59357 8 11 16.3 7.15 4
70 lA02Kl941 592 2 11 4 5 9 ·i5 10 6 9 0 "I 0 0.44 78 46176 8 11 16.5 7.28 5
71 181523156116 403 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 " 1 0 0.44 7 2821 14 17 2.3 1.02 .0n'LA02K1948 602 6 4 6 3 7 11 3 5 5 0 12 0 0.45 62 37324 8 11 13.f 5.86 4
73 FA01CB580722422R 27 92 243 55' fJ7 129 223 66 142 141 0 148 16 0.46 1352 38504 6 9 234.0 lPS.55 78
74 LD0592215 ~1 9 3 5 4 9 i 5 0 3 0 3 5 0.46 63 111653 6 :l 9.2 4.22 3-
75 A'.A151051006133 606 S 8 5 3 8 3 3 :I 10 0 6 3 0.47 60 36360 4 7 8.1 3.78 3
76 SEI813072!!6020 233 0 1 3 1 6 6 2 2 4 0 5 1 0.47 31 7223 11 14 11.3 393 2
77 500156541010502 660 0 1 1 1 2 0 2 3 2 0 2 1 0.48 15 9900 6 11 '<>.2 1.53 1
78 M003il501308B44 144 6 3 5 1 1 4 8 G 5 0 8 3 0049 55 7920 4 7 7.4 3.60 3
79 M"'181521505006 218 2 6 :I 4 4 15 3 4 15 0 4 1 0.49 64 13952 11 14 17.2 BAil 4
BO 181152025781! 248 2 1 0 1 1 0 2 0 1 0 1 0 0.51 9 2232 14 17 2.9 1.49 1
i SOSl7DJ













SKUs WITH NORMAL DISTRIBUTION Of DEMAND PATTERN















--_._. +-"R:::-OP'-+--=7-+-----:::::--i--==_=_~MOHQ I ,"UMV
. Llnl!.;:r '(R)
1121 126131 971 26.171 26581 37.61 - 33.81 3814.91 'lil61 120201 911 20.391 2304.3! 1457.371 21.961 3161.61 1171 132401 1021 31.191 3524.171 105.461 38.77i 4381.45
!lS41 1637091 610T 166.051 391911 A97.61 2£)7.11 49021.61 6651 1572121 5831 138.541 32695.01 16111.521 180.191 42525.31 7251 1712161 6421 1971181 46699.251 1397.431 239.531 65529.55
681 4011211 591 17.7el 107091 135.01 2221 13385.91 651 390451 561 14.841 8933.91 4516.741 19.251 11590.81 711 428721 62[ 21.201 12760.541 381.ss1 25.611 15417.45
703 10821.431 324.001 26S:G31 13064.991
521 5780.13. 172.96 195035 61337.29
1031 381381 831 27.521 9833! ~~.41 :17.81 13247.11 951 333871 751 19.661 6881.01 6144.521 29.9::'1 '0495.51 1091 379641 asl 32.791 11478.041 343.471 43.121 1509246
511 493781 441 13.811 134331 170.61 17.11 16604.81 491 474201 421 11.791 11475.01 538;.73! 15.051 14646.61 631 51tl511 471 16.451 16006.621 478.981 19.711 19178.23
221 041>401 201 5.931 258091 327.81 6.71 28S47.t!! 221 956331 211 6.111 2630231 5334.161 6.841 29740.11 zsl 997841 :?tl 7.071 30753.651 920.271 7.791 33891.29
1631 2284831 1521 45.4:21 63174t 80241 50.81 70697.41 1641 2284241 1641 46.811 65115.51 12519.311 52151 i253B.71 1721 2385i"51 1611 84.121 76276.611 2252.5&1 59.4r.1 82699.79
12551 125511 10741 351.101 35111 44.51 441.51 4415.01 11901 119021 1009[ 286.191 2551.91 15-:5.871.376.691 3755.91 13221 132241 11421 418.361 4183.681 125.19[ 503.76! 5OaT.~
So 200351 841 27.671 57651 73.11 33.71 7015.31 931 19311; ali 24.22i 5036.91 2142.001 30.271 6295.91 1021 211381 sol 32.971 6557.851 205.21! 39.031 8117.85
301 24921 271 asil 7221 9.21 10.71 878.51 291 24021 251 7.71! 6322! 265.401 9.611 788.41 321 26301 2BI 10.501 000.811 25.761 12.401 1016.93
84 1521~71 7s1 36354[ 621 18.31 407.231 31.431 17404.63
118 36263.2, 1201 113595, ~12 35.99 116529 44.66 42523.99
1661 18303l 1471 49.621 54091 65.71 60.11 6545.91 1621 178331 1411 43.';31 4733.61 1934.961 53.871 5871.&1 1771 193451 157: 59.13! 6444.901 192.861 69.571 7583.11
4561 433361 406f 138.081 126411 163.11 167.01 15532.01 4491 417331 SSf! lal.84 I 11238.31 ~4.261 149.771 13629.01 4921 457961 4351 154.531 15301.261 457.881 19346! 17992.00
121 45901 101 3.721 13701 17.41 4.71 t141.61 121 ~121 101 2.911 1091.71 631.921 3.981 1463.21 131 48S31 111 4.441 183zesl 48.ssl 5.451 2004.10 .....CD
m16 10m 14 4.89 3225 41.0 5.9 3891.3 iEiI 103741 14 429 2822.4 ~t,.2.79~1 :>~88.7J 17 11365 15 5.82 364273 114.99 6.83 ';09.08
I 416 11222 365 126.93 3428 43.5 1524 4115.6 403 10870 352 113.91 3075.5 1168.13 139.35 3763.21 440 11819 $9 151.28 4084.51 12223 176.75 477223
I 147 41988 129 45.33 12918 164.1 54.3 154823 143 40660 125 40.67 115!!0.1 43S0.50 49.07 141555 11;6 44462 138 84.0~ 153.."2.48 460.61 63.01 17957.45
71 13693 63 21.95 4215 535 26.3 5051.1 69 13280 60 19.70 3781.6 1421.72 24.05 4617.9 76 1~'iOC 67 26.16 5022.28 15029 30:51 5858.58
27 18790 23 8.34 5883 74.7 10.0 7021.7 26 18185 23 7.49 ".,8.2 1938."4 9.10 6417.0 28 19917 :25 9.04 7009.84 209.76 11.58 8145.68
370 230677 330 117.92 T.:I5SS 934.7 131.8' ll.."98G.7 353 226647 323 111.47 £,)554.8 21053.40 131.34 81958.8 392 244773 353 140.52 87681.47 2623.79 160.39 100083.47
707 9S05 847 :<2M2 3178 40.4 Z 1 4289.4 646 9046 436 165.67 2319.4 1S()5.93 245.75 3441>.5 751 10514 591 270.51 3787.18 113.33 350.59 4909.26
340 16585 277 111.27 5120 77.7 142.4 7633.5 317 17442 255 88.SS 4876.3 2912.88 119,M 8589.8 361 19858:ZOO 13259 7292.47 218.22 183.74 9005.94
I 21 9219 19 7.10 3048 :!<t7 0.4 3592.1 21 8976 18 6.54 2805.3 925.65 7.81 3349.6 23 9802 20 8.46 3631.42 108.67 9.731 4175.92
I 140 5758 1:::4 46.61 1911 24.3' 50:.9. 2250.3 137 5606 120 42.S0 1759.0 577.04 51.18 2098.41 149 6124 133 65.54 2276.95 68.14 63.811 2516.35
b15 6153 533 204.52 2045 26.0 245.6[ 2455.0 594 5943 512 183.50 1835.0 69B.~1 224.58 :<245.81 684 6545, 5721 243.70 2437.00 7292 264.751 2647.77
201 154531 191 6.721 51761 65.81 7.31 5645.21 21! 159791 201 7.401 5704.11 793.981 8.001 6171.11 211 164451 201 8,001 6170.131 104.64! 8.611 8$37.17
11 20514 11 3.86 6897 87.61 4.2 7516.21 12 212141 i11 4.251 7587.81 1052171 4.601 8216.7 121 21835 12 4.801 8218.671 245.93 4.94 8837.49
25 6370 22 - 629 1807 22.9, 9.7 2121.0t 24 52261 211 7.63j 1S629L 534.521 9.071 1977.4 26t 5716 23 9.671 2152.62 64.4~ 11.32 2461.04
177 SS150 157 60.03 28815 366.01 70.4 33785.81 174 83572 ( 1531 56.741. 27231'1 045Q31! 67.101 32207.7 1891 90671 168 71.531 34335.181 1027.45 81.89 39305.95
21 7246 19 1.25 2466 3131 8.5 2888.11 21 71111 lsi 6.851 2331.3 716.94. 8:10. 2753.0 231 7718 zo 8.641 2938.881 87.94 9.88 3360,61
10al 60521 941 37.111 20781 26.41 44.21 2475.61 1041 58391 Sal 33.301 lss-n1 675.551 40.391 2262.01 1151 64501 10il 44.221 2476.401 74.101 •••.321 2873.79
1981 572501 142i 68.331 197471 260.81 as.ll 27783.11 1771 510251 1211 45.791 13522.51 1~1.921 74.801 21558.91 2111 510331 1551 81.421 23529.631 704.101 109.231 31566.05
211 181571 191 7.261 62901 7!!.JlI 8.51 7321.51 211 118131 181 6.861 5935.61 1781.571 8.071 6983.61 221 1936QI 201 8.651 7482531 ~.9H 9.861 8530.52
841 46971 73! 29.071 16281 20.71 34.61 1935.01 811 45301 701 26.os1 1480.71 521.771 31.561 1767.61 891 80091 731 34.641 1939.941 56.051 40.121 2240.86




I 241 172081 221 8.41! etzo 7797.01
39 60240 35 13.941 ~4 2900825
7481 381261 6621 265.031 135161 171.71 307.61 15587.81 7331 373861 5481 250.511 1277611 3591.421 293.09i 14047.51 '19BI 407151 7131 315.801 16105.691 481.951 358.371 18277.11
Paga1
MANORMAL.XLS
SKUs WITH NORMAL DISTRiBUTION OF DEMAND PATTERN - .- --
PROaAB~lITY (P1.=:O.95) OF NO STOCKOUT FRACTION (P2=O.95) Of DEMAND AVERAGE TiME BE1WEEN{TiBS:::2yr)
PER REPLENISHMENT CYCLE SATISfIED DIRECTLY F~OrJi SHELF STOCKOUT OCCASIONS
MOHQ MOHY ROP ss SS1I EVSPY AOHQ AOHY MOHCl r.10HY ROP ;oS SSV EVSPY I AOHCl AOHY F.lOHQ MOHV ROI' SS SSY EVS!'Y AOHQ AOHY
unllo (H) unlff; unlls (R) (HJ onils (R) unlln I (R) unlto unll .. (R) (R) ~ unlta (R) unit. (R) untte unltn (H) (R) unHn. (H)
101 73034 S9 35.01 26105 331.6 41.7 30245,5 99 71605 B7 34.03 24675.0 7039.47 39.75 28815.9 108 7l!035 96 42.90 31105.57 930.61 48.62 35246.44
8 7117 8 :7..95 2513 33.2 3.2 2810.0 8 7491 8 3.37 2988.2 347.93 3.60 3192.9 9 7617 8 3.51 3113.94 93.18 3.74 3318.64
24 10437 21 8.74 3836 48.7 10.1 4418.1 24 lil329 21 8.49 3726.8 990.28 9.62 4309,3 25 11172 23 10.41 4570.40 136.76 11,74 5152.92
34 16808 30 12.73 6235 79.2 14.6 7168.4 34 16631 30 12.36 6058.6 1505.90 14.27 5991.5 37 le003 33 15.16 7430.03 222.34 17.07 8362.92
15 6794 13 562 2527 32.1 6.5 2903.7 15 5722 13 5.46 2455.6 639.95 6.29 2832.0 16 7278 14 6.69 3011.42 90.11 7.53 3387.87
25 35858 19 9.79' 13461 171.0 13.3 18260.6 23 32220 16 7.14 9623.6 8188.77 10.63 14622.9 28 38437 21 11.67 16040.10 479.99 15.16 20639:38
39 2559 34 14.57 S62 12.2 16.7 1102.8 38 2531 34 14.16 934.6 233.50 15.3G 1075£ 42 2743 37 17.37 1145.15 34.30 19.50 1287.05
16 6635 14 6.11 = 42.2 7.0 3808.4 16 8741 14 5.93 3227.7 826.98 6.63 3714.2 11 9472 16 7.28 3958.38 118.45 8.17 4444.85:
14 7054 12 5.33 2719 34.5 6.1 3101.1 14 7054 12 5.33 2719.2 650.25 6.08 3101.7 15 7675 13 5.35 3240.08 9655 7.10 3022.58!
76 8337 55 29.22 3214 40.8 39.2 4311.9 S8 7459 48 21.32 2345.5 1866.40 31.30 3443.~ III 5953 61 34.62 3829.59 114.60 44.80 4927.58
22 15908 21 8.43 6166 78.3 9.0 6lm8.7 23 15792 22 9.64 7050.3 752.79 10.25 7493.2 23 17059 22 lC.05 7347.12 219.8S 10.66 7789.93
25 6793 22 9.57 2643 33.5 10.9 3008.8 25 5793 22 9.67 2642.5 022.59 1020 .3008.8 2E' 7299 24 11.41 3148.77 94.22 12.74 3516.001
15 2820 13 5.93 1108 14.1 6.7 1259.5 15 2820 13 6.93 1108.4 256.77 6.74 1259.5 16 ~.33 15 7.06 1320.77 39.52 7.S7 14~
27 30108 25 10.82 11851 150.5 12.3 13462.3 27 30108 25 10.62 11851.4 2738.55 12.29 13462.3 30 32379 27 12.90 14121.79 422.58 14.37 15732.71'
39 14257 35 15.63 5642 71.7 17.7 6402.2 39 14267 35 15.63 5542.1 1232.31 17.73 64022 42 15338 38 18.62 57Z!.91 201.18 20.73 7433.10
13 ·9539 12 5.10 3827 48.6 M 4086.9 14 10272 13 6.08 4580.5 441.35 6.43 4820.1 14 10272 13 6.08 4560.46 136.47 6.43 4820.08
82 8100 73 32.95 3295 41.9 37.3 :0127.6 62 8199 73 32.95 3294.9 735.58 37.28 3727.6 88 8830 80 39.26 3S2S.14 117.49 43.59 43.."!!.64
~8 27782 17 7.33 11243 142.6 7.8 11994.7 20 29935 19 8.74 ~3396.8 1277.99 9.23 14148.5 2tI 29935 19 8.74' 12396.77 401).59 9.23 14148.53
20 11537 18 8.35 4714 59.9 9.4 5316.3 20 11537 18 8.36 4714.4 1023.33 9.43 5316.3 22 12440 20 9£5 6617.51 166.10 11.03 6219.47
34 48827 26 14.0$ 19963 253.6 18.4 26148.2 31 44078 22 10.71 15214.1 10514.63 15.07 21399,3 37 52652 28 16.75 23787.40 711.82 21,11 29972.59
288 6"),588 259 120.29 26104 331.6 135.1 28321.2 292 63370 262 123.93 25905.9 6459.85 138.82 30123.4 311 67569 282 143.34 31104.52 930.77 158.17 34321£6
28 21623 24 11.76 9064 115.1 14.0 10776.7 27 20661 22 10.66 8132.5 :2911.27 12.77 9845.1 ae 23-'59 26 14.0f 10800.62 323.20 16.23 12513.13'
28 16!l53 24 11.97 7085, SO.o 14.2 6416.8 26 16290 23 11.02 6521.7 2264.4G lS.27 7563.7 31 18210 26 14.26 6442.11 252.62 16.51 9774.11
4 159S 4 1.87 674 8.6 1.9 166.1 4 1617 4 1.72 694.4 136.34 1.93 775.8 4 1725 4 1.99 802.79 24.02 2.19 684.16
23 '3695 19 9.63 5799 73.7 11.4 6875.8 22 16234 18 8.87 5388,1 1830.31 10.66 6414.8 25 1480E 21 11.48 6910.07 206.78 13.2"1 7986.72'
409 050 331 175.26 4732 60.1 214.3 0785.1 384 10360 306 149.72 4042.3 1790.10 188.7'2 5095.3 443 11967 385 2C8J14 5629.U!I 168.73 2H.64 5661.59i
15 3239 13 6.94 1395 17.7 8.0 1702.0 15 3064 12 6.07 1m.6 522.41 7.60 1527.9 17 3S09 14 6.27 1661.94 49.73 9.60 1969.24
14 8563 11 6.22 3763 41.9 7.9 4817.1 13 7667 10 4.95 3002.5 1783.04 6.59 4051.3 15 9385 12 7.41 4490.16 134.35 9.14 5539.00
15 3450 13 6.46 1506 19.1 7:4 1714.0 15 3450 13 6.48 1505.6 354.20 7.36 1714.0 16 3739 14 7.70 1794.08 53.59 B.59 2002.44
6 3758 5 2.52 1654 21.1 3.0 1949.4 6 ;3667 5 2.38 1572.7 48MB 2.62 1858.3 6 4077 5 3.00 1962.67 59.33 3.44 2268.1~
~ 1919 10 5.92 563 10.8 7.5 1081.4 12 1761 9 4.83 S95.2 38a38 6.41 923.7 14 2082 11 7.05 1016.32 30.41 &.64 \24478
31 5798 27 13.95 3041 38.6 15.8 3443.9 31 6798 27 13.95 3041.5 584.1& 15.60 3443.9 34 7380 ZO 16.62 3624.12 108.45 18.47 ~)25.58
5 1337 5 2.45 007 7.7 2.7 671.3 6 1316l 5 2.80 646.0 109.45 2.8E; 710.3 6 1453 5 2.92 723.17 21.64 3.18 187.fJj
I i



















SKUs WITH NORMAL OIS rRIBUTION OF DEMAND PATTERN
fRACTIONAL CHARGE (82:-::0.2) COST (Bi=RiSO) PER STOCKOUT
PER UNIT SHORT OCCASION
MOHC MOW PoOP 55 55V EVSI"Y foJHC AOHV MOHC MOHY ROP 55 5SY EVSPY AOHQ AOHY ESPY
units (R) units unlts (R) (Rl units (R) units {R} units units (Rl {R} units (RJ
114 12564 99 27.86' 3147.88 493.55 35.44 4005.18 114 12629.6 98 27.6 3113.7 565.306 35.1 3971.0 0.8
704 166230 621 176.75 41712.94 6540.l17 21a4O 5154324 629 146343.8 545 101.0 23826.6 341\)4.8 1426 33656.9 27
236 57397 190 61.32 14m.OO 2316.65 65.43 20586.81 2.19' 527925 17! 42.2 101725 6044.23 66.3 15984.3 20
28 21931 28 121 5745.90 <100.89 8,13 6481.59 27 2.1261H 2.5 e.4 5CSi.4 1553.3 7.3 5817.1 f.-;
414 73737 .¥9 11002 1958429 31)70.57 142.52 2.5366.40 372 6Wl7.4 307 68.01 12104.3 13565.3 100.6 17005.4 24
69 41510 0'0 16.93 11398.04 1787.07 2.5.35 14054.94 84 38630.5 55 142 8518.9 5239.98 18.8 11175.8 1.7
115 35OZ'() 624 197.Z8 ~1.38 15·l6.35 243.04 11906.69 672 329".<5.7 581 154.4 75672 3916.S4 2.00.1 9804.7 1.5
630 18552 470 147.51 516296 809.49 177.71 622.002 516 18056.2 455 133.3 4688.7 1295.32 163.5 5723.8 1.0
105 36758 84 29.29 102.5247 1607.46 39.62 lZ865.89 98 344020 78 226 78962 4153.77 329 11510.6 1.5
52 50242 45 14.69 14297.52 2241.Er!:. 17.95 17459.12 47 45898.5 41 10.2 0053.6 7783.21 135 1312.5.2 2.0
:u 955001 21 6.31 27469.84 4308.93 7.03 30607.58 19 "1346.3, 18 ":'-? 14315.1 26963.1 4.0 17453.8 3.1
1661 ZlG548 155 46.34 67239.01 10542.23 63.R8 74e82.13 145 201716.0 134 2', 38407~2 54975.1 32.9 45830.4 2.7
1278 12m 1097 373.69 37.a~.oa 565.90 484.09 4640.91 1263 12629.5 1082 358.9 3569.1 758.142 449.3 4493" 0.8.f
98 20406 86 29.45 ttl25.60 "CO.42 35.51 7385.60 94 19624.4 82 2.5.7 5344.4 1687.93 31.8 6604.4, ~ L
31 2538 27 9.38 768.00. 120.Z5 11.28 925,01 33 2691.4 29 11.2 922.1 54.6271 13.1 1076.3 0.3
86 39993 70 26.14 12155,55 1905.64 34.30 15951.57 7fJ 36750.1 63 19.2 8912.7 5588.23 27.3 12706.7 1.7
120 113595 112 .38.~ 34783.85 5453.64 40.47 S836il.OO 104 98680.2 97 21.0 19868.6 28439.4 24.7 23450.9 27
171 18656 150 5':'61 5756.75 902.59 63.2!l 8894.96 165 17988.8 144 46.7 5089.0 '158629 57.1 6227.2 1.1
4751 44163 417 146.96 13667.47 214289 175.89 16358.21 432 40153.3 374 103.9 9656.2 7049.56 132.C! 12349.0 1.9
13 4578 11 3.96 1458.24 228.63 4.97 1829.781 13 4636.9 11 4.4 1616.9 164.524 5.4 ·~8B.5 0.5
1'{ 10984 15 5.20 3432.43 538.16 621 4098.77 17 10897.C! 14 5.1 3345.9 616.405 6.1 40~2.2 0.8
424 11443 373 135.13 3648.39 57202 160.60 433&.11 419 1'313.1 368 130.3 3518.9 740.100 155.6 4200.6 0.8
150 42819 132 48.24 13746.95 2155,66 57.24 16313.95 136 38766.9 118 34.0 9696.9 7091.61 43.0 12261.9' 1.9
73 13964 64 23.36 4488.02 703.35 2.7.72 5.>"'22.33 71 13645.2 62 21.7 4167.1 1016.79 26.1 5003.4 0.9
27 19168 24 8.88 Ei.<51.36 981.70 10.50 7400.21 26 16344.1 23 7.7 5437.2 1725.33 9.3 6576.0 1.1
377 235411 338 12.5.51 78319.28 12279.48 145.39 90721.28 323 201628.3 284 71.7 44736.3 64034.4 P1.6 57138.3 27
722 10109 562 241.63 3382.80 530.38 321.71 4503.86 717 10032.2 556 236.1 3305.7 607.494 316.2 4426.8 0.8
347 19079 285 118.43. 6513.82 1021.29 149.59 8m.28 330 181732 268 1020 5607.8 1958.44 133.1 7321.3 1.2
22 9415 19 7.56 3243.68 506.57 8.83 3788.18 22 9363.4 101 1.4 31924 582.509 8.7 3736.9 0.8
143 5881 127 49.61 2033.83 318.88 57.85 237326 146 8000.2 130 52.5 2153.3 273.552 60.8 2492.7 0.6
628 tr.!84 546 217.68 2176,79 34129 258.76 2587.56 639 6359.5 557 2282 2281.8 292.812 289.3 2692.5 0.6
20 15786 19 7.15 5511.31 864.10 7.75 5978.36 20 15191.2 18 6.4 4916.2 138272 7.0 5383.2 1.0
12 20957 11 4.11 7341,03 1150.98 4.45 7959.95 11 19767.7 10 3.4 6151.4 2394.52 3.8 6770.3 1.3
25 54BS 22 8.82 1922.77 301.47 10.28 2237.19 2S 5615.8 23 0.4 2052.3 2.56.643 10.9 2361).7 0,6
181 B70C4 161 83.89 30569.05 4808.52 7425 35839.82 148 71223.6 128 31.0 148882 33246.9 41.4 19859.0 3.4
22 7405 19 7.72 282.5.08 411.58 8.96 3046.81 22 7453.7 19 7,9 2674.1 411.58 9.1 3095.8 0.7
110 6186 95 39.50 2211.98 348.81 ~6.60 2600.37 112 6287,0 96 41.3 2313.1 297.547 48.4 2710.5 0.6
202 56521 147 72.72 21017.~ 3295.24 100.53 29053.67 173 50095.5 118 43.6 12.5921 158563 71.4 2.0628.6 2.6
2.1 16561 19 7.73 66B<>.59 1047.90 8.94 7731.57 20 17598.4 18 6.6 5721.3 2!lOO.4B 7.8 6769.3 1.2
86 4602 7'; 3C.94 173280 271,68 36.42 2039.73 88 4946.1 77 33.5 167e.9 195.501 39.0 2183.8 0,5
94 10276 54 34.12 3719.38 583.15 39.43 4297.92 93 10132.0 82 32.8 3575,31 754.593 Z8.1 4153.8 0.8
















SKUs WITH NORM_i\:1...DISTRIBUTION OF DEMAND PATTERN
FRACTIONAL CHARGE (82=0.2) COST (B1=R150) PER STOCKOUT
PER UNIT SHORT OCCASION -MOHO MOHY ROP SS SS'I EVSPY AOHO AOHV MOHO MOHY ROP SS 55V EVSPY AOHO AOHY ESPY
units (R) units units (k) (RI units (RJ units (R) units unlls (Rl (R) units (R!
86 15534 74 31.17 5641.94 884.511 37.~ ~?01.83 82 14900.8 71 27~7 5008.5 1554.65 33.! 6088.4 1.1
76 11251 68 27.96 4138.24 648.82 32.20 4765.82 74 11014.7 66 26.4 3902.2 839.571 30.6 4529.8 0.8
765 36595 67S 282.08 14886.01 2255.55 324.66 16557.43 679 34603.6 593 196~0 9994.4 7831.38 238.5 12165.8 20
24 176mj 23 8.95 6514.30 1021.88 9.64 7018.30 23 16696.1 22 7.7 5606.1 1958.58 0.4 61121 1.2
40 61622 36 14.84 22655.55 ~4e 17.06 26276.13 34 51927.9 29 8.5 13161.4 18886.9 10.8 16581.9 27
103 74714 92 38.32 27764.28 4350.23 44.03 31925.14 65 61310.4 73 19.8 14380.6 27271.7 25.5 16521.5 3.1
6 7265 8 3.14 2781.45 436.10 3.37 2965.15' 8 7310.7 8 3.2 2807.5 438.097 3.4 30122 0.7
24 10684 22 9.30 406241: 840.07 10.63 4664.91 24 10461.0 21 6.8 3651,\.1 828.241 10.1 4441.7 0.8
35 17209 31 13.54 6638.69 1040.55 15.45 75G9.58 33 15282.7 2S 11.6 500M 1995.38 13.5 6622.91 1.2
15 6956 14 5.98 2669.88 421.74 a.81 3056.32 16 6995.9 14 6.1 2729.6 421.739 6.9 3108.0 0.7
27 36724 20 10.4:<: 14327.42 2246.36 13.91 19126.70 24 323$4.0 17 7.2 9967.4 7799.49 10.7 14766.7 20
40 2620 35 15.51 1023.78 160.52 17.65 1164.66 42 2784.0 36 1s.o 1187.3 93.9097 20.1 1328.2 0.4-17 9049 15 !l.SO 3535.73 554.38 7.39 402219 16 tl9422 15 6.3 3429.0 634.957 7.2 391Fi4 0.8
14 7229 13 5.67 2694.12 453,76 6.42 3276.82 14 7237.6 13 5.7 2902.6 453.762 6.4 3285.1 0.7
78 8544 58 31.10 3420.76 536.33 41.08 4518.66 77 6459.9 67 3Il.3 3336.4 614.313 40.3 4434.3 0.8
22 16305 21 8.98 6582.83 1028.94 9.56 7>J05.45 21 153825 20 7.7 5840.5 1973.11 8.3 6083.4 1.2
25 6963 23 10.19' 261256 440.97 11.52 '3178.79 25 6984.4 23 10;3 2B33B 440.974 1~.6 3200.1 0.7
15 2592 14 6.31 1179.75 164.97 7.12 1330.79 16 3056.2 15 7.2 1344.4 106.216 8.0 1495.5 0.4
20 30871 25 11.52 12613.94 1977.71 1299 14224.65 25 27401.4 22 8.4 9144.3 6150.23 9.8 10755.3 1.8
4l) 14820 36 16.63 6005.08 941.52 18.74 6765.26 38 13877.0 34 14.6 5267.6 1654.71 16.7 6021.7 1.1
13 97e5 12 5.43 4073.52 688.66 5.78 4333.14 13 9563.8 12 5.1 36523 828.441 5.5 4111.9 0.8
84 6411 75 35.07 3508.93 549.84 39.40 3-039.62 83 630S.7 74 34.1 3405.9 629.7i15 88.4 3838.6 0.8
19 285(;5 18 7.81 11S66.33 1876.17 8.30 12718.09 17 25354.4 16 5.B B&:~1 ')501.23 11.2 9567.4 1.7
21 11840 19 6.90 5017.70 786.71 9.9S 561966 20 11363.4 16 6.1 4561.2 1256.88 11.2 5163.1 1.0
35 50112 27 14.96 21247.50 3331.34 ~9.32 2743269 29 41531.1 21 6.9 12666.9 16030 13.3 18852.1 26
r---2?~ 84248 256 128.03 27783,33 4351>.08 14286 31000.78 234 5()844.7 205 S6.3 14380.4 27270.8 81.1 17597.8 3.1
29 22206 24 1251 9647.39 151259 14.73 11359.90 26 20111.9 22 9.6 7553.5 3808.82 120 9266.0 1.5
29 <7309 25 12.74 7540.70 118229 14.99 887'.1.70 27 16047.2 23 10.6 6279.2 2459.65 12.9 ;'611.2 1.3
4 ltl39 4 1.78 717.07 112.431 1.96 198.44 4 1789.0 4 22 866.8 51.1314 24 948.1 0.3
23 14068 20 10.25 617224 ~.731 1204 7248.90 22 13271.8 18 8.9 5376.4 1700.76 10.7 8453.0 1.1
421 11355 343 166.54 5036.62 789.681 225.54 6089.62 4;)3 10683.0 325 169.4 4575.0 1263.S::; ..",,""l' 5l>'26.0 1.0
17 3328 14 7.39 1464.49 232751 8.91 1791.78 17 3405.9 14 8.2 16421 167.465 9.7 1949.4 05
15 ~>5 11 6.62 4010.72 628.83 8.35 50';9.57 14 8698,2 11 6.3 3803.6 813.7 8.0 4652.5 0.8
~;
3547 13 6.88 160252 251.26 7.77 1810.88 16 3699.2 14 7.5 1754.5 180.802 8.4 1982.9 0.5
6' 3865 5 2.66 1770.88 277.65 3.12 2£l5'1.46 6 4<lO6.6 5 29 1912.3 199.797 3.3 ?'197.9 0.5
14 1974 11 6.30 Wl.BD 142.33 l.SS 11J6.28 15 :2';34.2 12 7.4 1066.0 64.73'1.· 11.01 1298.5 0.3
32 6993 ;.o;l 14.85 3237.15 507.55 16.70 S539.B2 32 69<l3.4 28 14.6 3187.1 581.338 16.5 35b<l.5 0.8
6 1376 5 2.60 645.96 101.28 2.66 710.34 6 1519.6 6 3.2 789.9 46.060? 3.4L 6.."4.'4: 0.3
I














SKUS W~rH GAMMA DiSTRIBUT;ON OF DEMAND PATTERN
-r--
j II
NO PART-NO PRICE MONTHLY DEMAND ANNUAL LEAOT!ME UT PARAMETERS
eo X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 XG X7 X8 X9 X10 xn X12 AVG 510 COEF DEMAND SUPP TOTAL XI+r STDI+r COEF a"aa beta
r-1 I UNITS UNITS UNITS WEEKS INEEKS UNITS UNiTS
FAST MOVING SKUs WITH GAMMA DISTRIBUTION OF DEMAND
I I !
81 FA03075013i003 68 44 146 32 154 243 1"i~! 118 19 120 3 155 101 109.9 69.35 0.63 1319 4 7 177.6 9t.74 , 0.52 3.75 47.40
82 LBS87721600 274 12 0 121 7 0 18 15 0 0 0 3 5 6.0 6.38 1.06 72 16 19 26.3 13.90 0.53 3.58 7.34
83 MA106326790001 163 7 23 25 31 31 29 311 11 10 0 7 5 17.5 11.351 .0.65 210 .Ii 7 28.3 15.02 r--o.s;. :;.54 7.98
84 151322050077 507 8 9 1 12 16 5 17 1 1 1 0 0 5.9 6.08 1.03 71 14 17 23.2 12.52 0.54 3.43 6.76
85 MA878000171 985 3 6 18 6 10 10 6 8 21 1 6 5 8.3 5.59 0.67 100 4 7 13.5 7.39 0.55 3.32 4.06
86 LA033151119001 237 0 54 3 0 26 9 1 40 2 0 4 1 11.7 17.49 1.50 140 30 33 88.8 50.24 0.57 3.13 28.40
87 LA18143-tOO6S15 1114 2 4 2 12 0 9 10 10 16 0 2 3 5.8 5.08 0.S7 70 8 11 14.8 8.42 0.57 3.09 4.79
88 MA897811545 825 3 ;2 15 12 2 11! 27 5 20 0 7 10 10.3 7.46 0.72 124 4 7 16.7 9.87 0.59 2.86 5.134
89 MA871060024 330 13 11 35 11 1.0 13 1 33 61 11 12 21 19.8 15.46 0.78 2381 4 7 32.0 20.46 0.64 2.45 13.06
90' LB687721620 301 1 6 .2 3 4 20 29 5 0 0 C 8 6.5 8.61 1.32 78 16 19 28.5 16.76 0.6S 2.31 12.35
91 '5D687721630 348 0 0 0 0 3 13 26 0 i) 0 1 0 3.6 7.64 2.13 43 16 19 15.7 16.66 1.0S 0.89 11.66
92 5F18139115tJ140 164 1 0 0 0 0 4 6 1 23 0 1 1 3.1 6.26 2.03 37 14 17 12.1 12.91 1.07 0.88 13.79
93 _LAOS93298CO 203 6 0 0 0 0 10 6 Hi 459 0 6 24 51.8 126.34 2.44 622 16 19 227.3 275.35 1.21 0.68 333.61
_94 LA156453020508 365 0 0 0 117 0 0 7 0 0 0 0 0 10.3 32.22 3.12 124 5 9 21.5 48.33 2.25 0.20 108.83
I
SLOW MOVING SKUs WiTH GAMMA DISTRIBUTION OF DEMAND
1
95 181152025788 248 2 1 0 1 1 0 2 0 1 0 1 0 0.8 0.72 C.96 9 14 17 2.9 1.49 0.51 3.91 0.75
96150181434900514 1!O4 5 3 1 0 3 2 2 5 2 0 0 2 2.1 1.66 0.79 25 8 11 5.3 2.75 0.52 3.71 1,43
971SE181322010059 328 3 0 3 1 0 2 3 1 2 0 0 0 1.3 1.23 0.99 15 14 17 4.9 2.54 0.52 3.72 1.32
98 1!!16251 04146 1155 0 3 1 5 4 0 2 0 3 0 3 0 1.6 1.74 0.99 21 14 17 6.9 3.58 0.52 3.67 1.87
99 500156541010501 631 3 3 2 0 1 1 6 11 5 1 2 1 2.2 1.72 0.80 26 8 11 5.5 2.86 0.52 3.70 1.49
100 5F161434906014 l 205 2 2 0 1 5 3 1 3 4 0 2 0 1.9 1.55 0.61 23 8 11 4.9 2.57 0.53 3.51 1.36
101 5E0216775 246 1 3 3 2 2 5 4 2 9 0 5 0 3,0 2.42 0.81 36 6 11 7,6 4.01 0.53 3.62 2.11
102 181612105219 265 0 1 2 0 2 4 4 2 6 0 0 1 ~.8 1.86 1.02 22 14 17 7.2 3.84 0.53 3.51 2.05;
17 0.56 3.15 2.18103 181906200000 156 1 2 1 2 7 3 0 1 1 0 3 0 1.8 1.88 1.07 21 14 6.9 3.87
104 5E181521616135 698 2 0 0 1 0 0 2 1 1 0 1 1 0.6 0.72 0.96 9 11 14 2.4 1.35 0.56 3.22 (';.75
105'SE0181514010024 162 6 4 3 2 0 2 4 1 3 0 3 1 2.4 1.71 0.71 29 4 7 3.9 2.26 0.58 2.~9 1.30
106 SA670150883 2000 8 0 4 4 6 4 0 2 13 0 5 2 3.4 2.53 0.74 41 4 7 5.5 3.35 0.61 2.72 2.03
107 5D181523206099 526 3 1 0 0 4 4 1 0 2 0 0 2 1.4 1.50 1.06 17 11 14 4'" 2.80 0.61 2.67 1.72
108 5B181391 056728 1603 o 'I 1 'I 2 2 1 1 0 0 2 'I 1.0 0.71 0.71 12 3 6 1.4 0.87 0.63 2.56 0.54
109 5(305890759610 163 0 1 1 0 0 2 0 1 2 0 1 'I 0.8 0.72 0.96 9 8 11 1.9 1.20 0.63 2.53 0.75
110 MC873170080 245 2 2 6 5 1 12 4 4 12 0 2 2 4.6 3.72 0.77 56 4 7 7.8 4.92 0.63 2.52\ 3.09
1H 161301010087 1180 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 i 0 0.4 1J.49 1.18 5 14 17 1.6 1.02 0.62 2.59 0.63
112 CA865010200 1190 1 1 3 1 2 5L 8 9 6 0 'I 2 3.3 2.89 0.69 39 6 S ae 4.34 0.64 2.42 2.78
113 MA87720(l121 1475 3 10 3 5 2 4j 2 3 11 0 :3 2 4.0 3.i4 0.78 48 4 7 6.5 4.15 0.64 2.4l 2.66

















NO PART-NO PRICE MONTHLY DEMAND ANNUAL LEAD TIME UT PARAMETERS
(R) X1 X2 X3 'X4 X5 X6 xr XB X9 X10 X11 X12 AVG STD COEF DEMAND supp TOTAL JUtr STDI+r COEF <'Ilfa 'beta
i UNITS UNITS UNITS WEEKS WEEKS UNITS UNITS I
115·SD31297302019
r-
351 0 2 0 2 1 0 0 5 7 0 3 1 1.8 2.17 1.24 21 14 17 6.9) 4.46 0.S5 2.37 2.90
116 SE0181521516013 285 2 1 0 1 4 8 0 2 5 0 1 :3 2.3 2.31 1.03 27 8 11 5.7 3.84 0.67 2.22 2.58
117 SF18143490Q022 235 1 0 0 :3 2 4 0 0 1 0 2 2 1.3 1.30 1.04 15 8 111 :3.2 2.15 \.'.00 2.17 1.46
118 $C878110139 850 2 2 3 0 1 2 2 5 5 0 2 0 2.0 1.63 0.82 24 4 7 3.2! ~'~~l0.67 2.24 1.44- .lIol 2.30119 :5FJ216721 220 5 1 0 4 1 0 0 6 3 0 2 1 1.9 2.02 1.05 23 8i 11 ",.-., ".3:) 0.69 2.11
120 SE15S191015500 194 2 2 1 3 8 1 5 1 2 0 2 0 2.3 2.171 ass 27 6 9 4.7 3.25 0.69 2.07 2.26
121 181626007183 2380 1 0 0 2 1 0 0 2 3 0 0 0 0.8 1.01 1.35 9 14 17 2.9 2.08 0.71 2.00 1.47
122 SE1815Q4106279 653 1 0 1 1 0 :3 1 3 0 0 0 0 0.8 1.07 1.28 10 11 14 2.7 2.00 0.74 1.82 1.48
123 181152025385 180 o! 01 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0.3 0.47 1.41 4 14 17 1.3 0.97 0.74 1.81 0.72
124 SAa'12000355 186QI 2 T 0 1 2 0 4 0 :3 2 0 1 1.3 1.25 0.94 16 4 7 2.2 1.65 0,77 1.70 1.26
125 SF181352020035 222 a 0 2 0 0 5 0 0 9 0 0 4 1.9 2.75 1.44 23 14 17 1.5 5.67 0.75 1.16 4.28
126 SF181434S06021 235 3 0 0 2 3 1 0 0 4 1 0 0 1.2 1040 1.20 14 .8 11 3.0 2.33 0.79 1.62 1.63
127iSE687721610 302 2 0 (I 7 t G 0 0 0 0 0 6 1.8 2.85 1.56 22 16 19 8.0 6.22 0.77 1.67 4.81-
128 SE0216717 474 1 0 0 2 0 0 3 1 2 0 1 C 0.8 0.99 1.18 10 8 11 2.1 1.64 0.77 1.67 1.26
129 LC877 2028 291 5 1 6 10 0' 6 12 6 15 0 0 0 5.1 4.94 0.97 61 4 7 8.2 13.54 0.80 r.sa] . 5.20
130 1810S101631Q 2450 0 0 0 0 0 Q 1 3 2 0 0 2 0.7 1.03 1.54 8 14 17 2.6 2.12 0.81 1.52 1.72
131 SG877830232 310 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0.5 0.50 1.00 6 4 7 0.8 0.66 0.82 1.49 0.54
132 SA870150964 2110 0 0 0 3 2 4 1 2 4 Q 2 0 1.5 1.50 1.00 18 4 7 2.4 1.98 0.82 1.49 1.63
133 LAa77002086 635 6 1 14 0 10 5 1 1 14 0 6 0 4.8 5.10 1.05 58 4 7 7.8 6.74 0.86 1.34 5.82
; 1 _1:~;;;~~:Q7
1430 0 0 10 1 6 0 0 o! 4. ~ 0 1 1.8 3.08 1.68 22 14 17 7.2 6.34 0.86 'r.28 5.60
443 O· 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0.3 0.43 1.73 3 14 17 1.0 0.89 0.91 1.21 ii.31r
';1.181434006264 996! 0 1 0 10 1 5 14 11 1 0 0 0 3.6 4.92 1.37 43 8 11 9.1 8.1;- 0.90 ~.24 7.33
IsA8700oo085 e'J50 0 2 1 0 2 2 11 0 3 C 0 0 0.9 1.04 1.13 11 4 7 1.5 1.37 0.93 1:16 1.27.
a 181061016155 3200 0 0 0 0 0 2 a 4 2 0 0 0 1.3 2.36 1.77 16 14 17 5.2 4.86 0.93 1.16 4.51
.J9 SC015G122045504 1107 0 0 2 4 0 2 1 0 1 0 1 1 1.0 1.15 1.15 12 4 7 1.6 1.53 0.95 1.12 1.44
14Q SD02A5106 989 0 0 0 0 2 2 :3 :3 0 0 0 0 0.8 1.21 fAG 10j b 11 2.1 2.01 0.95 1.11 1.91
141 LA865D10019 S17 9 1 1 18 31 0 15 3 1 0 2 0 4.4 5.92 1.34 53 6 9 9.2 8.88 0.97 1.07 8.60-
142 SG01815i1016264 1S0 1 0 0 1 0 0 2 0 :2 0 0 0 0.5 0.76 1.53 6 8 11 ~.3 1.27 1.00 1.00 1.2t.:
143 SG1553261 05502 113 0 3 0 1 0 3 1 5 1 0 0 0 1.2 1.57 1.35 '14' 6 9 2A 2.36 0.97 i.OS 2.30
144 SF030501002032 153 1 1 0 1 1 2 0 1 4 0 o 0 0.9 U1 1.22 11 4 7 1.5 1.47 1.00 1.01 1.47
145 SG181352020036 171 0 0 1 0 0 4 0 0 1 0 6 0 1.0 1.87 1.87 12 14 17 3.9 3.8S G.98 1.03 3.79
146 1151065060090 106 0 0 0 6 1 1 0 0 4 0 0 0 1.0 1.87 1.87 12 14 17 3.9 3.86 0.98 1.03 3.79
147 181424015230 287 0 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0.3 r,.62 1.87 4. 1<1 17 1.3 1.29 0.98 1.03 1.28
148 S0181432206052 793 0 0 2 0 0 1 0 2 5 0 4 2 1.3 1.65 1.24 16 4 7 2.2 2,18 1.01 0.97 221
14S'SA898000193 20100 0 0 0 0 0 5 5 5 5 3 0 0 1.9 2.33 1.21 23 4 7 3,1 3.08 0.99 1.iit 3.06
150 SF8971000S1 47Ci 0 0 1 0 U 1 i 3 2 0 0 0 0.7 0.94 1.41 a 4 7 1.1 1.25 1.16 0.75 1.44
151 SF0220389 272 21 0 0 Gi 2 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0.6 1.04 1.78 7 8 11 1.5 1.72 ~.""~ 0.74 2.001.1"1
152 SA620050225300 7062 6 0 0 0 0 10 0 7 2 0 0 0 2.1 3.38 1.62 25 4 7 304 4.47 1.33 0,$7t 5.93
















SLOW MOV~NGSKUs W~THPO~SSOND~STRJlBI!JT~ONOF D!EJUiA~~D
I I
NO PART-NO PRICE MONTHLY DEMAND A.NNUAt LEAD TIME LIT TOTAL-
ROQ(RJ X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 xr X8 X9 X10 X11 X12 OEIVlANO SUP? TOTAL XI+r STOI+r COEF USAGE
IUNITS Wi:eKS WEEKS UNITS UNITS VALUE
1 5C8772!l04T1 2408 ~ 0 0 0 1 1 0 2 'I 0 0 0 5 4 7 0.7 0.85 1.26 12040 'I
2 SG8733S0230 235 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 2 0 0 0 6 4 7 0.8 0.85 1.06 1410 1- 79100 'I3 SA810001851 11300 0 0 0 o 0 2 1 0 1 0 1 2 7 4 7 0.9 1.00 1.07
4 50878000074 660 2 0 3 1 'I 0 1 1 2 0 1 3 15 4 7 2.0 1.34 0.66 9900 1
5 181381090014 216 0 0 'I 1 0 0 2 0 l' 0 0 0 5 14 17 1.6 1.32 0.81 1080 1
6 161122015245 485 2 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 6 14 17 2.0 1.33 0.68 29'10 1
7 5E5FHG120014 380 0 1 1 0 1 1 3 0 3 0 3 2 15 6 9 2.6 1.75 0.67 5700 'I
8 CA870150582 2050 1 3 2 1 3 1 1 5 2 0 1 3 2<1 4 7 3.1 1.75 0.56 47150 'I
9 181462D06135 4050 1 0 1 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 2 0 7 14 17 23 1.57 0.68 28350 'I
10 SF0219S94 345 1 1 2 1 3 1 1 1 3 0 0 i) 14 8 11 3.0 '1.64 0.55 4830 1
11 5A877100140 18:;:0 2 3 1 2 2 4 1 5 5 0 3 1 "" 4 7 3.9 205 0.53 52780 1
12 15'1023050009 730 ~ 0 0 0 2 'I 1 1 0 0 0 2 9 14 17 29 1.71 0.58 6570 1 ,
13 SE0590345110 313 4 2 0 1 1 'I 0 3 2 0 'I 1 16 8 11 3.4 1.95 0.:'<1.1 5008 1~
14 SC5FTG1S0558 560 0 2 1 3 1 4 3 4 2 0 1 1 22 6 9 3.B 2.02 0.53 1-2320 1~
15 SEG2K1945 I 326 4 3 'I 0 it 1 3 2 1 0 2 0 18 8 11 3.8 2.0S 0.55 5868 1'I
16 SC1815041C1505 1301 ~ 1 1 1 3 3 1 1 0 0 0 1 14 11 14 3.6- 1.64 0.49 18214 1
17 181061300026 2050 1 2 1 0 3 0 0 1 1 0 2 0 11 14 17 3.6 1.91 0.55 22550 1
18 CA875DiJ0941 2040 5 5 2 2 3 :3 1 4 7 1 2 4 39 .4 7 5.3 2.30 0.44 79560 2
19 SF687503620 402 0 0 2 2 0 2 1 'I 2 0 0 0 10 16 19 3.7 1.96 0.54 4020 1
20 CE5D4222 !.~_._4 2 2 4 1 1 2 5 3 0 1 5 30 6 9 5.2 2.41 0.46 4980 1
21 SG15615202051 120 1 0 2 3 0 2 1 4 3 0 1 1 18 10 13 4.5 2.27 0.50 2160 1
22 181625304115 363 1 0 1 0 1 0 4 2 3 1 1 1 15 14 17 4.9 2.40 0.49' 5445 1
23 15104406271 1960 0 s 2 2 0 4 3 1 3 0 3 1 22 14 17 7.2 2.77 0.39;_ 43120 1
24 CC01564170255 360 2 2 5 5 6 4 3 4 4 0 3 2, 40 8 11 8.5 2.65 0.31 15200 2
25 ME18143490002 159 5 6 6 5 4 4 7 5 2 0 4 1 49 8 11 10.4 3,35 0.32 7791 2
26 SC1B130715605 552 5 3 2 0 3 4 3 0 2 0 3 2 27 16 19 9.9 3.34 0.34 14901t '1
27'181626007179 1160 3 2' 1 5 2 2 5 5 2 0 1 3 31 14 17 10.1 3.31 0.33 35960 1








SKUs WITH POISSON DiSTR!BUT~O~ OF DEMAND PATTERu\] I ! II
PROBABILITY {P1=O.95} OF NO STOCKOUT FRACTIONAL CHARGE (82=20%) COST (B'i;::~~50) PER STOCKOUT OCCASION
PER REPLENISHMENT eye' e PER UNIT SHORT ROQ=1
1
MOHO. t.'lOHV AOHo. AOHV 5S SS ROP ETSOPY MOHO. MOHO. OHQ OHQ SS sa ETSOPY ROP MOHO. MOHV AOHQ AOHV ss SS ETSOPY
UNITS VALUE UNITS VAWE UNITS VALUE UNITS C~AS- UNITS VALUE UNITS VALUE UNITS VALUE O::CAS- UNiTS UNITS VALUE UNITS VALUer UNITS VALUE IOCCAS-
IONS IONS IO~S
2 4816 1.83 4399 1.3 3195 1 1.90 2 7224 2.83 6807.2 2.3 5603 0.03 1 2 4816 1.83 4399 1.3 3195 1.90
2 470 1.b"9 398 1.2 280 1 2.52 2 705 2.69 632.7 2.2 515 0.07 2 4 940 3.69 868 3.2 750 0.Q1
3 33900 2.56 28902 2.1 2325<1' 2 0.13 2 33900 2.56 28901.9 2.1 23252 0.13 0 2 22600 1.56 17602 1.1 11952 3.19
4 2640 2.48 1637 2.0 1307 .3 1.17 4 3300 3.48 2297.3 3.0 1967 0.35 4 6 3960 4.48 2957 4.0 2627 0.09
-'( 864 2.87 619 2.4 511 3 0.17 3 1080 3.87 834.9 3.4 727 0.04 3 6 1296 4.87 1051 4.4 943 0.01
4 1940 2.54 1231 2.0 989 3 0.42 3 1940 2.54 1231.2 2.0 989 0.42 3 6 2910 4.54 2201 4.0 1959 :>.03
5 1900 2.90 1103 2.4 913 4 1.10 5 2280 3.90 1483.5 3.4 1293 0.36 5 8 3040 5.90 2243 5.4 2053 0.Q3
6 12300 3.40 5978 2.9 59:;3 4 1.36 S 14350 4.40 9027.9 3.9 B003 0.48 4 7 14350 4.40 9028 3.9 8003 0.48
5 20250 321 13007 2.7 10982, 4 0.29 4 20250 3.21 13006.7 2.7 10982 0.291 1 4 16200 2.21 8957 1.7 6932 0.87
6 2070 3.54 1221 3.0 1048 5 0.67 6 2415 4.54 1565.8 4.0 1393 0.22 6 8 2760 5.54 1911 5.0 173e 0.07
7 12740 3.60 6545 3.1 5635 5 2.16 8 16380 5.60 10185.0 5.1 9275 0.30 6 8 14500 4.60 8365 4.1 7455 0.84
6 ".380 3.56 2597 3.1 2232 5 0.41 5 4380 3.56 2597.1 3.1 2232 0.41 4 7 5110 4.56 3327 4.1 2962 0.14
-.:. 2191 4.12 1288 3.6 1132 6 0.5..<; 6 2191 4.12 1288.1 3.6 1132 0.55 7 9 ~817 6.12 1914 5.6 1758 0.063920 3.69 2068 3.2 1788 5 1.44 "7 4480 4.69 2627.7 4.2 2348 0.55 7 9 5040 5.69 3188 5.2 2908 0.19( I
7 2282 3.69 12:04 3.2 1041 6 1.18 7 2608 4.69 1529.7 4.2 1367 0.45 7 9 29S4 5.69 1856 5.2 1693 0.16
7 9107 3.73 4854 3.2 4203 6 0.67 7 10408 4.73 6154.7 4.2 5504 0.33 5 8 10408 4.73 6155 4.2 5304 0.33
_ _J 14350 3.90 8003 3.4 6978 6 0.53 6 14350 3.90 8002.9 3.4 6978 0.53 4 6 12300 2.90 5953 2.4 4928 1.33.
9 18360 4.75 9690 3.8 7650 6 1.43 10 22440 6.75 13770.0 5.8 11730 0.24 6 s 18360 4.75 9690 3.8 7650 1.4=i1
7 2814 3.85 1546 3.3 1345 6 0.52 6 2814 3.85 1548.2 3.3 1345 0.52 6 9 3618 5.85 2350 5.3 2149 O.O~
9 1494 4.31 715 3.6 632 7 2.05 10 1826 6.31 1047.1 5.8 964 0.34 11 13 2158 8.31 1379 7.8 1296 0.04-
8 960 4.00 ·,00 3.5 420 7 1.22 .8 1080 5.00 600.0 4.5 540 0.49 9 12 1440 8.00 960 7.5 900 0.02,
9 3267 4.60 1668 4.1 1487 8 0.72 8 3267 4.60 1668.4 4.1 1487 0.72 8 11 3993 6.60 2394 6.1 2213 0.11 '
12 23520 5.31 10403 4.8 9423 10 1.33 11 25480 6.31 12363.1 5.8 11383 0.62 9 11 21550 4.31 8443 3.8 7463 2.711
13 4940 5.54 2105 4.5 1725 10 2.02 14 5700 7.54 2864.5 6.5 2485 0.49 13 15 5700 7.54 2865 6.5 2485 0.491
15 2385 5.63 896 4.6 737 12 3.37 16 2703 7.63 12~3.9 6.6 1055 0.96 17 ill 3021 9.63 1532 B.6 1373 0.23
15 8280 5.63 3110 5.1 2834 13 2.50 15 9384 7.63 4214.3 7.1 3938 0.65 15 17 9384 7.63 4214 7.1 3S38 0.65
15 17400 5.37 6224 4.9 5544 13 3.57 15 1~720 7.37 8543.<1 6.9 7964 0.98 14 16 18560 6.37 7384 5,9 6804 1.91
20 87020 4.63 20165 4.1 17990 19 8.57 20 91371 5.63 24510.2 f'.1 22341 5.46 19 21 91371 5.63 24516 5.1 22341 5.46
1
I 300560 1430561 1213251 44 328026 170522 148791 17 213835 123186 103631 17













PROBA!8HUTY (Pi) OF NO STOCKOUT PER REPLENISHMENT CYCLE
lTc=3weeks LTc =1(())weeks
Pi TMOHV TSSV TAOHV ETVSPY ETSOPY TOTAL TMOHV TSSV TAOH\' :::'"TVSPYETSOP TOTAL
(R1,OOO)(R1,OOO)#f##I:Jf:## (R1,OOO)occassion COST (R1,OOO)(R1000) (R":-.1U) (R1000) occasslo COST
(RiDDO) (Ri0DO)
0.700 2802.2 513.3 753.7 3167.6 959 965.2 4055.8 645.0 885.4 2520.6 163 833.8
0.750 2949.1 660.2 900.6 2481.8 799 827.6 4240.4 829.6 1070.0 1974.8 636 739.8
0.800 3130.3 841.4 1081.8 1798.4 639 698.4 4468.1 1057.4 1297.7 1431.1 509 656.2
0.850 3303.4 1014.4 1254.8 1292.8 479 611.8 4685.6 1274.8 1515.2 1028.7 381 605.7
,
I'V
0.900 3543.3 1254.3 1494.7 787.8 320 540.7 4987.1 1576.3 1816.7 626.8 254 574.6 0.p.
0.930 3733.4 1444.5 1684.9 515.2 224 516.3 5226.0 1815.3 2055.7 409..9 178 575..3 .
0.950 3898.9 1609.9 1850.3 347.6 160 512.5 5434.0 2023.2 2263.6 276.6 127 589.3
0.970 4129.8 1840.9 2081.3 193.3 96 527.0 5724.2 2313.4 2553.8 153.8 16 62~.8
0.990 4565.9 2277.0 2517.4 56.4 32 593.1 6272.2 2861.5 3101.9 44.9 25 724.6










SIMULATION SUMMARY RESULTS :GAMMA DISTREBUTION
PROBASllJTY (Pi) OF NO STOCKOUT
PER REPLENISHMENT CYCLE
LTc =3 weeks LTc =10 weeks
TMOHV TSSV TAOHV ETVSPY ETSC oy TOTAL
Pi (R1,OOO) (R1,OOO) (Ri,OOO) (R1,000) occassions COST
(Ri0aO)
0.700 2548.5 308.2 573.6 6625.0 918.0 1667.2
0.750 2714.8 474.4 739.9 5462.7 765.0 1441.4
0.800 2912.9 672.5 938.0 4323.2 612.0 1228.8
0.850 3161.7 921.3 1186.8 3205.6 459.0 1034.0
0.900 3503.1 1262.7 1528.2 2109.9 306.0 867.3
0.930 3796.7 1556.4 1821.8 1463.5 214.2 792.1
0.950 4069.3 1828.9 2094.3 1037.8 153.0 762.3
0.970 4476.5 2236.1 2501.5 617.0 91.8 767.3
0.990 5332.4 3092.0 3357.4 202.6 30.6 886.0
0.995 5862.0 3621.7 3387.1 100.6 15.3 994.9
TiVlOHV TSSV TAOHV ETVSPY ETSOPY TOTAL
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